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Another specialist 
The number of doctors here grows 
as the hospital lands a second 
pediatrician\NEWS A8 
New guy in town 
New senior pastor Jim Barber is 
welcomed at the Pentecostal 
assembly\COMMUNITY B1 
Off to Fruitvale 
Our soccer teams booted all 
northern challengers for a trip to 
the provincials\SPORTS B6 
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Truckers  buck  SC I  rate cut  
By JEFF  NAGEL 
LOGGING TRUCK drivers are 
fighting an attempt by Skeeea Cel- 
lulose to force them to accept lower 
hauling rates. 
"SCI's trying to trade their red 
ink for ours," said Northwest Log- 
gers Association general manager 
Bill Sauer. 
He said truckers are being told 
they'll have to accept a hauling rate 
four per ceut lower. 
"We all gave at the office two 
years ago when we all took 10 
ceuts on the dollar," Sauer said. 
"Now they waut us to take another 
push any of its contractors into 
bankruptcy in the course of seeking 
further cost reductions. 
"They say because nobody's 
gone broke there's too much fat in 
the system," Sauer says. "They'd 
prefer to see somebody go under." 
The oldy reason no contractors 
have gone broke is a program of 
FRBC low-interest bridging loans 
that helped them survive last year 
after being forced to swallow SCI's 
unpaid debts. 
"There would have been quite a 
few gone broke if it there hadn't 
been the FRBC money," Sauer 
hit of four per cent. They're not said. 
being fair." Still, he said, many contractors 
He said the move runs contrary to have also been forced to dip into 
Skeena Cellulose presidalt Bill their personal savings to keep their 
Steele's assurances here last month busiuessesgoing. 
that the company doesn't want to Sauer says the reality is there are 
close to 30 fewer logging trucks in 
this area now because operators 
have been forced to downsize and 
sell trucks to avoid outright failure. 
The truckers say they've put no 
pressure on SCI for rate increases 
in recognition of the difficult times. 
Their rate has been unchanged for 
three years despite increasing parts 
and fuel costs. 
Rather than appreciate that 
restraint, Saner said, SCI has taken 
it as "a green light to begin cutting 
rates." 
"Everybody has held the line and 
everybody is now being asked to 
take less." 
The current rate, he said, was 
based on 200 days of work a year 
something the truckers haven't 
hit in these difficult times. 
Despite prospects of an industry 
rebound, 1999 is also shaping up as 
a bad year for haulers because of 
the late spring and high snowpack. 
The truckers are being backed up 
by the five large logging con- 
tractors who hold the hauling con- 
tracts ~ith SCI and subcontract the 
work to truckers. 
Rob Wood, of Clear Creek Con- 
traetlng, said the attempt to ar- 
bitrarily hnpose contracts was a 
"typical" SCI tactic, but added ne- 
gotiations will now result. 
Saner says SCI is solely inter- 
estod in cutting rates, rather than 
considering the truckers' other 
ideas for cost cutting. 
Better platming, Sauer said, could 
lead to improved value on snow- 
clearing and road maintenance. 
Skeena Cellulose officials were 
unavailable for comment last week. 
City to let dogs 
stay in the parks 
CITY councillors have turned tail and backtracked on 
their decision to ban dogs from two city parks. 
Pooches can still prance through George Little Park 
downtown and Christy Park - -  as long as they're on a 
leash and owners pick up their droppings. 
Councillors made the decision Friday, baeking away 
from plans to make both parks dog-free to keep chil- 
dren from coming into unhealthy contact with dog doo. 
One new factor is that more signs are going up stresa- 
iug the need to leash dogs and pick up the poop. 
"There are two problems," councillor Vai George 
said. "Dogs pooping in parks and dogs rutming loose 
terrorizing people. The new signs are being put up. 
Let's leave it at that and see how that works." 
The final outcome? Dog laws remain the same as al- 
ways: all dogs on public property in town must be on a 
leash aud owners must dean up their droppings. 
"We've just spout six weeks going around in circles 
for nothiug," noted councillor David Hull. 
Exercise tests 
local response 
to plane crash 
By ALEX HAMILTON Each one seemed pleased 
IMMEDIATELY after a with how the exercise was 
mock plane crash-landed at 
the airport last Tuesday, the 
facility's siren sounded, 
alerting the city's alann 
room of the accident 
Eighteen miuutcs later, 
Terrace firefighters were the 
first to arrive on the scene to 
evaluate the carnage. 
In front of them, a small 
twin-engine aircraft was 
engulfed in fames sending 
thick black smoke into the 
air. Strewn across the run. 
way were 20 bodies, some 
conscious, some barely 
breathing. 
As a handful of 
firefighters rushed to douse 
the flames with fire- 
retardant foam, others 
sprayed the ground to create 
a barrier betweeu injured 
passengers and the burning 
aircraft. 
Those passengers who 
could walk were quickly 
moved away from the heal 
and the smoke. 
At 7:03 p.m. - -  19 
minutes after the plane 
crashed - -  the Thornhill 
Fire Department was o,  
hand helping to put out the 
fire. 
Seconds later, ambulance 
attendants arrived and begau 
attending to the injured. 
Paramedics immediately ad. 
ministered triage, a system 
of sorting patients by the 
severity of their injuries to 
establish which passengers 
needed to get to the hospital 
frst. 
At 7:07 p.m., 23 minutes 
after the crash, forestry 
workers were busy adminis- 
tering first aid and transport. 
ing patients into one of the 
three awaiting ambulances. 
The first patient was 
placed iuto the ambulauce at 
7:20 p.m. m 36 minutes 
after the crash. The second 
patient was in an ambulance 
five minutes later. 
Meanwhile RCMP had 
secured the airport's gates 
and set up roadblocks, and 
airport officials were busy 
making sure all incoming 
planes were well aware of 
the situation. 
While everyone was 
frantically completing their 
tasks, fire chief Randy 
Smith, ambulance unit chief 
Carl Wassink, and RCMP 
Inspector Dong Wheler 
stood back, casually taking 
in the scene. 
going and was impressed 
with how all the emergency 
agencies worked together. 
The "plane crash", which 
was in fact a burning bus, 
was a study to test the 
response of local emergency 
services. 
Fire chief Randy Smith 
said the exercise provided a 
situation for everyone - -  
firefighters, RCMP, forestry 
workers, paramedics, and 
airport staff m to work to- 
gether to control the situa- 
tion. 
"We're exercising 
plaus," Smith said. "The 
idea is that we all work to- 
gether." 
He said it's important o 
test different agencies to see 
whether or not everyone can 
come together and be avail- 
able to help each other. 
' 'You can always sit down 
and go through thhlgs on 
paper, but you never know 
how things will work out 
until you get on the scene," 
Smith said. 
He said the 18 minutes it 
took firefighters to get to the 
EASY DOES IT: Ambulance paramedics and a forestry worker ad- 
minister first aid to a pretend victim of a mock airplane crash at the 
airport June 29. The exercise was designed to test the skills of a 
number of agencies in the city, including the fire departments, am- 
bulance, R(JMP and forestry workers. When paramedics and 
forestry workers arrived at the scene of the "crash", there were 20 
injured passengers to attend to. All the agencies worked together to 
help get the victims to Mills Memorial Hospital as fast as possible. 
over  all t rad i t iona l  te r r i to ry  
]By JEFF NAGEL 
TSIMSHIA.N natives want 
to have some level of con- 
troi over their entire tradi- 
tional territory around Ter- 
race under an eventual 
treaty. 
Under the proposal tabled 
in treaty talks here last 
week, Tsimshisn chief ne- 
gotiatior Gerald Wesley in- 
dicated the Kitselas and Kit- 
sumkalum bands don't want 
to duplicate the Nlsga'a 
treaty. 
In that deal the Nlsga'a 
got about eight per cent of 
their traditioual territory as 
core lauds but gave up con- 
tro] of most of the rest, apart 
from hunting and fishing 
righls in a larger area. 
The Tsimshiaa re instead 
suggesting that in addition 
to a substantial area of core 
lands surroul|dlng Terrace, 
they'd also be part of boards 
or panels with authority 
over land use throughout the 
Tsirnshian treaty talks 
[] Land surrounding Terrace on table, Page A2 
[] Villages want plenty of autonomy, Page A2 
local traditional territory. 
The two bands' combined 
territory extends north up 
the Kitsumkalum valley al- 
most to Lava Lake, up- 
stream on the Skeena almost 
to the Seven Sisters, 
downstream to the Ex- 
chamsiks and Gitnadok val- 
leys, and south through the 
Kitimat valley almost to 
Kitimat city limits. 
Wesley likened the ap- 
proach to a blend of the 
Nisga'a model of selecting a
core lands area and the 
Gitxsan model in the 
Hazeitons, where natives 
there want co-management 
over all their territory in- 
stead of just core lands, 
"We want to find a way to 
recognize 100 per cent of 
our territory," Wesley said. 
Proviucial negotiators 
have always leaned towards 
the land selection model, 
but it presents difficulties 
for natives. Native families 
usually trace their ties to 
certain chuuks of land and 
forcing a group to decide 
whose land is in a treaty and 
whose land is out can be 
highly divisive. 
Most controversial is the 
Tsimshian assertion that 
they don't want to com- 
pletely give up their 
aboriginal rights. 
The Nisga'a, in their 
treaty, agree to release all 
aboriginal rights they could 
ever be entitled to in ex. 
Lyle Viereck 
change for clearly laid out 
treaty rights. 
But the Tsimshlan propose 
that instead of agreeing to 
release or extinguish their 
aborlglnai rights, they'd 
agree to not invoke tllem as 
long as senior govemmeuts 
abide by the treaty. 
"We want to keep an ace 
up our sleeves," Wesley ex- 
plained. " I  don't see that 
we're ever going to give up 
our aborigiual rights." 
Provincial negotiator Lyle 
Viereck said that's going to 
be difficult because the pro- 
vince's goal is to gain long- 
term certainty on as much 
Crown land as possible. 
"We don't see the treaty 
resulting in a bunch of un- 
defined rights that sit out 
there and could be activated 
at any time," Viereck said. 
"That doesn't give us 
certainty." 
He was also uncomfort- 
able about the proposals for 
shared land-use control over 
the entire territory, 
Exactly who will have the 
final say ou land control altd 
development would have to 
be spelled out, he said. 
Continued Pg. A2 
scenario, he admitted that 
18 minutes would have bccn 
too long to save many of the 
passengers from the heat of 
the flames. 
But without a crash fire 
team located at the airport, 
which could be on scene 
within three minutes to sup- 
press the fire with retardant 
foam, 18 minutes is the best 
town-based fireflghters can 
do. 
"These are the resources 
we have and we apply them 
to the best of our ability," 
Smith said. " I  would like to 
see something (at the air- 
port) but there isn't and 
we're going to do the best 
we can with the resources 
We're  got .  ' ' 
Smith said it is critical that 
fires are put out and patients 
are taken to the hospital 
within an hour of crashes. 
After that "golden hour" 
a patient's chances of sur- 
vival rapidly decreases. 
According to Smith, the 
exercise was a realistic 
response to an emergency 
Continued Pg. A12 
sceue of the crash was fair, 
c oo u d Nat ives  seek  t reaty  powers  their flashing lights or sireus. 
However, in a real life 
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From front 
Treaty I We're BacI'*! 
ta lks  , 
"We can't have jurisdic- 
tional regimes that leaves 
who's in control unclear." 
Other Tsimshian proposals 
that will be contentious are 
their suggestion that a share 
of municipal and regional 
district property taxes col- 
lected in their territory go to 
the Tsilnshian govenunent. 
That was just part of a list 
of financial transfers they 
want under a treaty. 
They're also seeking: 
i Compensation for his- 
toric removal of resources 
and use of the land. 
I A cash treaty settle- 
ment. 
[] Training money to 
prepare the Tsimshian for 
the jobs of governing them- 
selves. 
[] An agreement to share 
resource royalty revenue, 
even on areas outside their 
core lands. 
[] A stream of money to 
help implement he treaty 
over 20 years. 
The Kitselas and Kitsum- 
kalum bands are working 
jointly on treaty negotia- 
tions now. 
'They're the two inland 
bands of the seven Tsim- 
shian villages. The rest are 
around Prince Rupert and 
further south along the 
coast. 
The southern village of 
Kitasoo has also made a 
proposal on lands in that 
area, and the other villages 
are to also present land and 
resources proposals. 
Clarification 
DARCY FISHER is an 
engineer for Canadian 
Helicopters, not Northern 
Helicopters, as indicated in 
a caption of a photograph of
flooding published June 30, 
1999 on page A12. 
TSIMSHIAN negotiator Gerald Wesley points to Terrace on a map of Tsimshian 
t~aditional territory. That darker shaded triangle of land around and north of the 
city is the area the Tsimshian want for their core lands, 
Tsimshian unveil land demands 
TERRACE would be ah island in a sea of 
Tsimshian land under the tribal group's 
opening demand for land in treaty talks. 
The Tsimshian proposal breaks up their 
claimed traditional territory around here 
into four categories: 
Lah-yoop 
Tsimshian for "our land", this would be 
equivalent to the smaller area of core lands 
in the Nisga'a treaty where natives would 
have either outright ownership or the high- 
est level of jurisdiction. 
Area proposed: All the land immediately 
around Terrace and extending up the Kit- 
sumkalum valley to the north end of Kalum 
Lake and Sand Lake, south to Lakelse Lake 
plus the lower Kitimat River, and up the 
Skeena to beyond Oliver Creek. 
Economic zones 
Logging, mining and industrial activity 
would be emphasized in these zones, al- 
though still under the supervision of a joint 
stewardship council giving some degree of 
Tsimshian control. 
Area proposed: Most of the mid to upper 
Copper River (Zymoetz) watershed, upper 
Cedar River, upper Nelson River, upper Er- 
landsen Creek, upper Mayo Creek. 
Special management areas 
Areas to be developed with a high level 
of care and caution, jointly managed by the 
three parties. 
Area proposed: Exchamsiks, Ex/stew, 
Shames, upper Kitsumkalum IL, Little 
Cedar R., Dasque Creek, upper Williams 
Creek, upper Kitimat River, Wedeene and 
Little Wedeene watersheds. 
Protected areas r 
Covers existing parks and potential future ' 
protected areas. Tsimshian want assurances 
of traditional use within them. j 
Area proposed: Gitandoix recreation 
1 area, Lakelse Lake provincial park, the Lakelse River and Coldwater Creek area, and the Maroon Mountain/Mt. Garland area east of Kalum lake. 
Autonomy important 
THE TSIMSI-IIAN insistence of a very 
decentralized treaty giving each village 
maximum autonomy remains a "vexing 
problen~", says B.C.'s chief negotiator. 
Lyle Viereck said the province wants to 
avoid ending up with the equivalent of 
several different treaties for the Tsimshian, 
and hopes the end result will be somewhat 
centralized and efficient o run. 
Viereck said it also raises questions of 
whether to table an offer to the entire group 
or to individual bands. 
"Do we put offem forward in stages or to 
the First Nation as a whole?" he asked. 
The decentralized concept has been key 
to maintaining "I'simshian unity by promis- 
ing each band customized treaty options. 
"Central government won't work for 
us," said Kitselas negotiator Mei Bevan. 
"Autonomy is the only thing that will 
work. But even though we're talking about 
autonon~y, it can all be done in one treaty." 
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The Terrace Multiple Sclerosis Support & the i! 
Multiple Sclerosis Society of BC & Canada 
would like to thank the people of Terrace & 
Surrounding areas for supporting this years 
Very Successful Annual Carnation Drive. A spe- 
cial thanks is to go out to the following for their 
support. 
Terrace Pizza Hut The Terrace Standard 
Royal Bank The Terrace Inn ~:!;; 
Bank of Nova Scotia The Northern Motor Inn :~ 
Terrace and District Credit Union C.F.T.K. Radio & T.V. 
McDonalds C.J.F.W. Radio 
Terrace Shell Car Wash The Terrace Karate Club 
Northern Savings Credit Union Coast Inn of the West 
The Terrace Liquor Store The Skeena Hotel 
Toc Communication Lindsay's Cartage & Storage 
Terrace Canadian Liquid Air Ladies Skeena Valley Golf & Country Club 
Classic Hot Dogs Terrace Curling Assoc. Members 
Terrace Safeway The Back Eddy Pub 
Terrace Farmers Market The Northern Realtors Board Members 
Terrace A & W Terrace Beta Sigma Phi 
Bob & Alfreida Price Terrace Free Masons 
Canadian Tire 
In the past few Years there has been some progress in drugs for the treatment ot 
Multiple Sclerosis like, Betaseron, RebiF, Avonex & Novantrone. These drugs are by far 
not the cure for M.S. they only slow down the number of attacks, and more research 
into the cause, and cure of this Disease still has to go on. Again, Thank you all [or sup- 
porting research this year throughout the 1999 Carnation Campaign. 
The Terrace Support Group holds regular support meetings at one of our members 
home. IF you would like to find out more about our support group you could get in 
touch with Liza at 635-4.974. 
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Nass road 
 work starts 
,:THE FIRST DOLLARS from a $41 million, seven-year 
:project o improve the Nisga'a I-Iighway leading into and 
:~ the Nass Valley itself are beginning to flow. 
Jack's Excavating of Terrace has the contract o re-allgn 
ia 4.6kin section from Sand Lake to the south end of Lava 
',Lake to bring it up to a gravel standard by this fall, says 
!highways ministry official Dave St, Thonaas. 
, Tenders are also being readied to replace two aging 
',bridges with concrete structures. And the ministry is using 
',equipment from a day labour list far a 4kin realigtmlent of 
',the Nisga'a Highway stretching east froth the W.D. Mckay 
iBridgejust outside of Greenville. 
, All told, the ministry has budgeted $7,7 million this year 
',for the work, said St. Thomas. "It was to be less but we 
',asked for and received more. lit particular, the bridges 
',need to be replaced," he said. 
', The entire project comes under the hiring jurisdiction of 
',t-llghway Constructors Ltd. (HCL) a conlpany owned by 
',the B,C. Transportation Financing Authority, a provincial 
:crown corporation, which is borrowing the money for the 
iw, ork. HCL in turu has a master agreement with a eollec- 
:tian of unions called the B.C. Highway a,d Related Cou- 
',struction Council. 
i The agreement calls for the payment of u,ion-levei 
:wages and local hire from people belonghlg to the uniolts. 
',Non-union workers can also be hired but they must he- 
'came members of one of the" unions for as 10ng as they 
• work on the projects. 
In the case of  the Sand Lake to Lava Lake and bridge re- 
!placement contracts, bidding was open to companies who 
,have union contracts and also those who don't. 
Since HCL acts as the hiring agent, no,-union companies 
;aren't ied to any contracts once they have fiuished their 
ipartieular project, said HCL general n~anager Bob March, 
A successful bidder can choose five of its first 10 
workers. If the five they choose are non-anion they have to 
sign union cards for the life of the project The other five 
are hired through HCL. If more workers are needed, a 
company can choose half of the remaining number needed 
from a union-affiliated list provided by HCL. The other 
half are assigned irectly by HCL from the same list. 
The day labour work for the 4kin section leading from 
the W.D. McKay Bridge is handled differently, said 
March. I-ICL is giving priority to residents of the Nass Val- 
ley who are individual equipment owner/operators, 
NYithin this format, preference is then given to individual 
owner/operators who are affiliated with a union and then to 
owner/operators who dou't have union affiliation. 
"'We think this fits for the highway work and for the 
residents of the valley," said March. 
I-ICL is working with the Nisga'a Tribal Council office 
to find office space in the Nass Valley and to hire one per- 
son to manage the hiring information flow between the 
valley and HCL's Nanaimo head office, 
March has already met with Terrace and Kitimat road 
contractors while HCL president Christie Brown and one 
of its employment officers held a separate meeting with the 
Nisga'a Tribal Council. 
• "A" ,k ,A- ~ 
10ck's Excavating was one of three companies bidding 
an the Sand Lake to Lava Lake project. It submitted a Uid 
of $1,620,377 followed by A.L. Sims and sons. ofPrlnce 
George with a bid of $2,186,613 and Rossco Ventures of 
'Terrace with a bid of $2,865,422. 
(These figures were in the process of being verified at 
press time.) 
[] Good 
feed 
SPOTFY WEATHER July 
1 failed to deter hundreds 
of people who showed up 
at the fire hall for a pan- 
cake breakfast and the 
opportunity to take a ride 
on Terrace and Thornhill 
fire trucks. More than 
$2,100 was raised for the 
B.C. Professional 
Firefighters Burn Fund 
which buys equipment for 
burn units and supports a 
children's burn survivor 
camp. This is the second 
year the fire departments 
have staged the Canada 
Day breakfast. At top, 
Terrace volunteer 
firefighter Phil Brown 
helps a~child down ,from 
• one 6f ihe fire trucks 
while on the right, Jim 
Lynch demonstrates his 
culinary expertise. 
MATCH ?HE 
NIRCHANT CONTEST 
, V'u=" Moved!! / 
ind us at 2-3215 Bby Street (under city hall) I 
Hours 8:30 a.m.- 4:30 p.m. / 
Monday to Friday l 
"Greater" Selection of / 
our Used Book Fundraiser ..,I 
hudlovox 480 
The freedom of choice! Freedom 100 gives you 100 minutes 
a month to use anytime, with extra rninutcs iust 20¢ each. 
Or for just an additional $5.95 a month, Freedom 300 gives 
you all that plus 200 minutes more for the weekendst . . . .  
ELECTRONIC 
FUTURES 
4710 Keith Ave, 
, ~ '~ '~ ~1 Terrace 
635-7767 
IB Informed: Freedom 300 and Freedom 100 plans based on a 12 month contract. 24 month opUon comes w~th a $50 I~11 credit. 
¢3AF: Aldin'~ applies to local calls only and Is billed by the minute. Long distance charges and taxes extra. Annual System 
Acce~ Fee of $48 epplh0s. Cancellstion fee applies. Limited time offer• 
! 
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News In Brief 
Watch those seams 
TERRACE RCMP have issued another warning for 
residents to watch for phone scanls. 
Typically, a person is told they've, walt a prize of 
cash or an expensive gilt provided they send a sum of 
money to cover taxes or shipping. The money may be 
sent, bul the prize is never delivered. 
Experienced pho,e scammers have been kuown to 
call the person back, after the requested money has 
bcen sent, and told they need to send even more 
inoney. 
" I f  something sounds leo good to be true, it is," 
notes the RCMP warning . . . .  
Police do operate aa agency called Phonebusters, 
That number is 1-888-495-850l for people with ques- 
lions about his type of seam. 
Breath sample not given 
TERRACE RCMP arrested a mau in the area of truck 
that had gone off the road around miduight on Crescent 
St. near Old Lakelse Lake Road ou Friday, Juue 25. 
Officers found an abandoned 1986 GMC truck which 
had been driven into an embankment and some trees. 
They noticed blood and beer in the truck but were un- 
able to locate attyone in the vicinity. 
A passing motorist gave some infonuation to officers 
and they found a man walking dowu Old Lakelse Lake 
Drive covered in blood and with a serious head wound. 
The man showed signs of alcohol impairmeut and was 
arrested for drunk driving but because he refused to 
provide a breath sample, lie was released. 
Tile man was later treated at the hospital and 
released. 
Didn't know it was wrong 
A TERRACE man accused of shooting two local men 
on Aug. 14, 1997 was found uo! criminally responsible 
for his actions. 
Joseph Kilgren stood accused of second-degree nrur- 
der of Denial Joseph Fagan and attempted murder of 
Patrick Sewell. His shot gun and ammunifiott, con- 
fiscated at the crime scene, was forfeited to the Crown. 
Judge Jan S. Sigurdson said Kilgren was unable to 
distinguish what he did was wrong and committed him 
to a forensic psychiatric unit in Port Coquitlam June 
15. Kilgren'will be re-evaluated before a psychiatric 
review boa rd within 45 days of his sente.ce. 
Armed robber strikes 
Tile Copperside store on ICalum St. was tile target of an 
armed robbery July 2 at 1:09 a.m. 
The lone suspectwalked into the store wearing a dark 
blue adidas jacket attd dark i)anls. He pulled a Pafife 
and told rite Ioue attendant to put all the money into a 
bag, say Terrace RCMP. 
Coustable Tanya Wilson said the suspect had his 
hood pulled up on his jacket so there is no definite des- 
eription of tile suspect. The robber was seen getting 
into a car north of the store, but the only. witness was 
saline distance away/and's0 there"Ls "ii6 ac~fiiih~ C~n~ 
firmati0t~ oil'the niak~'or'~odei oi:carl Terrace RcMP 
are looking for the public's help with this robbery, and 
any one with information should call 635-TIPS(8477). 
Advancements In 
Veterinary 
Medicine 
(AAHA)-Tod ay more 
than 78 percent of pet own- 
ers in the United States and 
Canada consider their pets 
children. Pet owners 
increasingly demand the 
same degree of care for 
their pets as they expect for 
their family. Advancements 
in pet care demonstrate how 
veterinarians are helping 
these pets live longer and 
happier lives. 
Microchip Identification 
The microchip is a tiny 
form of computerized identi- 
fication implanted under a 
pet's skin by a veterinarian. 
Microchips supplement ra- 
ditional collar and tag iden- 
tification; they do not 
replace them. Once the chip 
is in place, it can be 
scanned to provide neces- 
sary information to reunite 
an owner with a lost or sto- 
len pet. 
Flea Control 
Pet owners have severaJ 
new options in controlling 
fleas, ranging from topically 
applied solutions that kill 
fleas on contact to new pills 
and oral liquids. Many of 
these products are used only 
once a month. New lawn 
xoducts contain live organ- 
isms that feed on flea lar- 
vae, eliminating the need 
for chemicals and 
insecticides. 
Pain Control 
Veterinarians have 
always had the primary 
Pet Care Month 
I Petland 
New Hours of Operation: 
Mon.-Wed.: 9 am - 6 pm 
Thurs. & Friday: 9 am - 9 pm 
Saturdays: 9 am - 6 pm 
Sundays: 12 noon - 5 pm 
CLOSED HOLIDAYS! 
l,,'J HAGE N r=p 
4706 Keith Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R1 
(250) 635-1600 
3382 Old Lakelse Lake Road (1/4 mile past Thornhill Pub) 
635-3055 
responsibility of alleviating 
animals' pain and suffering. 
Veterinarians now use 
nicotine-patch technology to 
offer animals better pain 
control. Pets receive even, 
sustained pain control over 
several days without the 
inconvenience of pills or 
injections. 
Behaviour Modification 
Behaviour modification 
programmes can help you 
prevent or correct pet 
behaviour problems. Puppy 
socialization classes and 
individualized counselling 
are offered by many veteri- 
nary hospitals. Common, 
yet manageable behaviour 
problems include digging, 
barking, biting and house 
soiling. 
Dentistry 
In addition to pain relief, 
dental procedures for pets 
offer many other health 
benefits. Many kidney and 
heart valve infections in 
dogs and cats are related to 
bacteria originating in the 
mouth. Aggressive veteri- 
nary dentistry has greatly 
improved the length and 
quality of many pets' lives. 
Regular dental visits are rec- 
ommended for the treatment 
of calculus, abscessed teeth 
and periodontal disease. 
American Animal 
Hospilal Association pro- 
vides online users with pet 
health care information at 
wvw.heahhypot.com, its 
home page on the World 
Wide Web. 
American Animal Hospital 
Association 
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A shame 
.~d-IERE'S NOT a person in the northwest who 
~oesn't wish Skeena Cellulose well. Abandoned 
on our doorstep nearly three years ago by its 
eastern Canadian parent, the company was 
brought in from the cold thanks to a rescue pack- 
age put together by the provincial goverranent. 
It's now slowly crawling back into respect- 
ability. Helped by a slowly improving market for 
pulp and lumber, and with a series of cost control 
measures now taking hold, the company may 
even be on the verge of being attractive nough 
to attract a new owner, which was the plan all 
along. Governments, after all, shouldn't be in the 
business of being in business. Yet it is still our 
company - -  52.5 per cent worth, in fact. 
So that's why it's disturbing to have the latest 
piece of Skeena Cellulose news come out some 
weeks after it happened. In return for $110 mil- 
lion for capital improvements and for a $50 mil- 
lion increase in the company's operating line of 
credit, the provincial government wants to in- 
crease its stake in the company by having its two 
partners, the Toronto-Dominion Bank and the 
pulp union in Prince Rupert surrender some of 
their holdings. 
Now there's nothing wrong with that. It's a nat- 
ural move-  more shares for more money. But 
the disturbing aspect is that this wasn't released 
at the end of May when Deputy Premier Dan 
Miller came to Terrace to announce the granting 
of the capital expansion money. 
Instead, the wish for more ownership dribbled 
out later. And that's a shame. A government 
spokesman described the request as a "business 
arrangement between three partners.'" This may 
be the case but one of those three partners is us 
- -  the taxpayer. 
To not have Our represehtatives:be cGmpletely l:YfotyJor,e .p.laces:more h/ i'6~ 
at the Battle of the Alamo clear and transparent with wh/i[ they are doing [ than mostnaiions a;ti~iii~ 
with our money is wrong. If we are to trust hem I millennium Allgperishe~ 
to do the right thing, then they should return that' fighting the good fight and 
/t,~. 
confidence. 
Vera Henry 
FEW PEOPLE in life act as a bridge between 
generations, between the traditional and the 
modern and between diverse and varied cultures. 
One of those few was Vera Henry, a Tsirnshian 
elder and resident of Kitsumkalum who passed 
i , , J ,, 
,, 0K,. 0K,.0K,. BI::)I I 5 
WE'LL 100 CL/ P_ TO HELP 
5ERI3 TflROO;H THE 
WINTEE,,, 
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Let's hear it f( r our heroes 
VICTORIA - The need 
for heroes is deeply 
ingrained in the human psy- 
che. We long for heroes to 
emulate. We need yardsticks 
against which to measure our 
own role in life. 
Traditionally, Canadians 
have been reluctant to 
acknowledge heroes. Just as 
we tend to mumble through 
our national anthem, we 
have lacked a certain pride in 
those who made this country 
what it is today. 
The kind of people a 
nation reveres as heroes ays 
a lot about its collective soul 
and conscience. 
More often than not, 
heroes are made on the bat- 
tlefield, in revolutions and 
strife. Popular American 
FROM THE"CAP ITAL  
HUBERT BEYER 
Last week the lie was put 
to that belief. 
In a survey on the Inter- 
net, 28,000 Canadians 
responded to the question of 
who their hero is. The results 
are nothing short of remark- 
able. 
Samuel Steele, Alexander 
Graham Bell, Lucy Maud 
Montgomery, Rene 
Levesque, General Sir 
Arthur Currie, Joey Small- 
wood and Charles de Sal- 
aberry. 
A nation that chooses as 
its foremost hero not a 
mighty warrior, nor the 
country's founder (he came 
in fourth) but an 18-year old 
kid, who captured our imag- 
ination running half-way 
across Canada with one 
wooden leg, raising money 
for cancer, can't be all bad. 
I am equally impressed 
that Louis Riel, leader of the 
Metis Rebellion, executed 
for treason, is posthumously 
considered a hero, as he 
should be. 
,To.try ;Fox. %anaotans . . . . .  ~d .  ~.l:ih~f ahbkit % m "'. 
stud, was the very best o~ us, t3ougl~s, ~,ho ~fdrme~ tl~e 
our number one hero, fo l -  first socialist government in 
lowed by Dr. Frederick 
Banting, discoverer of 
are revered to this day. insulin. Lester B. Pearson 
Until last week, most came in third, followed by 
Canadians believed that they Sir John A. Macdonald. 
didn't really have any Louis Riel, Sir Isaac 
heroes. Individually, they Brock, Tommy Douglas, 
may have had great admira- Laura Secord, war hero Billy 
tion for someone who Bishop, women's rights pio- 
shaped Canada's history, but neer Nellie McClung were 
at the same time they were voted fifth to 10th. 
convinced that, collectively, The other 10 were John 
Canadians don't have heroes Diefenbaker, Norman 
they look upto. Bethune, Tecumseh, Sir 
North America and not only 
dragged Saskatchewan out 
of its abject poverty, but 
made his indelible mark on 
the nation as the father of 
Medicare, pension plans and 
other social programs that 
define our country? Good 
choice, l'd say. 
And what other nation 
would choose as one of its 
heroes a man who was dedi- 
cated to end Quebec's ties to 
Canada. It was, by the way, 
not a majority ofquebeckers ,. 
who placed Rene Levesque ..
into the top 20 of the nation's -, 
heroes. 
Dr. Norman Bethune is ' 
another interesting choice. " 
He accompanied Mao Tse 
Tung on the Long March" 
during the Chines civil war : i 
as an army doctor and, to '~ 
this day, is revered by the i 
Chinese people. Long after, 
the revolutionary leader has 
been discredited, the mem- 
ory of the doctor and human' : . 
itarian remains untarnished =
and makes him a hero to two " 
nations. "b 
Only two war heroes; 
made the list, deservedly so. ; ! 
The rest, with the exception i i 
of Alexander Graham Bell,, 
the inventor, are either., 
'humanitarians of , the first, 
order or exceptional polm- ' [! 
'cians, " ' + . . . . . . .  " , ~. 
L 
Last week Canada cele, ' 
brated its 132nd birthday. I ' i 
watched the fireworks and' i 
considered it my good for- ! 
tune to have adopted this: ] 
| 
country as my home. 
As for the choice of" 
heroes, Canadians couldn't' 
have better people to look up 1 
to. Here's to Canada. ' ' 
Beyer can be reached at ~ : i 
Tel: (250) 920-9300; e-mail:: 
f 
hubert@coolcom.com; web: i 
http:/Avww.hubertbeyer.com/ 
away June 22. 
Born in the village of Port Essington, Vera 
Henry spent her years on the coast and in the 
Terrace area, teaching and participating in the 
solidifying of Tsimshian culture. When the deci- 
sion was reached to return the Tsimshian lan- 
guage to its historical place in the northwest, 
Vera Henry played a key role. 
She recognized the importance of community 
and personal health and her work took her to 
many different agencies. This included being a 
participant in the formation of what is now the 
Terrace and Area Health Council. 
If all that can be asked of us is to make things 
just a tiny bit better for those who come after, 
Vera Henry did that and more. 
1998 WINNER 
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PREMIER GLEN Clark 
says he'll not give tax breaks 
to the Vancouver Canucks. 
Great. 
When Governor General 
Lord Stanley donated the 
Stanley Cup in 1893, he 
meant it to reward the cham- 
pion amateur Canadian 
hockey team. It has become, 
instead, the crown for the 
best team money can buy. 
We no longer have Cana- 
dian teams. We have Cana- 
dian-owned teams made up 
of Russians, Finlanders, and 
other foreign nationals, paid 
millionaire salaries. The 
NHL teams have priced 
themselves out of the mar- 
ket. 
What a different game 
hockey would be if Cana- 
dian-born players, paid liv- 
ing wages instead of star 
salaries, competed against 
other Canadian-born play- 
ers. We wouldn't have pout- 
ing prima donnas demand- 
ing cash for signing a starry- 
eyed kid's autograph. 
No thanks to L,ailing out N HLI 
li i l ;  I ; l o ]  U[el"  m- !  n ;itoxo,#';| i [ .~  
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
Rather than encouraging 
our kids to become winning 
players, we pit them against 
the best Visa has to offer at 
salaries fans - and owners -
can't afford. Reminds me of 
the neighbour who bought 
carrots from my 12-year-old 
brother to enter in the North 
Battleford fair as his own 
garden produce. 
Back in the 30s maybe 
hockey was Canada's 
national sport. No longer. 
It's even less Canadian than 
B.C.'s forest industry. We 
own the trees but they're all 
going to companies head- 
quartered in Washington 
State, New Zealand, or Fin- 
land. Canadian, indeed. 
As an argument for tax 
relief, the NHL owners point 
out last year their six teams 
paid $22 million in stadium 
property taxes, American 
NHL. teams paid on!y $4 
million. That's MY prob- 
lem? I'm a taxpayer, not 
United Way or a hockey nut. 
Sure, I cried when Pock- 
lington sold Gretzky to Los 
Angeles. I also cried when 
Dad sold a two-year-old 
Percheron I wasn't a bit fond 
of. And I don't remember 
where I was or what I was 
doing when Paul Henderson 
scored. 
Hockey fans wouldn't die 
of broken hearts even if all 
six Canadian NHL teams 
moved to the U.S. Their 
games are available on cable 
TV. The price of one stadium 
ticket covers the cost of two 
i 
/ll 
DoN"I" v/o0.R'/ 
$Ko0~! oNLy 
US Ve F~,AN 
NoRftt~teN~Jq.f l ,,e :sA a ee!j 
months' cable. 
What's the difference -' 
between viewing hockey on ; 
i 
your home TV or sitting in l 
the rafters following it on the ; 
stadium screen? About $80, " 
parking fees, gas mileage, 
and 30 degrees Celsius. ' 
In early years when 
annual salaries equalled a I 
game's pay today, our teams : 
were made up of the best , 
hockey players our nation .' 
produced: Rocket Richard, " 
Gordie Howe, Bobby Orr .... i 
At the end of a winning sea- " 
son Gordie Howe received a , 
team jacket in appreciation. ;
Today's Pavel Bures expect " 
a second BMW in the colour : 
of their choice. 
If we have tax dollars to " 
support hockey, let's invest 
it in ice for our little kids. ; 
Give them the joy of com- ; 
peting in front of lom, Dad, ,; 
and Gramps, and inciden- " 
tally the confidence to live ! 
within their means as adults. ' 
t 
t l  
THIS YEAR Caledonia, in 
i!~i its thirtieth year of opera- 
i: tion, offered more than one 
hundred istinct courses in 
various programme areas. 
!i Acting: Teacher 
Robin IMacLeod (and her 
acting students), Geoff Parr 
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Congrats Cale doni,a grads 
The year in brief 
By JO]HNCHEN.WING Caledonia has showu its 
(and his Band and Chob 
I:i students), and Andrew W~ 
~? liams (and his Stagecraft 
i!: and Technical Theatre stu. 
dents) joined forces to put 
on three very successful 
llroduetions ofAnnie. 
These three productions 
attracted more than nineteen 
hundred patrons. Another 
:, thirty students participated 
in the Skeena High School 
Drama Festival hosted by 
Mrs. MacLeod in April 
1999.,The four Caledonia 
Entries received awards in- 
dludihg Best Play, Best Ac- 
tbr, and Best Actress. 
iMusic: Caledonia 
music had another success- 
ful year uuder the direction 
of Gcoff Parr;, it consisted of 
more than 80 students in- 
Volved in three groups: Con- 
curt and Stage Band, Chain- 
bur Choir and Jazz Choir. 
Throughout the year, 
Caledonia music students 
hav e performed in a Fall 
concert, in the 6th annual 
musical, in a Christmas con- 
certl in the 6th telethon, and 
in a Spring concert. 
strength as a music school; 
the Concert and Stage 
Bands and the Chamber 
Choir participated hithe Pa- 
cific Northwest Music Festi- 
val. Both bands received sil- 
ver standings. 
The vocal jazz group 
received gold standing and 
an invitation to  Musiefest 
Canada. The Chamber Choir 
won the Bank of Montreal 
• Trophy in the pop music 
class and was also invited to 
Musicfest Canada. 
The Caledonia Music 
Tour to Bumaby and North 
Vancouver with stopovers 
in Quesnel and 100 Mile 
House took place from May 
2rid to May 8th 1999. 
Sports: Three 
teams were sent to the 
provincial finals this year. 
The boys' basketball team, 
coached by Cam McKay, 
represented the Northwest at 
the Provincial Finals in 
Vancouver; the Golf Team, 
coached by Clayton Lloyd- 
Jones, represented the 
Northwest at the Provincial 
Finals in Kamloops; the 
Boys' Volleyball Team, 
coached by Mark Neid and 
sponsored by Scott Stewart, 
represented the Northwest at 
the provincial finals in 
Kelowna. 
The wrestling team was 
coached by Joe Murphy and 
had good showings by Pare 
WE DID IT: Birke Schemmerling, Christ Scarborough, Cindy Focker and Ric Bennett were ready to celebrate at the drygrad. 
Haugland who won Silver at 
the Nationals, and Angle 
McRae. 
Mathematics Contest. 
Tragedy:on Sat- 
urday 12th June 1999, the 
Caledonia administration, 
staff and students were sad- 
dened by the tragic and un- 
Academic  
honours: At Ute 
end of the first semester of 
the 1998-1999 school year, 
one of our students (Melanie 
1999 provincial exanrs. 
Melanie Pollock was named 
as aa alternate (in the event 
that the recipients declines) 
in the Premier's Excellence 
Awards Competition. 
Congratulatiom to our 
successful candidates itt the 
Biology and Mathematics 
Pollock) obtained sufficient- national aud international 
ly high marks to qualify for competitions. Josh Okimi 
a $1,000 scholarship, placed it, the top tea imrccnt 
We expect many more to (there were 5,118 eligible 
qualify for these scholar- candidates) in the National 
ships on the basis of their Biology Competition. 
achievement in the June 
Our team score (the sum 
of the scorns of our top five 
eligible contestants . Josh 
Okimi (top Caledonia stu- 
dent), Mnghan Dusdal, Wil- 
liam Bennett, Melanie Pol- 
lock,, and Geoffrey Dean) 
was 98.0 (out of a maximum 
of 250), placing us 174th 
out of 345 teams. 
Chris Simmons (top 
Caledonia student placing in 
the top 25 per cent nation. 
wide) and Geoffrey Dean 
did very well in the Euclid 
of this school year, we say 
good-bye to Henry Dreger 
and Gary Tupper, both of 
whom will be retiriug from 
teaching. We will miss them 
and their many contribu- 
expected deaths of Laura tions to education at 
Lee andRenaud Fontaine(a Caledonia. Lilliau De La 
Rotary International Ex- Fuente has left to work ill 
change student from Bci- northern Manitoba. 
gium).Our thoughls are with Henry, Gary, and Lillian 
the family and friends of have been very dedicated, 
these two students, conunitted, industrious, and 
D 4 | ;  ~, conscientious staff members 
net ,  r,n l:ln June and wcwili miss then,. 
Caledonia graduates win 121 scholarships 
MORE THAN $58,000 in scholarships was Hygiene]; Terrace Dental Association Schol. - $500 Jeremy Mahoa University of Alberta [Phanuacy]; Caledonia Senior Secondary - $350 
Stephanie Fladhanter - University of Victoria 
[Psychology]; Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
Scholarship - $200; McDonald's Restaurant 
Scholarship - $500 
Cyndy Fucker - Fairview College [Veterinary 
Medicine or Animal Health Technology]; 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School Schoi. - $250 
Kr'istine Francis - Northwest Commmfity Col- 
awarded to 105 grads this year. This is the highest 
amount ever distributed on scholarships. 
James Adams- Royal Military College [Sciences]; 
Caledonia Senior Secondary Scholarship - $200 
Keira Almas Northwest Community Col- 
lege/University of B.C. [Seiences/Pre-Med]; 
Caledonia Senior Secondary Scholarship - $350 
David Andersen - Northwest Community Col- 
lege/B.C. Institute of Technology [Automotive lege/Simon Fraser University [Political Science]; 
Technician[; Construction Association of Ter- Henry D~reger Social Studies Scholarship- $1,000 
ra'ce/Kitinaat " ' ' ' ~ . '  i '=  ~' , "  '""' i . ' ~ ' " '  Trades Scholarship- $250; Northwest Julle Freeman - Fat~tew College [Agrtculture 
Community College Trades Scholarship - $300 Technology]; Caled0ilia Senior Secondary School 
Nancy Arbuah - Laurentian University [Human 
Kinetics]; Mohawk Stop 'N Shop Schol. - $200 
Kuldeep Atwal - Northwest Community College 
[sciences]; Skeena Cellulose Inc. Schol. - $500 
Catherine Audet - Northwest Community Col- 
lege/Simon Fraser University [Criminol- 
ogy/Psychology[ Terrace District Teachers' Union 
Scholarship- $500 
Angela Beaupre Simon Fraser University 
[Dance, Euglish], Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School Special Scholarship [funded by J&F Dis- 
tributors Ltd.] - $500 (Reissued) 
Corisa Bell - University College of the Fraser Val- 
ley [Pre-Law]; Terrace Bar Association Schol. $500 
Ric Bennett - University of B.C. [Medicine]; Ter- 
race & District Medical Society Scholarship - $500 
Chris Betteneoart - Northwest Community Coi- 
legefUniversity of Victoria [Business Ad- 
ministration[; Caledonia Scholarship.. $350 
Rebecca Boland - Vancouver Community College 
[French]; Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
Scholarship - $200 
Jeff Bolingbroke University of Victoria 
[Psychology/Philosophy[; Kinsmen Club of Terrace 
Scholarship - $500 
Rosalyn Brown - Northwest Community Col- 
legeAJniversity of Victoria [Psychology]; 
Caledonia Senior Secondary Scholarship - $200 
Marina Cheekley - B.C. Institute of Technol- 
ogy/Northern Alberta Institute of Technology 
[Radiography]; Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
Scholarship- $400 
Andrew Clark- University of Toronto [Musical 
Performauce]; Terrace & District Arts Council 
Scholarship- $1,000 
Stacey Clark Northwest Community Col- 
lege/college of New Caledonia [Education]; 
Caledonia Senior Secondary Scholarship - $250 
Andrew Cooper - University of Northern B.C. 
[B.Sc./Computer Science]; Methanex Schol. $1,000 
Celina DaSIIva - University of Victoria [English, 
Biology]; Skcena Sawmills Ltd. Schol.- $1,000 
Kristen Davis - Northwest Community College 
[Scicnces]; Kermode Friendship Society - $300 
Rob Dennis - Northwest Community College/Uni- 
versity of Victoria [Bachelors in Music]; Howard 
Froese Memorial Scholarship - $500 [reissued] 
Norm Desjardins- Northwest Community Col- 
lege/University of Alberta [Geologist]; Caledonia 
Senior Secondary School Scholarship - $200 
Jacob Dickson - B.C. Institute of Technology 
[Biotechnology]; Terrace District Teachers' Union 
Scholarship- $500 
Jennalee Domke - Northwest Community College 
[Acoounthlg or Psychology]; Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School Scholarship- $250 
Brett Downie Simon Fraser University 
[Physiotherapy]; Richard & Paul King Foundation 
Hockey Scholarship - $500 
lheghan Dusdal - Northwest Community College 
annaceutleal Sciences]; Northern Drags Ltd, 
Scholarship - $1,0~0; Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School Scholarship- $200 
~arlene Erlekson - University College of the 
Okanagan [Chemical Engineering/Languages]; 
Caledonia Senior Secondary Scholarship. $250 
Kev in  Er iekson  - Apprenticeship n Heavy Duty 
Mechanica; Industry Training and Apprenticeship 
Conunission Scholarship [$I,000] 
Rona Fa ja rdo  - Northwest Community Coi- 
legeNancouver Community College [Dental 
Amanda Phillips - University of Northern B.C./ 
University of B.C. [B Sc/Dc,ltistry]; Terrace Rotary 
Club Scholarship for Social Responsibility and 
School Citizeuship - $1,500 
Melanie Polloek - Trinity Western University [B 
Se in Biology or Biochemistry]; Don Diego's 
Restaurant Scholarship - $500; Terrace Old Age 
Pensioners' Organization Scholarship [to be 
claimed uring the second year of post-secoudary 
studies at a B.C. University] - $700 
Midunie l~msey - University of Victoria 
[Biology]; Jack Young Science Scholarship - $500 
Morgan Reinsbakken - Northwest Community 
College/University of Victoria [Psychology 
Degree] American Express/Elan Travel Scholarship 
- $150; Caledonia Senior Secondary - $100 
Scott Rigler Camosun College [Resort 
Management]; Terrace Parents for French Scholar- 
ship- $900 
Jairuee Roach - Northwost Conununity College 
[Early Childhood Education]; Caledouia Seuior 
Secondary School Scholarship - $200 
Nicole Rosentreter - Canadian Tourism College 
ITravel Agent]; Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School Scholarship - $250 
Heidi Ruchotzke - Northwest Commmdty College 
[Health Sciences]; Caledonia Senior Secondary 
Scholarship- $250 
Donella Rundeil - Northwest Community Col- 
legeA/niversity of Northern B.C. [Accouotant]; 
Province of B.C. District Scholarship - $1,000 
Laura Sager - Northwest Community Col- 
lege/University of Northern B.C.  [Natural 
Resources Management]; Northwest Comnrnnity 
College (Terrace Campus) Natural Resources 
Scholarship [funded by Northwest Logging Associ- 
ation, the Natural Resources Industries in the 
Northwest and friends] - $250 
Paula Sampson - University of Alberta 
[Pharmaceutical Sciences]; Terrace Parents for 
French Scholarship- $900 
Tracy Shelford - Northwest Community College 
[Education]; Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
Scholarship - $400; Kermode Friendship Society 
Scholarship - $300. 
Chris Simmons - University of B.C. [Computer 
Science]; Frank Morris Scholarship - $1,000 
Brenna Smith - Northwest Co,mnunity Col- 
lege/Emily Carr College of Art and Design [Art]; 
C.U.P.E. Local 2012 0VIuuicipal Workers) - $300 
Lindsay Smith - Northwest Commuuity College 
[Education]; Terrace District Teachers' Union 
Scholarship- $500 
Reann Soma - Northwest Community College 
[Business Administration]; Terrace Imurance 
Brokers' Scholarship - $500 
Randi Sparks - Grande Prairie Regional College 
[Marketing Management]; MeAlpine & Company 
Ltd. Scholarship- $500 
Elizabeth Taron. University of B.C. [History and 
Philosophy]; Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
Scholarship. $250 
Darryl Todd - Northwest Community College 
[Chiropractic Studies]; Caledonia Senior Secoudary 
School Special Scholarship [funded by Kinsmen 
Club of Terrace] - $500 (Reissued) 
Alana Urbanoskl - Northwest Comnrnnity Col- 
lege/University ofAlberta [Nursing] 
Grad Class of '73 Reunion Scholarship. $500 
Mike Vendlttelli . University of B.C. [Interactive 
Entertainment/Comguter S udies]; Terrace Parents 
for French Scholarship. $900 
Pare Vlsentin - Northwest Commu,tity College 
[Early Childhood Education]; Tentanda Via 
Scholarship - $500 
Ryan Viverlos - Northwest Community College 
[Biochemistry]; Skcena Sawmills Ltd, - $1,000 
Jason Van lnnerebner - Northwest Community 
College [Computer Science]; Terrace & District 
Credit Union Scholarship - $500 , 
Erht W!lson -Douglas College [General Studies], 
Caledpnm Senior Secondary School seh01; ' $300 
[Engiueering]; Alcan Smelters & Chemicals Ltd. 
Scholarship - $500; Bell Pole Co. Bursary- $750 
Melanie Mahon Simon Fraser University 
[Crimi,mlogy, Psychology]; Terrace Cooperative 
Association Scolarship - $500 
Chris Mantel - King's University College [Physi- 
cal Education]; Caledonia Senior Secondary- $350 
Clara Marinus- University of Northern B.C. 
[Nursing]; Caledonia Senior Secondary- $350 
Elizubeth Marsh - ~niversit of, Toronto 
~"""~J"~ *~' ; "  ' ~.  ' '~ .  ~"~ . . . .  ,i y ' ( ;  i t  [Immmmlogy/MIcxobtoiogyl; Caledohia "Senibr 
Secondary School Special Scholarship [funded by 
Skeena Sawmills Ltd.] - $500 (Reissued) 
Jesse MeCloskey - Northwest Community College 
[Fihn Studies or Social Sciences]; Laura A. Lee 
Memorial Scholarship [sponsored by Kinsmen Club 
of Terrace] - $500 
Angle McRae Northwest Community Col- 
lege/University of Northern B.C. [Natural 
Resources Management]; Province of B.C. Dish'ict 
Scholarship - $1,000; Northwest Community Col- 
lege (Terrace Campus) Natural Resources Scholar- 
ship [funded by Northwest Logging Association, 
the Natural Resources Industries in the Northwest 
and friends]- $250 
Feramndo Medeims - Northwest Community Col- 
lege [Welding]; Construction Association of Tcr- 
race/Kitimat Trades Scholarship - $250; Northwest 
Community College Trades Scholarship - $250 
Rachel Mendel Rick's College in Utah 
[Education]; Caledonia Senior Secondary - $200 
Garrett Monsen - Northwest Community Col- 
lege/University of Northern B.C. [Natural 
Resources Management]; Northwest Community 
College (Terrace Campus) Natural Resources 
Scholarship [funded by Northwest Logging Associ- 
ation, the Natural Resources Industries in the 
Northwest and friends] - $250 
tImth Morgan - Northwest Coimnunity College 
[Engineering or Sports Journalism]; Terrace Dis- 
trict Teachers' Union Scholarship - $500 
Dar'yl Muir - Northwest Community College 
[Automotive Mechanic[; Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School Scholarship - $200 
Jaylem Munts - Northwest Community College 
[Professional Cook Training]; Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School Scholarship - $300 
Keary Murphy - Northwest Community College 
[Computer Studies]; Terrace District Teachers' 
Unlou Scholarship. $500 
Kara Myhr - Northwest Community College [B. 
So. iu Chemistry]; Khalsa Annual Scholarship 
(sponsored by the Skeena Valley Khalsa Guru 
Nanak Brotherhood - $250 
Greg Nard University of Alberta [B 
Sc./Dentistry]; Blue Back Swim Club Schol. - $300 
tlarpreet Nijjar - Northwest Community College 
[Education]; Skeena Sawmills Ltd. Schol. - $1,000 
Naihan Northrldge - Malaspina University Col. 
lege [Music]; Province of B.C. District Scholarship 
- $1,O00; Terrace Community Band Sehol. - $200 
Adrian Nyland - University of Northern B.C. 
[Comlmter Science]; Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School Scholarship. $200 
Tanya O'Brlen - Northwest Community College 
[Political Science]; Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School Scholarship - $200 
Josh Oklmi . Union College in Nebraska [B Se 
Coniputcr Scicnce]; Hans Muehle Schol. - $1,000 
Claire O'Neill Northwest Community Col- 
lege/University of B.C. [Education]; Caledonia 
Senior Secondary Scholarship. $200 
Susan Parmar-  University of B.C. [Medicine]; 
Marshall Bergsma Scholarship . $500; Clarence 
Michiel Elementary Scholarship - $275; Khalsa 
Annual Scholarship (sponsored by the Skeena Val- 
ley Khalsa Guru Nanak Brotherhood - $250 
Anna Partel - Northwest Comtnunity Col- 
Icge/University ofVictoria [Education]; John & El- 
len Bastin Scholarship, $500 
Dave Peltler, University of B.C, [Political Scien, 
co[; Terrace Minor Hockey Association. $500 
Andrea Pereversoff - University of B.C. 
Scholarship - $100; Gordon Coulter Memorial 
Scholarship [sponsored by the Kinsmen Club of 
Terrace- $250 
Nathan Freeman - Northwest Community College 
[Physics/Mathematics]; George Viereck Memorial 
Bursary (sponsored by Norhtem Savings Credit 
Union) - $1,000 
Steve Gervnis Northwest Community Col- 
iegeAJniversity of Calgary [Music/Arts]; Howard 
Froese Memorial Scholarship - $500 
Nada Gibson - Camosun College [Business Ad- 
ministration]; Terrace & District Credit Union 
Scholarship- $500 
Kevin Gillanders - Northwest Community Col- 
legeAJniversity of Northern B.C. [Finance & Gen- 
eral Business]; Robert Sheridan Memorial - $250 
Deepinder Grewal - Northwest Community Col- 
iegeAJniversity of B.C. [Pharnlacology]; Gary Tup- 
per Scholarship [funds donated to the Caledonia 
Scholarship fund by Gary Tupper] - $300 
Melissa Hamhuis - Northwest Commmfity College 
[Business Management]; Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School Scholarship- $250 
Craig Hansen . Northwest Comnmnity College 
[Criminology, Computer Robotic Engineer]; RCMP 
(Terrace Detachment) Scholarship - $250 
Pare Hangland - University of B.C. [B So, 
Dentistry]; Dudley G. Little Scholarship - $500; 
Terrace Old Age Pensioners' Organization Scholar- 
ship [to be claimed uring the second year of post- 
secondary studies at a B.C. University] - $700 
Patrick Bayes - University of Victoria [Computer 
Animation, Political Science]; Terrace District 
Teachers' Union Scholarship - $500 
Tish Heeley - Northwest Community College 
[Paramedic Studies]; Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School Scholarship - $200 
Mike Hovanes - Northwest Community College 
[Engineering]; Renaud Fontaine Memorial Scholar- 
ship [spomored by Skcena Valley Rotary Club[ . 
$500 
Lee-Anna lHuisman - Northwest Community Col. 
logo/University of B.C. [B So, Human Kiuetics]; 
Terrace Parents for French Scholarship. $900 
Stephanie Jaoohs - Northwest Cmmnunity Col- 
lege/University of B.C. [Pharmaceutical Sciences; 
Terrace & District Medical Society - $500 
Heather Kelly - University of Northern B.C. [B So, 
Psychology]; Caledonia Senior Secondary - $250 
Aaron Klein- University of Victoria [Computer 
Programmlug]; Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
Scholarship . $100; Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School Special Scholarship [funded by Kinsmen 
Club of Terrace] - $250 (Reissued) 
Carol Kozier - B.C. Institute of Technology 
[Chartered Accountant, Financial Management]; 
Province of B.C. District Scholarship - $1,000 
Laura l..¢e - Northwest Community Col- 
lege/University of Victoria [Writer]; Caledonia 
Senior Secondary School Scholarsbip. $,500 
Pat Levesque - Northwest Commun,ty College 
[Sciences]; Hans Lorenz Scholarship [funds 
donated to the Caledonia Scholarship Fund by Hans 
Lorenz] . $210; McDonald's Restaurant Scholar- 
ship- $500 
ErJea Lloyd College of New 
Caledonia/University of B.C. [Nursing]; Vera 
Frank Scholarship. $500 
Farrel Longrldge - Apprenticeship in Plumbing 
Industry Trsitling and Apprenticeship Commission 
Scholarship [$1,0001 
i. 
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The old way won't work anymore 
New theatre plan needed 
Dear Sir:. 
Thc article in the June 23 
edition quoting Dr. R.E.M. 
Lec on the history of the 
theatre that bears his name 
and responsibility of fund- 
ing for future access to the 
public clearly, though 
maybe unintentionally, out- 
lined the fundamental error 
in ideological thinking that 
now creates so many prob- 
lems. 
Dr. Lee states that the 
theatre was built entirely 
with department of educa- 
tion funds. This is the fun- 
damental flaw. The theatre 
was built with monies from 
the taxpayers of this corn: 
nmuity and the rest of B.C. 
The Ministry of Education 
did not have any money in 
the 1970s, as it does not 
have now. It has only the 
taxpayers' money with 
which it is entrusted to be a 
good steward. 
Dr. Lee states that the tax. 
payer has got off scot-free 
for the last 20 years when it 
came to paying for the oper- 
ation of the theatre. 
This statement is also 
flawed. 
The government has no 
CORRESPONDENCEFORTHETERRACESTANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
money, only ours. And I 
repeat, it is entrusted to be a 
good steward with it. The 
theatre has had its capital 
and operating expenses paid 
for with our money all these 
many years. 
I do not think good stew- 
ards of the taxpayers' 
money ($750,000 in 1975 
dollars) built the Lee 
theatre, a seldom used, over- 
sized and very expensive 
class room. This would not 
be good stewardship. 
The spirit and intent of the 
establishment of the R.E.M. 
Theatre was that is was built 
by the people (using our" 
elected stewards entrusted 
with our money), of the 
people (using our tax 
money) and for the people 
(for education, culture and 
entertainment to the best of 
its ability). 
I f  you had told the people 
back in 1975 that this really 
was just going to be a fancy 
classroom and that o=dy by 
the graces of government i
may be used in any other ca- 
pacity, I would strongly 
suspect the theatre would 
not have been built. 
It is time for the com- 
munity to take a greater ole 
in the theatre's operation. 
We, the people, (school 
board, city council, provin- 
cial government, theatre 
patrons, taxpayers one and 
all) have to accept that for 
what ever reason it is not 
business as usual in E.C. 
"We have always ran it 
that way" will not work any 
longer. The theatre needs to 
be managed in a manner 
consistent with the times. 
The school district (and the 
city) are not, and should not, 
be in the fine arts theatre 
management business. 
Though this may have 
worked hi the 70s and 80s, 
as we approach 2000 it is 
clear that a whole new ap- 
proach to running the 
theatre needs to be taken. 
We have been responsible 
for the fiscal portion of the 
operation since it opened, 
we now need to work to- 
gether to be responsible for 
the management to ensure 
access to all of the people. 
I think the idea of having 
the theatre run by a com. 
munity facilities society (we 
are back to of the people, by 
the people, for the people) 
makes the most sense. 
Let's encourage that pro- 
cess and hope it is in place 
in time to keep the theatre 
alive and well for the up 
coming school and f'me arts 
year. 
David D. Hull, 
Terrace, B.C. 
(received via emaiO 
cent is hardly a big mandate 
to proceed forward with 
this", What was the margin 
in Reform's recent United 
Altcnmtive poll? Another 
60:40 split. Could Mr. Scott 
explain how that 60 per cent 
is a really big mandate to 
press merrily on with 
Preston Manning's latest 
crusade? 
Rest quietly, Mike. Those 
dizzy spells will surely pass. 
John How, Victoria, B.C. 
(received via cmail) 
Dear Sir:. 
I 'm worried Mike Scott, 
Membar of Parliament for 
Skecna and Reform critic on 
aboriginal affairs, has pulled 
so many about-faces of late 
hc's getting a little dizzy. 
Just before its summer ad- 
jounnnent, he presented a 
motion to the House to refer 
the Nisga'a treaty to the 
Supreme Court for a ruling 
o,i its constitutionality and 
on whether the self- 
government provisions of 
the agreement could con- 
Dizzy spells 
ceivably diminish Nisga'a 
Charter ights. 
Could this be the same 
Mr. Mike Scott who, in dis- 
cussing the Delgamuuk de- 
cision, rose in the House to 
pronounce: %. It is a good 
thing I have parliamentary 
immunity because I am 
going to say something 
harsh about the court. Nine 
justices from the Supreme 
Dr. R.D. Greenwood 
Court, politically appointed, 
largely from Quebec and 
Ontario, decided British 
Columbia's future. This is 
unacceptable."? 
Now I sense another 180 
degree turn. On the same 
treaty, Mr. Scott pooh- 
poohed the Nisga'a ratifica- 
tion vote because "40 per 
cent of ..... the Nisga'a people 
did not support [it]... 60 per 
~ .-,BRITISH 
LOLUHBIA 
  ]ropractor 
4635 Lazelle, Terrace 
@1 
MSP, ICBC, WCB ACCEPTED 
Dynamic Gait Analysis and 
Prescription Orthotics Now 
Available. 
For Appointment 638-8165 
••ION 
Public Advisory 
HIGHWAY 16 (YELLOWHEAD) 
, CONSTRUCTION & PAVING 
Galloway Rapids to Rainbow Lodge 
June 1-July 15, 1999 
Motorists can expect short delays for minor con- 
struction and paving between Galloway Rapids 
Bridge and Rainbow Lodge. 
HOT-IN-PLACE PAVING 
Khyex River Bridge to Kasiks Overhead. 
June 30- July 31, 1999. 
Expect delays as equipment re-cycles asphalt to 
improve the rood surface. 
CONSTRUCTION & 
RE-AUGNMENT PROJECT 
Shandilla Creek to Andimaul Creek 
June 8- July 31. 1999 
Motorists hould expect 2 hour highway closures 
From 6:30 PM to 8:30 P~ (except on long week- 
ends) to allow rock blasting immediately adja- 
cent to Highway 16. Expect 20 minutes delays 
throughout the conslruction project. Please ad ust 
your schedules appropriately and observe the 
posted construction speed. 
Contact the Northwest Region, Ministry oF 
Transportation and High,rays for ~urther infor- 
mation at (250) 638-6440. 
 BRITISH 
 OLUMBIA 
Ministry of Transportation and Highways 
Flower 
power 
found 
lacking 
Dear Sir:. 
Not all citizens are co- 
operating by showing their 
love of flowers and plants. 
Most people keep their ex- 
tended lawns on city proper- 
ty nice and tidy. 
In our street, however, 
there are some people that 
hate flowers, it seems. 
A few years ago I planted 
blue irises i~ front of what 
was then a city lane. A fel- 
low came and cut off the 
nicely growing plants. I 
thought, "Maybe he thinks 
it is just wild grass." 
The next year I sur- 
rounded them with a pro- 
tecting white border fence, 
but after a while the fence 
was gone and apparently 
thrown in his garbage can. 
I woudered what can a fel- 
low have against flowers or 
me? 
I did not give up, and 
overlooked that unfriendly 
attitude, hoping for the best 
this year. 
But sure enough, there he 
came with his noisy weed 
eater and mercilessly cut 
them off again. No wonder 
there is war in the world. 
I didn't say a word be- 
cause I didn't want trouble 
in my neighbourhood. 
Does the Terrace Beauti- 
fication Society have any 
suggestions for me? After 
all, it happened on city 
property. 
]BiH Homburg, 
Terrace, B.C. 
lWiVm i[q'wL']' = ~" '~i '] ~'il | [~ i 
? BRffI$l| COLUbIBIA LUNO/b~OCIATION I 
731.LUNG or 1-800-e65-LUNG I 
"rR/~VEL ADVISORY 
HIGHWAY' 37(NORTH) 
Seal Coating & Minor Construction 
Motorists traveling Highway 37 North can 
expect some minor delays for Seal Coating 
and reconstruction along the following 
sections: 
• July l't. to Oct. 25 th. - Glacier Creek (KM 
230) to Oweegee Creek (KM 240) for 
road re-construction. 
• July l't. to July 30 t", - Hodder Lake (KM 
247) to Morchuea Lake (KM 430) for 
Seal Coating. 
• July l't. to July 31st. - Stikine River (KM 
437) to Serpentine Creek (KM 503) for 
Seal Coating. 
When traveling through fresh Seal Coating 
motorists are advised to travel at 50km/h to 
avoid flying rock, 
On Highway 37 North, motorists can 
service their vehicles at the following 
locations; 
• KM 145 - Van Dyke Camp 
• KM 156 - Meziadin Junction 
• KM 205- Bell II 
• KM 392-  Tatogga Lake 
• KM 490 - Dease Lake 
• KM 595- Jade City 
• KM 407 - Iskut Co-op 
• KM 629 - Good Hope Lake 
• KM 727 - Jet.37 & Alaska Highway 
Please adjust your schedules appropriately 
and observe the posted construction 
speeds. Contact the Northwest Region, 
Ministry of Transportation and Highways at 
(250) 638-6440 for further information. 
Ministry of Transportation and Highways 
%p, , , , , , ,  ' 
• ! 
If you're a car or truck enthusiast, ! 
check out the Canadian Tire Cruise In, 
Check the legends - -  from early 
classics to fully customized ,,~,.,.,.. ,~,~-~:~ ... .,,.~,,.~ 
street machines, , ,~**~:~,~ . . . . .  - .  ~ , .  ' .  ~" ~,~"  :,'.7.', %, '  - - . ,  . . . .  . , . - .  • 
a 
~i -y" 
* ~ Kimberly-Ciark 
Car Cover Fabrics 
tloIieg HANDS ON.OUR BEETLE' 
Fund Ra,sing Event. 
/£cr/.o 
E]E]B[  
Sunday, July 11 1999 
Help us raise money for the Terrace Crime prevention Bee#el 
~ Purchase hot dogs, hamburgers, t-shirts & raffle tickets. 
All proceeds go towards the beetle. 
• Prizes • Awards 
[KI3BB I | l |~ : |  I ll/L~! 
7pm to 9:30 Canadian Tire parking lot 
Canadian Tire 
HWY 16 WEST TERRACE 
PH. 635.71 78 
TOLL FREE 1.888.317.84'  
~.ql 
City to 
pay for 
theatre 
CITY COUNCILLORS say 
they're prepared to take the 
unprecedented step of using 
city tax money to help keep 
the school district-run 
ILE.M. Lee Theatre open to 
the general public. 
That decision came Friday 
after whirlwind talks in June 
with the school district. 
The school board had indi- 
cated it could not afford to 
allow non-school use of the 
theatre without assistance. 
The move threatened next 
fall's concert society lineup 
and all other theatre book- 
ings outside school hours. 
The city will make the 
public use of the theatre one 
of the operations of its new- 
ly formed Terrace Com- 
munity Facilities Society, an 
arms length entity intended 
to run some city recreation 
and culture facilities. 
Councillor Val George 
said the school district will 
retain ownership of the 
theatre and authority over 
school use. 
But the society will get 
wide latitude to operate the 
theatre as it sees fit outside 
school hours, with the main 
goal of finding ways to get 
it to break even. 
'The city will also put up 
some staff time to help 
organize the commu~tity use 
operation ext year. 
And he said council will 
consider short-term finan- 
cial assistance to the theatre, 
and possibly an ongoing 
subsidy to support com- 
munity use. 
"We have to recognize 
that the school district has 
subsidized community use 
for 20-odd years," he said. 
He noted the city already 
subsidizes its recreation 
facilities like the pool and 
arena by about 50 per cent, 
so some degree of subsidy 
for an important cultural fa- 
cility is not out of order. 
Exactiy how much money 
the city wiU put up hasn't 
been decided - -  council 
wants to negotiate that with 
the  school board without 
showing all its cards. 
Terrace economic devel- 
opment officer Ken Veld- 
man said the community 
facilties society should be 
able to cut salary costs and 
boost revenue at the theatre. 
Still, he said, the annual 
shortfall could be on the or- 
der of $30,000 to $40,000. 
Over five to 10 years, he 
added, it could come close 
to breaking even. 
Veldman said the school 
district has indicated it 
won't oppose things like liq- 
uor sales at community 
events to boost revenues. 
"They've indieated there 
would be very few restric- 
tions on community use," 
he said. 
George said the school 
district wouldn't transfer or 
lease the building. Any 
more permanent arrange- 
ment like that would have 
likely taken too long to ne- 
gotiate anyway, he said. 
I Med ica l  Equ ipment  
Loan Service r~-..~ 
Your Donation ]~ " ~l 
sop~o~ ~.~s I, ~ /~ 
Communi~, II I I  
~o~,ce. ! II 
Canadian Red Cross 
MATCH THE i 
MATCH THE 
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[] Force fans 
STAR WARS fans lined the street for the first cheap-night showing on June 
29. "These die-hard fans were lined up as early as an hour before the 9:00 
show, The pumped-up promotion drew crowds of all ages to the show. 
Par ) e I earing put off 
A NOTORIOUS sex offender serving a tri- 
ple life sentence for sex crimes in Terrace 
has again opted to delay his parole hearing. 
Kevin Roland Oatway, known while here 
as Robert l~oland Willoughby, has for the 
fourth straight time declined a parole 
review, which was slated for this fall. 
" I  understand he is stating he is not inter- 
ested in being considered for parole," said 
parole board spokesman Deborah Kihara. 
'The next hearing into his possible release 
is being scheduled for fall 2001, she added. 
Oatway, eligible for parole since 1991, 
has served 13 years at Mountain Prison 
near Agassiz for offences against children 
here in the 1970s and 1980s. 
The local musician was exposed as a 
child molester, diagnosed as a fixated 
bisexual pedophile at high risk to rcoffend, 
and sentenced to three life tenns for having 
sex with girls under 14. 
He cha,ged his name in prison from 
Robert Willoughby to Kevin Oatway. 
While he won't soon be released, his part- 
ner in prison ~ Bobby Oatway (previously 
known as Robert Gordon Stevens) ~ was 
released June 25 to the Clinton area. 
He's bee~n given statutory release after 
serving a 10-year sentence for buggery, 
bestiality, rape and gross indecency. 
Oatway twice retreated back to prison 
after earlier attempts to re-enter the com- 
munity in 'Toronto and the Fraser Valley 
were met by strong public opposition. 
"My understanding is he has some sup- 
port here, his choice is to move here," said 
Clinton RC1MP Cpl. Paul Stader. 
Conditions of his release ban him from 
contact with children or being in places 
where he's likely to encounter them. 
It's Back| 
Tickets: 
Time Again For The 
BC Lottery License #821790 
Mastercard 
Visa 
Cheque 
Cash 
Available at: 
*Mohawk 
*East End Chevron 
*Chinook Sales 
• Terrace Equipment 
Sales 
*BookMasters 
(Kitimat) 
GRAND PRIZE: 
1998 Citation Supreme, 24' Motorhome 
Value: $83,000 
Draw Date: August 2, 1999 
T IME IS RUNNING OUT 
GET YOUR T ICKETS NOW! 
For Tickets Call: (250)638.7981 
Total Tickets: 3200 No Prize Substilutions Winner's Consent to Name Release 
SMARTLEASE PU RCHAS E 
•  188" 916 lee" 
PURCHASE ~RICE INCLUDES 
FOR 36 MONTHS/DOWNPAYMENT $1,916 FREIGHT & PDI 
SECURITY DEPOSIT $300 
LEASE RATE UP TO 
36 MONTHS 
OR PURCHASE FINANCING 
UP TO 48 MONTHS 
( LEASE OR PURCHASE 
115 HP engine • 5-speed manual 
;ion • Rear spoiler • 4-wheel anti- 
raking system * PASSLock ® theft- 
.~terrent system • Next Generation 
driver and front passenger air bags 
• Folding rear seatbaok 
1999 PONTIAC SUNFIRE COUPE 
Down Payment Monthly Payment Total Obllgatlon ~'.~'gi/ 
I l ' $0 5242/r.on= 98,7~7 ~/PONTIAC 
| I $1,000 $214/monlh 58,709 ~/ BUILT FOR Dr:~IV'EI:~3" 
I $2z000 $185/month $8~681 . . . .  ~ ~ V 
II SMARTLEASE PURCttASE ~ , . .  . - , 
EN 
Twin Cam 150 HP engine - Bold and 
.~w design • All new chassis, with 
]1 rigidity • 4'wheel anti-lock disc braking 
tem • 4-speed automatic transmission 
Enhanced Traction System 
• 4-wheel independent suspension 
• AM/FM stereo cassette • Power door 
locks * TIIt-WheeF" • PASSLock' theft- 
deterrent system • Rear spoiler 
~ PONTIAC BUILT FOR DRIVERS" 
PURCHASE 
A ~ FINANCING 
V UP TO40 MONTHS 
[Down Payment Monthly Payment Total Obligation 
|$0 $337/mon~ $12,164 
151,000 $308/monlh $12,091 
|$2 ,000  $278/m0nth $12,019 
SMA.TLEASE PU,CHASE '288" 924 855" 
~ TMyON~$W3:!:~ MENT sa 520 ~ ' 3,1 lltre V6 160HP engine - 6 passenger seating 
• 4-speed automatic transmission • 4-wheel 
anti-lock braking system • 4-wheel Independent 
suspension. Power door locks, windows and 
mirrors. Air conditioning. PASS-Key II ® 
iii;iiil;~i;; ........ theft'deterrentwlth system • Enhanced 
~~oHC!!MONTHS ~ : i  Traction System. Remote keyless 
entry panic feature, Automatic 
~ light control • Cruise control 
$2,000 $334/~n~ $14,055 ...... (~)  ~ by ]BU][CK 
McEwan GM in Terrace 635-4941 oo.  
$10.392 48. (~vn !oaymenL trade and Or Security deposit may ~ ,equ~fed Uonlhfy payment and cost of butow~pg will vary deNndln 9on le'~oun boffowed Ind down p~rnenpb,de O~ '& t Offers ipply to 1999 new of ~ernOnSlfafo, trois Ol vehicles equipped a~ d~r~bed 
and apply I0 qualified retail co,later, In B C onP/Dealet o~de, O~ bade may be ne(e~sery Limited time offer, wh~:h may ~l b~ combined w~th ol~e, offer, See you,~ealel(,) 10~ ¢0~dillOM lind deta]l~ 
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Second specialist solidifies 
regional pediatric services 
THE HOSPITAL'S chief Smithcrs. 
administrator says Terrace Leisingcr said the 
is on its way to becoming a Imdiatrieians will also be 
regional pediatric centre, able to boonce ideas off 
serving more children here each other arid learn from 
who otherwise might be sent one atiothcr. 
to Vancouver for treatment. "It makes working life for 
Michael Leisingersaidthc both of them that much 
$400,000 the provincial saner,"Leisinger said. 
heallh t ninistry recently Under Mills Memorial 
gave the Terrace and Area Hospital's newly proposed 
Health Council will pay for budget, children reqmrmg 
SUNDAY " MONDAY' TUESDAY ' WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FR IDAY SATURDA'~ 
the contract salaries of two close observation or one-on- 
pediatricians. 
"]'he inoncy comes from a 
program designed to stabi- 
lize specialist services as 
opposed to the standard fee 
for service system common- 
ly used by physicians. 
Having two specialists at 
M i l l s -  Dr. Jane Pegg, 
who has been practising 
here for some years already, 
attd new recruit Dr. Jannie 
do Plessis ~ will give the 
hospital better coverage and 
a more stable regional ser- 
vice, Leisinger added. 
Instead of one doctor 
being on call 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week, 
now the doctors can share 
that responsibility. 
The only other northwest 
pediatrician is located in 
one nursing care will be 
cared for here as resources 
allow. 
Haviug two pediatricians 
on staff will also mean the 
capability for more C- 
sections here h~stead of hav- 
ing patients flown to Van- 
couver. 
And, those babies sent to 
Vancouver for specialized 
treatment will be able to 
come home sooner. 
But employh~g another 
pediatrician will not solve 
all problems because there 
aren't enough nurses, said 
Larisa Tarwick, chair of the 
Terrace and Area Health 
Council. 
"It will help us but we'll 
still be times when some 
children will go to Van- 
Two vacancies 
on health body 
SARAH De LEEUW resigned from the Terrace and Area 
Health Council last month, after a year of service, so she 
could devote more time to other projects. 
This is the second vacant position the provincial govern- 
ment will have to flU. Vera Henry, the native representa- 
tive on the CHC, passcd away last month of cancer. 
The Terrace and Area Health Council is responsible for 
Mills Memorial Hospital and Terraceview Lodge. 
De Leeuw, 26, a coordinator of the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre, said other volunteer work needed her im- 
mediate attention. 
Her extra time is already booked with volontecring with 
Planned Parenthood, completing an independent research 
assigmncnt for the Terrace Women's Resource Centre. She 
is also a director of the K'San House Society. 
De LeenW, who went to high school here and returned 
after obtaining a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from the 
University of Victoria, was appointed to the CHC by the 
health ministry in February 1998. 
Henry, from Kitsumkalum, was heavily involved in local 
and area health initiatives and sewed on the imtnediate 
predecessor tothe health council. 
.-I 
MATCH THE I ~ MATCH THE 
MERCHANT COHTEST I 
I 
couver," she said. "That's 
why we have a provincial 
children's hospital." 
Children will be sent to 
the Children's Hospital in 
Vancouver when children 
have sicknesses doctors here 
can't provide for, she said. 
Leisingcr added there may 
still be times when the hos- 
pital will be full and won't 
allow admit any more 
patients or allow any to 
come home from Van- 
couver. 
South African pediatrician 
Dr. Jannic du Plessis has 
bccn in Terrace for the past 
few weeks waiting for the 
paperwork to be finalized 
for his employment con- 
tract. 
Michael Leisinger 
, BRITISH 
• .... LOLUMBIA  
RICHARD NEEDS A 
...... P~OPRIE~ARY HOME IN TER~CE. 
Richard is a 20 year old man ~vith a Mild Mental 
Handicap who requires a home with supervision. Richard 
enjoys watching movies, looking at cards, playing board 
games, woodworking and playing video games. 
Richard requires help to complete some daily living tasks. 
He also needs emotional support. Richard is able to be 
on his own in the Community with minimal assistance 
and can ride the bus independently once he knows the 
routes. 
The following describes the type of home Richard would 
do well in: 
- A family with older or no children. 
A home environment, comfortable wilh discussion af 
sensitive topics. 
- A family with past experience working with adults with 
mental challenges. 
A flexible environment that supports Richard in 
making decisions. 
For more information on Richard, or this service, please 
contact Grant or Cecile at The Ministry for Children and 
Families, Community Living Services Office at 250-638- 
2330. 
James W. Radelet Ill 
RADELET & COMPANY Barristers &Solicitors 
Tax Law • Trusts • Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - 1075 West Georgia Slreet, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
LU(;KY DOLLAR BIN(;O 
JULY lgg9 PALAC E JULY 199g 
1~t¢ ~0thm 
S~det &S~e~ 0fTe~ace 
0rderof N~'a Tn~ CouM 
Royal Purpb T~ Local 
4 5 Terrace 
Skee~a Junior Minor 
Hockey ~hool Parent 
C4~u=il Association 
Par'~egi¢ ~ S~ Cbb G'oup Sode/ 
Royal Canadian 8u~ey/Skeena Idnette aub of 
Reg~ Legion #13 Terrace 
3 T~ce~a=~ 
Kamde F~ip  
Terrace Sk~ Club 
9 s.= 1 n #18Terr~ V farace []~ato~ 
I~ma b~0deF~S~ 
t~'a T~ Co~ Tetr~ Yo~ ~c~t 
T~-~L~ ~,~ 
11 
Thornhill Junior 
Secondary School 
Parent Advisory 
Cou~l 
12 13c=a0= 1 '4T-~ -,~== 15Te.--"- 
Terrace para~eg~ss0c=0~ P0verty Gr0up 
Minor Baseball No~ Terrace R,ngette So~ 
Bulldey/Sleem Assodat~l Tetlace Mir~ 
Association Reg~ Sof~b~l As,~d~o~ 
'-" ~Sig ~e~ House 
01TePee S~e~y 
P~CeS~CaS~a~ 
N ~gai~.~C~m°1' .~Yoce soc~ 
18 
Caledonia Sen# 
Second~ School 
PzenlAdvis0ff 
Council 
1 9T~.= e 
Minor 
Hockey 
Association 
2(t.~,, 21~.~ 22,,,.~ 
Paraplegic &,~tn C~o QoupSa~ 
kssock~ Natt~s Bulk~/S~eem 9ams~urtan~ Ccb'dPo~al 
Regim O.b PL~ 
2qT~4~ 24 ~=~ 
N~'aTn~ C0und. Terr~ Sk~i~9 C~b Terr"~ I.~ 
25 26 27~= 
Slmraam Terrace Para~egi¢ 
SemndaySch0d IV=or ~ o ~  
ParagUay ~ ~eem 
8 Terra= Tara~ 
G~na~C~ 
l~un~um Mks. 
~mdRsatmdaU R~tNaim's 
EmsSmW Wm~m'sComd 
Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Doors 4:30 p.m. 
Doors 9:30 p.m. 
Sat. Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
Wed.Thurs., Fri., Sat, Late Itight Games 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T,V, MONITORS 
4410 Le~jion, Terrace 
,q~ Tecace Ot~ ~m~and . , . ,~  31~ 
N~'aT~ C0und. T~L~ TE~ You$ Soccer 
Games 1:00 p.m. 
Games 6:15 p.m. 
Games 9:45 p.m. 
SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
635-2411 
~0~'0~ Pacific Entertainment 
Presents 
Sexiest Show in the Wor ld"  
};i~ii/ 
USA CALENDAR MEN 
~ALL  MALE DANCE REVUE 
~ , ~  ~, Wednesday ,  Ju ly  21  
"~T~{~'~ Tickets $ ! O 
~ ' ~  Available at the Front Desk. 
~ Come Early for best seats. = 
LIM[ B S !! NG NBE SQ  BERE !ii~ili! :i  :E:: ; :il iiii!(i i!iiiiii;:i ::~i!ili; i! ,:!!i ,!, T ::!i . :'!iii!"iiiiii! ,: :!i:ii:'l ;ii i?ill ,i?, ,,,il !!!iiiii,:i;': , ,iiili :::;i!:! r i:ii!ii ii !~ ~iii ii ii!~ii!i lii : !<!:i !i if';il!iii? 
LITRE \ 
SALE  
Hurry  in and  save  on 
your  favor i te  ha i r  
care  product  
*Joico 
~¢ .4gh=#=, .  v
(.anwood I'urniture sure does, in fact it's solid Lodgepole Pine and nothingbut. Veneer, vinyl or paper laminate wook Iook-alikes imply 
will not do. so if your looking br quality solid wood furniture with affordable prices, look no farther than Canwood Solid Pine Furniture. 
Er ika  S le igh  Bed  Ava i lab le  In  
S ing le  ................................... $449 
Doub le  ................................. $ 5 1 9 < 
z 
Queen .................................. $ 5 5 9 
King  ...................................... $ 6 5 9 
Prices hown are unassembled.#ck up prices. 
TOTEM 
• CANWOOD N.w 7 FURNITURE & 
Headboards  
In . tock  frorn APPLIANCES 
2 1 9 4501 Lake lse  Ave . ,  
Ter race ,  B.C. 
638-1  I S8  i 
/ s 
Locals to.keep eye 
on selective fishery 
return at different depths of nouncement of the ,salmon food. ceretnoniai and social 
the Skeen,~. management plan. use. 
gillnetters hope to avoid 
enda,gered coho and estab- 
lish a sust~imble food or 
commereial fishery. 
Still, the sport fishery ad- I1~ 
visory board is skeptical the 
study, whiela uses trained lo- 
cals to ide~tify and record 
the catch, caa be objective. 
The observers are ex- ~, ~ _ 
conunereial fishem~en, said 
Culp. 
"The study has to be ab- 
solutely, squeaky clean. I 
with no biases," said Culp. 
i He added the board is in favour of selective fishi,g, but, he said. the risk to endangered stocks is high. 
"If  it's not successful they 
could end up catching upper ~[~ 
Skeena colao," he said. 
"We'll be watching this 
study." 
The federal Department of
Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) 
manager on the north coast, 
David Einarson, says study 
will htvolve 40 vessels a,d 
will be broad enough to tell 
if observers aren't recording ~ 
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dim Culp 
This product has been subjected to and passed confor- 
mance tests far the American National Standards 
Institute A.N.S.I. Z89.1-1997, G,E,C, Type I standards 
for 1999. 
This product meets Workers Compensation Regulations. 
Your Local Distributor 
Call Chelan Benoit A~oiloble in Whi~e, Grey, 
635-7721 Bla~k, & S~-~w. 
TW$ WEEK 
"There's no point in I ,,',~:c:. ." . 
Phone Safeway Club Price ~_~ /' Fresh 
Strawberries 
Full Case. Approximately 10 Ibs, 
Product of California. 
No, 1 Grade, 
SAVE at least $7.00 
' ~ .~: . : .  .' .~"7',  ' , , .  , , - L~,  ~ ' • " " 
• ". ~,.-. ,c~:2 ' "  °' i ;~ ,~ ..... 
' I l l l  
.::. .. .~.~,~! = ~  /lb, 
a ~ ~? Chicken Legs 
,I~ ", ::'~! ", ' ~;i~!-~:i~i~!~:,- Back Attached. 
• ' " 7 ~: .~""  • " ~." :.,;a.~*~., '. 'c . . . . . .  ~,, 
. . ,~:. . . : : : .~ , /  
I 
2,2 ,,: ¢¢1t ".t~ 
for a 
warrant 
TELE-WARRANT, a 
program announced by 
~e Ministryl of the;i~i~::!:'~:ii~ 
tomey General, will make 
it easier for New Aiyansh 
and New Hazelton RCMP 
to get search and arrest 
warrants. 
Tele-warraat is a 24- 
hour, Vancouver-based 
program giving ~the 
RCMP in sxialler towns 
access to a justice of the 
peace when there isn't 
one available because of 
the time of day or day of 
the week. 
Chris Beresford, an of- 
ficial with the attorney- 
general's ministry, said 
New Aiyansb and New 
Hazelton RCMP no 
longer have to travel to 
Smithers or Terrace for 
warrants, which will save 
valuable time. 
This will also allow the 
RCMP to operate at full 
strength for the entire 
shift, he added. 
a. 
Safeway Club Price 
$afeway 
Megapack Diapers 
Assorted varieties, 66 to 84's, 
FIRS'FTWO. Combined 
varieties, 
SAVE at least $4.49 
Zr3 
Safeway Club Price ~ Jergens 
Soap 
Assorted Varieties, 3x 90 g. 
FIRST FOUR. Combined 
varieties. 
' ~,..~¢~1 SAVE at least $1.98 on two 
Medica l  Equ ipment  
Loan  Serv ice  ! ~  
Your  Donat ion  ,, 
Suppor ts  Th is  
Communi ty  
Serv ice .  
Canad ian  Red Cross  
MATCH THE 
~j'j 011C |dt"¢ 'hO~plll~j *JIp , I 
I ~ ' \~  ~,~ s~'Y ~'L., 
I I  ~ I I  O f  d a n ~  - - :"  
l! ~ 0/, ~ ~'-~,',,,~,o~  I 
SeParate 
Keep refrtgerated foods in covered 
containers - dripping juices can 
spread bacteria to other foods. 
1999. 
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BUSINESS REVIEW ....... 
Watch 
i"i !ii your it 
weight 
REG HARRISON won't , ,~  
have to wait as long at 
weigh scale line-ups after 
he was presented with a 
load compliance sticker 
June 29 on behalf of the 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways, ICBC and 
the RCMP. Harrison, 
along with 55 other truck- 
ers, met weight com- 
pliance regulations 95 per 
cent of the time last year. 
;z l?,i. ~$3ii~r~ikl 
~: ~ 
Terrace joins effort to LOut & 
trace shopping dollars 
TERRACE IS joining what appears to be a 
growing movement to figure out northwest 
shopping habits. 
While Smithers and Prince Rupert arc 
reaching for ways to keep consumer dollars 
from heading out of their towns, this city is 
looking for ways to keep the dollars from 
going Outside the region. 
That's because Terrace is already collsid- 
ered the hub for the northwest consumer 
dollar, says Ken Veidcaan of the new Ter- 
race Economic Development Authority. 
So the job now is to figure out how much 
shopping money flows outside of the region 
and to pin down ways of keeping more of it 
here, he said. 
"What we want to do is identify what the 
market is and what the opportunities are," 
said Veldman. 
That means taking the information 
gathered and then targetting specific kinds 
of business opportunities and then using the 
same information to provide those 
businesses with a consutner spending pro- 
file of the region. 
Veldman likens the task to stopping a 
leak from a bucket. 
Stemming the leakage in consumer dol- 
lars by providing new and different shop- 
mees • 
Caledon,a Senior Secondary School" 
OFFICE HOURS 
The school office will be closed July 12-31, 1999. 
During the week July 12-16, 
please call 638-8028 if you require assistance. 
Regular office hours 8:00 am-3:00 pm. 
Phone: 635-6531 
Fax: 635-5390 
In Business Or Starting A Business? 
ACCOUNTING ADVICE  
FRIDAY AFTERNOONS 
lpm-5pm 
-By Appointment Only- 
NUMBERS ARE US BOOKEEPING 
4650 Lakense Ave 
Terrace 
I (25o)638-1 35 
8 x 10 PORTRAIT  
Your choice of pose 
Limit one offer per subject 
NEW 
INSTANT PREVIEW! 
INSTANT PRINTS.* 
TAKE YOUR PORTRAIT HOME WITH YOU. SAME DAY/ 
Session Fee $6.00 (1-6 Subjects) 
Extra sheets available. $12,99 per sheet 
Under 18 must be accompanied by parent/guardian 
Award  Winning 
CALL FOR APP0~NT Phot~rap~r 
635-4544 
Koala Sun Sa lon 
4557 A Lazel le  
J u ly  14 - 17 
Janice Leighton ii 
ping opportunities is much the same as gen- 
erating anew pool of money, he adds. 
" I  see this working for large retailers as 
well as small businesses because with the 
latter, we can present opportunities to fill 
some of the niche markets that are out 
there," Veldman continued. 
"Business can use this type of informa- 
tion for more than one purpose. It can be 
used for marketing, for example, or be used 
by a business which can expand or diver- 
sify its product line," he said. 
Veldman views the growing trend of 
shopping via the Internet as the biggest 
challenge facing northwestern businesses. 
Products and services uch as books, CDs 
and airline tickets are already being aggres- 
sively marketed by on-line companies. 
In Smithers, the town council there is so 
worried about consumer dollars going out 
of town it has set aside a piece of land fora 
potential sale to a big box developer. 
And in Prince Rupert, a recently compiled 
survey estimates that $45 million in con- 
sumer spending leaves that city each year 
with Terrace being a prime benefeciary. 
Veldman anticipates conducting the sur- 
vey this fall as one of the first official acts 
of the economic development authority. 
Park 
Report 
by 
About 
Shames eyed 
S~ES MOUNTAIN 
may factor in a television 
conunercial, says Gerry 
Martin from the Shames 
Mountain Ski Corporation. 
A producer and crew after 
an alpine setting checked 
out the mountain recently. 
Martin described the eco- 
nomic opportunities arising 
from television or movie 
production in the northwest 
as substantial. 
"It 's also a good clean in- 
dustry," he noted, 
Big impact 
Marie-Josee Banville 
This week there will be two special presentations. On 
Thursday July 8 at 2 pm there will be the RCMP Bike Rodeo, 
On Saturday July 10 at 3 pm, a First Aid instructor, will be 
talking about survival in the woods. 
The RCMP will be available to check your bike and bike 
helmet to ensure a proper fit and to offer advice, The Bike 
Rodeo involves a course that you must try and get through 
safely, While going through the bike course you will learn some 
techniques for safe biking, 
All rules of the road still apply even though you are in a 
provincial park. Ensure that your bike has a light or reflectors 
and a bell or horn, Always wear a bike helmet and make sure 
you wear it properly. Obey all the rules of the road and traffic 
signs, Before you cross the road remember to stop, look and 
listen, Always stop first, look both ways, and listen and wait until 
all traffic stops. 
Do you know what to do if your son or daughter fails in the 
campfire? Do you know what to do if your hiking partner breaks 
his or her leg? Come to Lakelse Lake Provincial Park on 
Saturday July 10 at 3pro to learn the basics of surviving in the 
Woods. This is not a certification First Aid course but an 
informational program. You will never know when the 
knowledge of First Aid will come in useful, The best way to 
ensure a safe camping or hiking trip is to be prepared, So 
remember to bring you bike and bike helmet on Thursday July 8 
for the RCMP Bike Rodeo. And on Saturday July 10, ensure 
that you, your family and your friends attend Bruce Fisher's Fist 
Aid program, It could be a matter of life or death, 
HOLDING THE ]B.C. 
Northern Winter Games 
in Prince Rupert this year 
was worth more, than 
$850,000 to that city, says 
an economic hnpact study. 
Participants spent 
$576,000 and organiZe~ 
$281,000, indicates a study 
prepared for the Northern 
B.C. Winter Games Society. 
] 
~ LAKELSE LAKE PROVINCIAL 
PARK VISITORS PROGRAMS 
7:00 pm 
3:00 pm 
7:00 pm 
2:00 pm RCMP Bike Rodeo,.Bring your bike and bike 
helmet and test out your riding skills. L.o~ted 
in the oarkina lot. 
7:00 pm Forest Critters, Learn about the animals that 
live In the park and make one to take home, 
3:00 pm Flash from the Past Explore the ancient, 
diverse and complex habitat of the old growth 
forest, Meet at the information sign near the 
RV dump station, 
Mysteries end Marvels of Birds. By 
examining a bird's body and asking a few 
questions about the propse of its shape and 
size, you can learn a lot about the bird's life, 
SATURDAY JULY 10 
Survival In the Woods, Bruce Fisher, s First 
Aid Instructor, will be providing general Fisrt 
Aid information that may come in useful when 
camping or hiking. 
Jerry's Ranger "Finding you way". Learn 
how to find your way in the woods, Earth 
Explorer, Children's activity, 
SUNDAY J Ul,,y 11 
Jerry Ranger's "Green Team" Learn how you 
can save our world, Garbage Gobbler. 
Children's activity. 
Birds of Prey. Learn about the hunters that 
visit the park. 
All are welcome. Programs are FREEI 
All programs will be held in the Amphltheatre 
unlese otherwise posted. 
3:00 pm 
7:00 pm 
see  
/ 
m ~ O • @ O  
Life's ! I 
Friday, July 9,  J 
Saturday, July 1 0 
,~ ,  Lots of fun and prizes. • 
Come early for the best seatsl • 
Located in the Coast Inn of the West • 
~~D The First Nations Education Centre 
(Coast Mountain School District 82) 
I would like to thank the Coast Mountains Principals, Teachers 
Administrators, Support Staff, Trustees, Susit Aatk & The First 
Nations Education Centre staff, for all the efforts put forward in the 
education of children. In particular, I would like to acknowledge Mr. 
Bill Gook (Acting Principal) for the FNEC. Bill is a tremendous per- 
son who worked diligently and supported many of our initiatives. 
Special thanks to all the Home School Coordinators: Gerry Seymour, 
Sandra Fifi, Beatrice Moody, & Elizabeth Dowse for all the hard 
work that you do to meet the needs of children. You all did an 
excellent job! 
I would like to pay tribnte to 
Matriarch Vera Henry (Sgminhanax Xhishuunt) 
she will be sadly missed. 
I wish you all a restful summer and we look forward to servicing you 
next year. 
Sue Spalding 
Coordinator of FNEC 
BEr, R & WINE KITS 
We now carry a fine selection of Brew 
King Kits. Brew King Kits offer a choice 
of Red & White wines with an assortment 
of ChaBliS, Merlo~, Zinfan~l~l~i~d~. *
Make your own wine from 3-4 weeks. 
~ Just released from Brew King, a 
light, fruity summer wine with half the 
alcohol. 
Our Beer Kits Are Unique And 
Easy, Check Out The Great 
Selection Todays 
IRLV BIRD 
Irly Bird Building Supplies 
4425 Keith Avenue, Terrace 
Phone: 638-8700 
Open 7 Days A Week 
In-Store Financing available OAC. 
Air 
Conditioning 
e Charge 
r49 
*most vehicles 
pect & re-charge 
ur vehicle is R12 
peal, we are your 
).FIT SPECIALISTI 
Special 
B .-..-iN_ J i J 
RUFOPRQ 
~ ~  mECHRnlCRL  
AUTOMOTIVE & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY 
4641 Keith Avenue,  Terrace, B.C. - 635-6334 
149B City Centre, Kitlmat, B.C. • 632-~24 
J f t 
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I Clip the pages with all the faces pasted I FIND THE 12 FACES HIDDEN THROUGHOUr 
THIS ISSUE OF THE TERRACE STANDARD. i correctly and send to the Terrace Standard: i Match them to the correct ad, and you could win! 
I 3210 Clinton Street, Terrace, B.C. I CONTEST RULES 
JNarne 
IAddress 
V8G 5R2, 638-7283 
IPhone 
(Must be 19 years of age or older) 
Gemma's 
Boutiques 
Now In  S tock  
Summer 
Clothing 
UNDA LEVESQUE 
Skirts 
Shorts by Impas~ 
Dresses 
Night Gowns 
Cotton Slips by 
Skeena Mall 635.5577 Open Sunday Noon.5:00pm 
1. Find the 12 hidden faces throughout the pages oF this issue of The Terrace Standard. 
I 2. AttaCh the Correct face to the 12 ads listed here. . . . .  : 
3. Mail or deliver the completed pages to the Terrace Standard 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C; VBG 5R2 before 5:00 p.m. July15, 1999. 
J 4. The winner wi ] be selected by rando~n from correct entries. Winner will be notified by phone and pasted in the July 21, 1999 issue of 
the Terrace Standard. 
I 5. The match the merchant prize must be accepted as awarded. 
j 6. The prize has no cash value. 
7. Contest is not open to employees o[ the Terrace Standard or participating businesses. 
I 
*Levis Jeans 
*Casual  Wear  
: *Rain Gear  
Come and 
v i s i t  us a t  
ROBIN LENHARDT our  New 
Locat ion . .  
7B-4717 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
635-8148 
And don't forget your birthdny leffer! 
- 1 
AL'C'S 
GLASS[To, 
[ ]  Auto Glass 
[ ]  Safely Glass 
[ ]  Windshield Repairs 
[ ]  Insurance 
[ ]  Replacement 
: []Mirrors 
DOUG CLOSTER [ ]  Windows 
[ ]  Sealed Units 
3720 RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE 
Terrace 638-8001 Kitimat 632-4800 
DOUG CLOSTER 
Mention 
This Ad 
DO- IT  LAWN FERTILIZER 
2 ! .7 .x  9 Kg. 
J u ly 7" -  10th 
$atu~y 8:30-5:]0 
7:1 1 11 ( i 
! i:!/i:iii :7 
• / i ~ 
LARRY NORDSTROM 
• Sk i -doo 
• Stihl 
• Jonsered 
• Honda 
• Toro 
• Troy-Built 
TERRACE QUIPMENT SALES 
4441 Lakelse Ave. Terrace Ph: 635-6384 
I Petland 
MAUREEN GENT 
NOW OPEN I 
Mon-Wed 
~,4HAGEN~ 
HOUR EARLIERI 
9-6 
Thurs & Fri 9-9 
Sat 9-6 
Sun 12.5 
4706 Keith Ave.,  Terrace B.C. 
Phone: 635-1600 
KEVIN MOLDENHAUER 
The New 
Ma]lttag 
Gemini 
Range Is 
Now Here! 
m 
Two separate ovens. 
One complete meal. 
TOTEM FURNITURE 
& APPLIANCES 
4501 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
638-1158 
LORNA BROWN 
SALE 
20%OFF all 
Regular Priced Items. 
WE HAVE l REBEL 
MATERNITY 
WEAR! 
25"50%0FF 
Selected Items. 
4639 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
635.$150 
KARLENE CLARK 
4652 
Lazelle 
Terrace, B.C. 
Pamper 
yo.  erf 
Deluxe Pampering 
Package 
"Facial 
"Manicure 
.Make-up 
• Cut & Blow Dry 
$9500 
OPEN 
WEEKDAYS 
UNTIL 7PM 
635-4997 
,Complete 
Auto Parts 
,Full Service 
Shop 
, Machine 
Shop 
,Polaris Sales CONCHITA HUSOY 'l[~~I~l &Service 
Yovr One Stop 
Auto Shop. 
POL I : I I : I I5  
WANDA BINDON 
Introducing 
the 
Designer 
Series 
A complete 
set of 
New 
Colors 
A Superior Paint Specially Formulatqd For A 
Durable, Long Lasting Finish-only Available 
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Feds face 
suit over 
fire regs 
A $900 MILLION class ac- 
tion lawsuit is being 
threatened against Transport 
Canada over its plans to 
once again require airport 
flrefighters at small airports, 
says a Terrace city council- 
lor. 
David Hull says the city,s 
lawyer Donald Lidstone in, 
formed city officials he's 
preparing to sue Ottawa on 
behalf of the City of Terrace 
and n!any o!her 
municipalities that took over 
airports this spring on the 
basis that the expensive 
crash fire rescue service - -  
disbanded 18 months ago 
here ~ would no longer be 
required. 
Requiring airport firefight- 
ing service oqce again 
would drive a big hole in 
both the airport's viability 1~ 
and the budget of the 
society set up to run it, Hull 
said. 
"It amounts to bargaining 
in bad faith," Hull said of 
the federal review of 
firefighting requirements. 
He added Lidstoue felt it's 
likely federal officials will 
back down the issue. 
"The issue may die as 
quickly as it rose its ugly 
head," he said. 
"What are they going to 
do --  take away the 
aerodrome licences of every }. 
airport in the province?" 
There were once six 
flrefighters and two fire 
trucks stationed at the 
Terrace-Kitimat Airport, at 
an annual cost of $250,000 
to $300,000 ~ or about a 
third of the operating 
budget. 
From front 
A-Fcr- h 
S mulated 
S 
Everyone was expecting 
to get the emergency call at 
7:30 p.m. not 6:45 p.m,, so 
most of the rtrefighters and 
paramedics were at home 
eating dinner when they 
were paged. 
Smith, Wassink and 
Wheler were all impressed 
with how all the agencies 
worked together. 
Once the fire was put out, 
firefighters immediately 
went to help with patient 
care. A~ad since none of the 
nearby trees caught on fire, 
forestry workers went 
straight into delivering f'nst 
aid. 
Once all the patients were 
taken care of, everyone was 
on hand to help the RCMP 
and the coroner evaluate the 
wreckage. 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
was also involved in the ex- 
ercise to test its disaster 
plan. 
Hospital administrator~. 
Michael Leisinger said the /
hospital received a call list- 
ing the number of casualties 
at 7:25 - -  41 minutes after 
the crash. 
The first patients, he said, 
arrived at 7:40 p.m. - - jus t  
under an hour after the 
flight. 
Although he said there 
were some glitches, he was 
pleased with how the hospi- 
hal handled the situation. 
He said changes will be 
made to the disaster plan 
from the information that 
was obtained. 
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MATCH THE , 
MIRCHAliT CONTfST I 
FIREFIGHTERS hose down flames from a burning bus set up at the airport as 
part of last week's exercise to simulate a plane crash. 
Not fast enough for planned rules 
In December 1997, firefighters were 
removed from the Terrace-Kitimat airport 
due to federal cost cutting measures. 
By early 1998, fire services were phased 
; out at small airports across Canada, leaving 
fire departments only at larger airports. 
In April, however, newly proposed 
regulations called for fire fighting services 
to return to SOtne airports, and with local 
airport authorities absorbing all costs. 
Terrace is classified as a Category C air- 
)oft, mean'rag i! has more than six aircraft 
movements a day of the type of passenger 
plane nov,, coming here. A movement is ei- 
ther a takeoffor a landing. 
The proposed regulations would require 
site services herE. 
For airports with less than six takeoffs a 
day, firefighting services have to be less 
than 10 nfinutes away. 
That's eight miamtes hy of what it took 
for emergency vehicles to arrive at the air- 
port durhtg the exercise last week. 
TSIMSHIAN 
TREATY NEGOTIATIONS 
OPEN SESSIONS 
Tsimshian Tribal Council, Canada, and British Columbia are 
continuing negotiations towards an Agreement-in-Principle 
under the British Columbia Treaty Process. The chief 
negotiators invite the public and the media to observe the 
following discussions. 
Wednesday,, Ju!y~14, 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Thursday,, July*15, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Lax Kw'alaams Community Hall 
Lax Kw'alaams, B.C. 
Agenda items include: Tsimshian Communi ty  Treaty Presentations 
by Lax Kw'alaams First Nation 
For more information, contact: 
Tsimshian Tribal Council 
Federal Treaty Negotiation Office 
Province of B.C. - Jacque Pleasants 
(250) 627-8782 
1.800-665-9320 
(250) 387-1119 
BRrr~H 
COLUMBIA 
http://www.aaf.gov.bc.ca./aaf/ 
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• View Cam I Sharp . 40x Zoom VLH 850 ~1~ ~1~ 
~/LE 49 . Remote 
,~." ~.C~ • "~ ~'~ Zoom Not exactly as shown 
• NEW 
~ 4 9 9  .• ' 3" Touch Screen LCD200x Zoom / 
I • Digital Image Stabilization 
• Remote Control 
• S-Video Output 
• • Hi-8 
,49g 27 
CJ 27S26 j 
• Stereo Colour "IV 
• Remote Control 
• Rear A/V Jacks 
s599 27" 
CJ 27S20 
• Universal Remote 
• Equisound (constant volume) .et~:~. 
• Front/Rear A/V Inputs :~  
• S. Video Input ~ 
v 
Slim Cam $ 7 ~ ~  • 3" LCD Panel ~ ~ i  !" ' 
• 64x Zoom t ::iiii~i 
• Digital Image 
Stabilization 
VLE SE10 
100% B.gger ~ ~/ ! i~ i~ l~A 
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VLE 720 ~ 
• 3-CD minbsystem 
• Mini disc 
player/recorder 
• 40 W/channel 
• Remote control 
s649 27" 
. ?::~ ........... "~* ,," ...... ' Portable mini disc 
CJ 27S26 ~~, '¢"  ~e player recorder 
Anti-Skip 
• Universal Remote !i:, 5H playback 
w/lithium Ion 
j MDMS 702 '':!:'''~" 
• Picture in Picture s39 , • Front/Rear A/V Jacks Battery 
• S. Video Input * Illuminated LCD 
Remote 
ELECTRONIC FUTURES 
4710 Keith Ave.,635-7767 
• Digital replacement for cassette 
• Re-recordabh 
• CD quality sound. 
• Self-contained design makes 
scratches nearly impossible. 
t 
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Town 
Lung Association 
appoints director 
ELAINE JOHNSON was re-elected area direc- 
tor for the British Columbia Lung Association at 
the organization's annual general meeting ia Van- 
conner Juue 17. Johnson has volunteered as the 
area directorsittce 1990. 
Donate your fruit 
THE TERRACE First Nations Council of 
Women will commence their amlual "Traditional 
Gathering of Food" now through the sunnner 
months. Call 635-1337 (new numbe 0 to schedule 
a date for picking fruits, berries, vegetables, 
rhubarb, etc. Donatious are always welcome. 
They will pick up donations. 
Summer hours 
NEW SLrMMER hours for The Family Place 
are: Monday - Wednesday from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 
p.m. and Thursdays from 9:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
Closed Fridays. 
Simon Fraser grads 
THE FOLLOWING students graduated from 
Simon Fraser University this year. 
Faculty of Applied Sciences, Bachelor of Axis 
• Petovello, Aaron W.; Major communication 
Bachelor of Science (Kinesiology) 
• Shepherd, Jan; major kinesiology 
Bachelor of Arts 
• Bowering, Jessiea; major philosophy 
• bleKay, Geoff; major history 
• Renaud, Yvette Anne; major archaeology 
• Walker, Joelle; major English 
Bachelor of General Studies 
' -Malhotra,  Monica; minor learning dis- 
abilities 
• Roders, Ruth Evelyn; N/A 
' Teixeira, Julie; minor learning dis- 
abilities/early childhood education 
. Faculty of business administration, Bachelor of 
Business Administration 
, MeKay, Fraser J. Patrick; major business 
administration 
More grads 
Aisha Magi  graduated this year from the Uni- 
versity of Calgary with a bachelor of science dis- 
tinction. 
Jocelyn Coxford graduated from the University 
of Victoria with a bachelor of science in Ihlguis- 
tics with distiuctiou. 
They've moved 
THE TERRACE Volunteer Bureau has moved 
to a new location. You can find the bureau a t2 -  
3215 Eby Street (under City Hall). Hours of oper- 
ation are 8:30 a.ln. to 4:30 p.m. Monday to Fri- 
day. 
Bike bike raises 
big bucks 
RECENTLY, the Heart attd Stroke Founda- 
tio,'s Big Bike Ride came through Terrace. 
I would like to thank the 17 teams for their huge 
effort. It is through the efforts of the teams and 
the generosity of local residents that the big bike 
ride is able to place to raise funds for vital car- 
diovascular research attd health promotion within 
our province. 
Cougrats to Betty Campbell's team for taking 
highest fuudrasing bike with an impressive 
$3,744 bike. The Caledonia team was the fastest 
with a time of 8 minutes and 30 seconds. We have 
three teams who raised over $3,000 and are now 
eligible for the proviueial draw of 29 bikes for 29 
riders. They are SCI, Friends of Heart, and 
Skeeua Sawmills. Thank you for helping fight the 
nmnber one killer of men attd women in B.C. attd 
Canada. 
Be a star! 
TERRACE LITTLE Theatre is now takiug 
registration for their annual Smnmer Drama Days, 
a drama program for children aged 6-12. Dates 
arc July 12-30 and Aug. 9-27. Cost is $70 per 
child, Children will develop theatrical skills in- 
dudiug acting, directing, and script writing, Chil- 
dren also work together to create an original play 
which they perform for parents. Pick up registra- 
tion fornis at Uniglobe Travel or at 
www.osg.neVtlt. For more info call 638-1215. 
Help to lose weight 
CHAMPS IS a newly formed Canadian weight- 
loss and weight maintenance support organiza- 
tion. Support teams help and support in learning 
proper healthy nutrition in order that members 
can lose unwanted pounds and maintain ahealthy 
weight as set by their health professional. 
CHAMPS support eams offer incentives, con- 
tinual group and individual support o their mem- 
bers, 
For more Information contact Elaine at 
(250)832-7712 orColleen at (250)562-0455. 
228 students graduate 
PROUD I~IOM Anita Davis gives her daughter Kristen, 17, a kiss before the grad 
ceremonies begin. Kristen won a Kermode Friendship Scholarship worth $,300. 
Valedictorian addresses grads 
By PATRICK LEVESQUE 
Freedom[...I mean gradu- 
ation! This is the end of 
something good, but also 
the begiuning of something 
better. 
With graduation comes a 
feeling of excitement and 
Pride but it is inevitably ac- 
companied by a feeling of 
sadness. [t is rather upset- 
ting for us to realize that 
after spending 13 years to- 
gerber we will not be asking 
caeh other what classes we 
have in what blocks when 
early September rolls 
arouud aud racing to the of. 
rice to try aud transform our 
schedule so that we have 
classes with all of our 
friends or our favorite 
teacher. 
Instead, we will be going 
our separate ways into the 
new millennium. 
The year started off with 
the excitenlent and enter- 
tainment of Spirit Week 
with the ever popular Air- 
baud contest. 
This spirit continued 
throughout the whole year 
and concluded with the 
prom, Big Bike Ride and 
saudbagging for the flood 
that recently swept into our 
colnlllut|ity. 
Many students worked 
very hard to put the prom 
together and it couldn't have 
turned out better. It was a 
blastt 
A couple weeks ago, thirty 
studeuts from the graduation 
class formed a teatu called 
the Caledonia Smooth 
Riders attd entered the Heart 
and Stroke Foundation's 
Big Bike Ride, finishing 
with the fastest ime in the 
community. 
When our school received 
a phoue call with regards to 
getting volunteers for sand- 
bagging, bus loads of stu- 
dents, includiug ma,y of the 
graduates here today, were 
not at all hesitant in dashing 
Levesque 
few that have always been 
there for you because 
chances are they will be 
there for you in the future. 
We've all had good times 
and bad thnes, but we must 
admit the net result is posi- 
tive. Don't forget to thank 
those who have helped you 
get to where you are now. 
First of all, your teachers. 
On behalf of my entire 
class, thank you. Thank you 
for teaching us, leading us, 
and for contributing to who 
we are today and what 
we've a ccompl ished. 
Thank your parents who' 
have been there supporting 
you since day one and have 
never turned their back on 
you. Thank you Morn and 
Dad. 
Thank your friends 
who'vc made it all 
worthwhile. You share 
nlauy utcnlories aud un- 
forgettable xperiences that 
will renrain with you for the 
rest of your life. They were 
there to help you out when 
you needed it attd when 
exanl times conic arouud, 
you would fonn a study or 
homework club to get 
through the stress, chaos, 
and demand of finals and 
provincials. 
And most importantly, do 
not forget to thank God as 
well as yourself. 
out of classrooms and to the 
flood stricken areas. 
We've made and lois good 
friends, and developed some 
relationships over the past 
thirteen years that will last If you'd given up some- 
our whole lives. Good. where along the way, you 
friends arc hard to come by know that it was your own 
so hang on to the precious convictions and determina- 
BES~ BUDS: Dawn Enlow, 18, and Corisa Bell, 18, 
were gushing with joy grad night. 
tion that brought you here. wear sunscreen and don't 
Admit that you still don't drive drunk. Unfortunately, 
know everything, though we have recently been 
sometimes, I know, you'd rcmiuded of how short and 
like to think you could do uncertain life can be. Be 
attything with the kuowi- hottest; it's sometimes the 
edge and experience you've only way to gain respect and 
acquired up until this night, a good reputation. 
Wherever you are a year 
from now, I hope you are 
still learning, not only about 
how to write a paper that 
will get you through univer- 
'sity or how to parallel park, 
but learning about how the 
system works (and how it 
doesn't for that matter, and 
about yourself. 
Find out where you fit in, 
find a purpose that makes 
you want to get out of bed 
every morning, and find 
something to believe in. 
Make good friends and 
treat them better than they 
treat you. Be responsible; 
And finally, dou't cheat 
yourself: Don't let anyone 
change who you are inside, 
because you are ouly cheat. 
ing yourself. Never settle 
violence with violence. 
Never settle for anything 
less than what you can 
achieve. 
For those of you who have 
seen "The Matrix", you 
might remember this partic- 
ular line tllat I'd like to 
leave you. 
" I 'm not here to tell you 
how it ends, I'm only here 
to tell you how it begins." 
Good inck to you all. 
New Terrace Pentecostal 
Assembly pastor arrives 
WHEN MEMBERS of the Terrace 
Pentecostal Assembly wanted to see what 
their uew senior pastor looked like, all they 
had to do was turn on their televisions. 
Sunday mornings Jimt Barber could be 
seen preaching on the half-hour 'IV show 
front Winnipeg called Sermons froth Cal- 
vary. 
The TV program is the fruition of his fa- 
ther, Pastor H.H. Barber, who is a firm 
believer of the effectiveness of spreading 
religion by TV attd radio. 
At the Calvary Temple in Winnipeg, one 
Pentecostal Assembly, his duties include 
overseeing all the ministries and the life of 
the church. 
"My job is to bc an encourager - - to be a 
shepherd to strengthen and oversee every 
area of the church," he said. 
Barber stressed that his job isn't a one- 
man show. He said he'll merely try to 
strelhgthen the leadership already in place. 
Born and raised in Winnipeg, Terrace is a 
big change for him and his wife Charlene 
and their three daughters. 
"Having been in Winnipeg for so long 
of the largest Churches in Canada, Barber. I 'm looking forward to this being a growiug 
worked with his father as an assistant 
pastor. 
"My job is to be an encourager 
to be a shepherd to strengthen 
attd oversee every area of  the 
church" m J im Barber. 
There, he often spoke to crowds of mum 
than 15,000 people, He also oversaw all the 
radio and 'TV programing and delivered 
many of the show's opening and closing 
thne," he said. 
"We're looking forward to learning about 
new things and taking advantage of the out- 
doors." 
He admitted he hasn't done much fishing 
in his lifetime, so he's actively seeking 
teachers. 
He said the people in Terrace have been 
very kind to him. 
"People have been super," he said, 
"The little notes we've gotten have 
given us bits of encouragement along the 
way." 
Barber canted a bachelor of Arts Degree 
(majoring in History) at the University of 
Winnipeg and studied for his masters of re- 
speeches, ligion at the Theological Seminary. 
Another duty was coordinating a youth His wife, who is trained as a nurse, will 
summer camp for two weeks each sununer, be busy this year homeschooling their three 
As the senior pastor at the Terrace children, 
JIM Barber is the new senior pastor al the Terrace 
Pentecostal Assembly. He arrived just last month, 
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CITY SCENE 
.BAR 
:SCENE: 
A GATOR'S PUB presents Pushy 
Pushy an Italian band singing all the 
current hits. Join Aaron Hansen for free 
swing lessons Sundays from 7:30-9:30 
p.m. 
ABEASLEY'S MIX: Live entertain- 
meat with Halfyard, the amazing one- 
man band every Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday night. Come watch the hockey 
playoffs on the big screen. 
AGEORGES PUB is hosting a Canada 
Day party Wednesday, June 30 with all 
an request D.J. Expect to see giveaways 
and door prizes. 
AHANKY PANKY' S is celebrating its 
half way to the millennium party Fri- 
day, July 2 and Saturday, July 3. 
LIBRARY: 
~tKIDSCONNECT@TPL: Computer 
classes for children 5 and older at The 
Terrace Public Library will begin on 
Tuesday, July 13. Classes run for six 
weeks and will teach children how to 
use word processing programs, CD- 
ROMs and the Interact. Classes are for 
one hour and are available on Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays and Thurdsays at various 
times. Children must attend the six 
weeks of classes. FREE! Please call the 
library to register or for more informa- 
tion at 638-8177. 
&COMPUTER CLASSES FOR 
SENIORS at the library are available 
on Fridays from 10-11:30 a.m., 1-2:30 
p.m., and 3-4:30 p.m. Classes run for 6 
weeks starting July 16. Seniors will be 
trained on using word processing pro- 
grams, CD-ROMS, and the Internet. 
FREE! Call the library to register at 
638-8177. 
,&.TEEN READ: Teens 12 and older 
can join the TEEN READ! program this 
summer at the library. Just come to li- 
brary and pick up you Club Card. Keep 
track of the books you read throughout 
the summer. For every third book you  
read, you will win a prize. It's FREE to 
join. Prizes include T-shirts, paperback 
novels, sunglasses and other neat stuff! 
For more information, call the library at 
638-8177. 
ATIME FOR TOTS: a program of 
songs, lap bounces, fingerplays and 
stories for children under two years old 
and their parents or caregivers. Fridays 
at 10:30 a.rn. to 11 a.m. at the library 
starting July 9-August 27. (NO classes 
on August 6) FREE. Drop in. No 
registration required. For more informa- 
tion call the library at 638-8177. 
I 
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J [ Explore their world of Coun,ry & 
i::[,, Classic Rock Music 
e- "1 (Don' t  miss our weekly~:: A Don' t  Dr ink  & I![Friday Night] 
Drive I1  door prize for a l 
Our FREE Courtesy j j  Patio [: GALLERY: Van will pick you up 
_ ~ U Inbre] l~  I - a n d  take you home! 
,&June 30-Sept 12: SUMMER MEM- ~ ~ ' l  
]BER SHOW. Exhibition 
featuring ~ to the Vanderhoof Rock Festival ($240 
~ o r  IWO-~ 
artwork from local, regional and nation- 
al artists who are all members of the ~ value). Draw SatJuly17 - must be 
Terrace Art Association. The artwork ili:~:-:~.~:: .......... 
on display will consist of a variety of li!i I mediums, such oil, watercolor and 
acrylic paintings as well as pottery, pho- 
tography and fibre arts. 
Make the 'Scene/Cal l  638-7283 or fax | iil;~:! 
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Saturday, July 10 
HOW "TO WRITE your Life's story: 
a workshop with author, Jane Fuller 
I~outon, sponsored by the Terrace 
Public Library. The workshop is 
free and will take place from 10-3 
: : b L l: : : :~:: ': I  eJ!ghti .oWfs0/aSto,qndmgi :  ::i;i: :  
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' HEALTHy BODY: CALCIUM 
Calcium is the moat abundant mineral in our bodies, 
which should be an alert to just how important it is. We are all 
encouraged to consume more calcium from our diet and as 
supplements. 
But did you know about the oomplementary role of both 
magnesium and vitamin D? Indications are that calcium can- 
not be absorbed without vitamin D and the proper balance of 
magnesium. 
Benefits are found to be calming, and may be helpful to 
those of all ages with insomnia, nervousness, hypoglyoemia, 
muscle cramps or spasms, restless legs, PMS cramps, or to 
relieve tremors associated with drug and alcohol withdrawal. 
These minerals are indicated to benefit the heart muscles and 
normalize blood pressure, They may also reduce breast ten- 
derness, aid digestion, and help with tissue and collagen 
repair. 
Low levels cf these minerals have been linked to 
endometriosis, kidney stones, chronic fatigue, depression, 
tooth decay and migraine headaches. 
Soft drinks may deplete your body of calcium and 
increase Ihe likelihood of osteoporosis. Consuming plenty of 
chocolate, spinach or rhubarb, and high fat diets prevent 
proper calcium absorption 
Unfortunately, few of us understand that most calcium 
supplements are poorly absorbed. 
THE SOLUTION: is to use a chelated calcium/magnesium 
supplement with vitamin D that dissolves instantly for immedi- 
ate use by our bodies. 
People who obtain adequate calcium are less likely to suf- 
fer ostooporosis later in life, Don't wait until later to find out if 
your supplement was benefiting you; assure now that your 
choice of minerals will be truly nourishing. 
health, Remember a r~ bod~/works, plays, and feels better. / 
For  In format ion,  a consultat ion 
or to  purchase 
herbal  nutr i t ion products 
at  wholesa le  pr ices .contact  
:loudio Perry, Shelly Coxen, Barbara Emery, Sid 
& Therese Ross, Kelly Hosein & Debra Cervo, 
John & Barb Heighten, Darcie Anneshy, 
Maureen Gent, Bruno Belanger & Krista Bottyan. 
ENRICH INDEPENDENT DISTR BUTOR 
Phone (250) 638,1541 
Fox (250) 635-1565 
email: bruno@kerrnodelnet 
Changing Canadians" Hea#h j 
p.m. at the library. Space is limited, 
reserve a spot by calling 638-8177. 
Tuesday, July 13 
"IT TAKES A COMMUNITY" is an 
organization within the community 
that is looking for youths and adults 
who are interested in working with 
community service i providers to 
make the.needs,, of children and 
youth a pri~h~/, The Spotlight 
Campaign for children and youth is 
meeting in the Terrace and District 
Community Services boardroom 
Tuesday the 13th of July at 12 p.m. 
For more information please con- 
tact Darlene or Leanne at "It takes 
a Community" at 638-0228. 
Sunday, July 18 
THE TERRACE Women and De- 
velopment group are hosting the 
2nd Perennial Garden Tour and 
Tea from 1-4. p.m. Ten of the most 
beautiful gardens in Terrace will be 
featured. -tickets are $12 and avail- 
able at Misty River Books and 
Sidewalkers, For more information 
call Ester at 638-0488. 
Wednesday, July 22 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxil- 
iary is having a bag sale on July 22, 
23 and 24 at 4544 Lazelle Avenue. 
For more info call 635-3512. 
Tuesday, July 27-29 
VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL at the 
Church of God, 3341 River Dr. in 
Thornhill. Camp runs Tuesday to 
Thursday from 1-4 p.m. Crafts, 
puppet shows, singing and lots of 
fun. For more info call Corrina Mil- 
ler at 638-1561. 
Saturday, August 21 
3RD ANNUAL ROSSWOOD 
MUSIC JAMBOREE at the 
Rosswood Community Fair- 
grounds. The Jamboree is a music 
celebration that brings together lo- 
cal and regional performers as well 
hundreds of music fans. All 
styles of music are encouraged. 
Also a children's area and stage 
and food and craft vendors. 
Volunteers and musicians needed. 
Call Yvonne: 635-2263. Tickets 
available at Sight and Sound. Cost 
before July 19 is $25 family, $12 
adult, $5 youth. Tickets after July 
19 cost family $35, adult $18 and 
youth $8. 
(genealogy) at the Church of Jesus 
Christ Latter Day Saints is open Satur- 
days from 9-1 p.m. and Wednesdays 
flora 7-10 p,m. 
SUNDAYS 
Wednesday, • September 1 
POETRY CONTEST: Teens ages 
12-18 are invited to submit poetry 
to lhe Terrace Public Ubrary's 2nd 
annual poetry contest. Deadline for 
entry submissions September 1, 
1999. Win cash prizes. First pdze is 
TERRACE BEE Association meets 
the last Sunday of every month until 
June at the Terrace Public Library at 2 
p.m. For more info call Martin De 
Hoog at 635-3289. 
CttALKY'S BILLIARDS pool 
toumameni ~pld ;Sundays at '2 p.m. 
starting S ePL'f'27. ~ei~:is a:$10 entry 
fee. Addr~s: 4662 G keise Ave. 
TERRACE BAHA'I community of- 
fers weekly classes in spiritual educa. 
tion for children, For more info call 
635-4595. 
TERRACE HORSESHOE CLUB 
meets Sundays at 1 p.m. and Wednes- 
days at 7 pan. to pitch horseshoes. You 
don't need to bring your own set to 
play. They meet at the Horseshoe pitch 
at North Sparks and Halliwell (beside 
Heritage Village and the KJn Hut), 
Beginners and all ages welcome, 
MONDAYS 
THE SKEENA VALLEY Fall Fair 
association meets on the second Mon- 
day of each month in the Lions dub 
House on the Fair Grounds in Them- 
SPORTS ON MARTINI MADNESS MARGARITA 
THE BIG PRIME RIB MADNESS 
SCREEN DINNER SPECIAL ROCK TRIVIA 
hill. A special invitation is extended to [ ~ ~ ~ , ~  ~" a = 
all interested to attend these meetings 
and become involved in this wonderful 
showcase of local 4H, Crafts, 
Horticultural, Livestock and business 
groups. Come to share your ideas and 
skills with your community. More info i 
call Pat at 635-77?9. 
AL-ANON: Fellowship of relatives 
and fiiends of alcoholics who share 
their experience, strength, and hope, in DaWs name: Baby's Name: 
order to solve their conunon problems. Jenna Rue Lyn Ippel I~anJohn Sehaeffer 
Date & Time of Birth: Date & Time of Birth: 
There is one meetings held each week. June23, 1999 at 11:37 a.m. June 24, 1999 at 12:29a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs l I oz.sex: Female Weight: 7 lbs. 11,5 oz, Sex:Male Thursdays at Mills Memorial Hospital, 
conference room in psychiatric unit at 
7:30 p.m. For more info call 638-8643. 
SKEENA VALLEY FAIRS ASSO- 
CIATION xneets every second Mon- 
day of the month at 8 p.m. at the Club- 
house at the main enterance. 
TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS 
CLUB meets at its new clubhouse on 
the Thomhill Community Grounds 
every f'urst and third Monday of the 
month. For more info call Peggy at 
635-5887 or Mike at 635-4043. 
TERRACE ADULT CHOIR meets 
Monday evenings until further notice 
from 7-8:30 p.m. at the Skeena lr. 
High band room. Everyone welcome to 
join amateur singing group. For more 
info call 635-1951. 
The Terrace Standard offers the 
community calendar as a public ser- 
vice to its readers and community or- 
ganizations. 
$100; second prize Is $75; third This column is intended for ~n- 
prize is $50. Contest details are profit organizations and those events 
available at the library. For more In- for which there is no admission 
formation call Holly at 638-8177. 
WEEKLY  MEET INGS 
SATURDAYS 
FgMILY HISTORY CENTRE 
Parents: Alan & Montca Ippel Parents: Mar/Anne & Michael 
Little Sister for Matthew and Chad Bather for Kendra & Herganne 
• ¢ 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
D)'lan Howard Andrew King Kendra Ran Hall 
Date & Time of Birth: Date a Time of Birth: 
June 22,1999 at 5:21 a.m. June 28, 1999 'at 12:58 p.m. 
Weight: 8 lbs 7 oz. Sex: Male Weight: 7 lbs 5 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Jason &Jenke King Parents: Randy &Renl 11.'111 
U~e Bather for Tflstln ¢ 
• Daby's Name: 
Baby's Nmne: Brianna Annabelle G orge 
Mlkael 'l~ter John Mercer Date & Time of Birth: 
Date & Thne of Birth: Jnne 3o, 1999 at 11:42 p.m, 
June 23, 1999 at 8:41 a.m. Weight: 7lbs 3 oz, Sex: Female 
Weight: 8lbs 5 oz, Sex: Male Parents: Thomas George &Sarah 
Parents: Talia & Ivan Clayton, 
Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more information 
  Overwattea 
~ i I 
charge. Items will run two weeks be- 
fore each event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions should be typed or 
printed neatly. 
Howship 
was a 
WWI vet 
i :  I=l:i:l&lt~l l: I1 ;i=1 
YVONNE MOEN 
CHARLIE William How- 
ship, First World War 
veteran, passed away at 
Veteran's Home in Sas- 
katoon, Saskatchewan May 
18, 1999. He was 99 years 
old. 
Mr. Howship was born on 
May 6, 1900 at Kettering, 
North Hampshire, England. 
Two months before his 
15th birthday, he enlisted hi 
the army. 
On March 20, 1914, he 
serviced with the Canadian 
expeditionary force, 46t~ 
battalion, known as the fly- 
ing battalion, until he was 
injured. 
Earlier this year, at 98 
years of age, Mr. Howship 
CHARLIE William Howship lived to be 9g years old. 
If He 0nlv Knew 
How Man), P~ople 
Are Ilell)ing' []illi 
": .:-Please lldl!. :;:" ' : 
The Alzheh.er. Sodeiy 
I:enliwllJieAhhdllii,rSiwh, i I l l  r lul l  
ll7 Ihe'Ahhrhiirr l l/, i i , l l  + I~i I~lnMaal . (416) ')')~3-:LII2 ll.w,iilihl,hller.~a 
. i  I 
MATCH THE 
i-- -%~I 
The Terrace Standard, B3 # Wednesday,, July 7, I 1999- 
Terrace Community Band 5ociet) 
is accepting applications for 
Musical Director 
of its Concert Band 
For more information, please call 638- 
7820 and send resume to: 
T.C.B.S. 
Box 115 
Terrace B.C. 
V8G 4A2 
Closing Date: July 15, 1999 
kl"his is a volunteer ~osition. 
School of Music & Fine Art. 
Robin Hollet and Jess Dafoe wish to thank all of their valuable clients, and 
a special thank you to the 250 hardworking students enrolled in pro- 
grams this year. 
Raffle and Hum is closing down its Kalum Ave location on June 30. We 
will re-open at our new Iocatiol~ in September. 
Sorry no summer programs this year. 
Look for these exciting fall programs: 
• Rattle and Hum Toddler-Preshcool Music Classes (2-4 years) 
• Musicals for Kids (8-10 years) 
received three of the mosl Musicals for Teens (11-13 years) 
precious accolades asoldier : Musicals for Homeschool Students (8-10 years) 
can receive. He was " Musicals for Homeschool Students (11-13 years) 
awarded France's highest 
national order -- a Legion • Homeschool First Year Band Program 
0fHonour medal. • Homeschool Second Year Band Program 
He also received a bronze 
McCraecommem°rativeMedallion an J°h a For information or to pre-register your child call __~, 
framed certificate of ap- Robi. at 635-4261 
preciation from the Queen 
for his bravery and service. " ~ 
Mr' H°wshlP had the CHILDREN participated ina tug °f war Canada Day at Heritage Park' an event I TN  I~WoR:A:f ' '  ~ / 1 
honour of being one of 80 sponsored by the city's Parks and Recreation department. There was food, sU~i IMER - 
war veis chosen for hon ur. Isn't it games, music, buggy rides and lots of fun had by all. - -  3 WAYS TO MAKE 
great honour before his ~ ~ ~ F ~ ~ ~ ~  
passing? His two daughters, ~ " I J i .~g,t or $28.00. 
Wiimigred aud Gloria, were I 2. Lose weight fol surnnlel on 1,2,3 Success, ou~ easiest ~ ~ ,  I I 
Very proud, and will cherish I plan eve, because you can eat any food yau c,ave. ~ ~ ~ X  ' / I 
thatmemory for ever .  ~ ~  " ~ ~  ". I 3. Geta free beau~ a,d fashion guide "Celebrate .~~:s :  ~'./i~* [ I 
On June 19, 1999 a ..... WN% ; . ~,"  I the New You." l~ :~J ! ' "  ~ I 
graveside service was held 
shipat for, Charlie 'Willimn H O W - B  kchwoodCemetery . ' / :~  i~  I V ~  4 ' ~  ~ . i. ' ~  ~ *{ I~\P  ~ ~ '  . . . . . . .  ~ '  i i laHAVEYO~ BEENTOWEIGFITWA'ieHERSPrr• ~~'~g '~; r  ~ I " -~. , .,,4 ~ * . '~:.':~:.".~.' ,.~ "-~,~i~v~ ,.-i I ~";"~';~ : " " " ' " "  . . . . . .  " . . . .  ~ ~ : ~ f l  I 
' I I ~ /~/~/~ ! ' . . . .  " Free G~_so ,a l ,  I in':Swan River, Manitoba with Reverend l~igei Pack- 
woodofficiatillg.Travelling from Terrace A ~  " I ' '  [ ~ While quantities last. D,Jdless'olVolt [ 
for'the special private tam- I n  Bus iness!  jo o owro,-$2 ,00 / 
daughter Wimlif.red Coburn J u ly  8-3#- ~.  Call , -8OO-682-80 I !  for rnol'~ information. , 
and her son Don Ccburn. J Other family members in- 30%off .$~$ . / 'Foryourconvenionco.,egisi,ationandwolgh.inbeginatlhotimesiistedbeiow. I !uded his other daughtez 
~lofia HerfindahI and her The me0ting starts one.half hourlater, l 
usband Oliver, and their " - " J "  -st~ve~'tl~l'"In StoCk : I "  / randdaughter Yvonae and 
[alvin and two grandsons, i =' . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . .  I ~ "  Knox United Church (Terrace) / 
Mr. Howship is survived i l gNTER TO WIN IN  OUR,  ~.  . E  "~ . . . . .  
' seven grandchildren, 14 '1907 Lazelle / 
eat-grandchildren, two I WEEKLY DRAW!  ' ( ~ ~ ' ;  "i-uesday 7'.00 prn / 
'.p-grandchildren a d his I One gift certificate will be awarded each week I ~ / "- " " : " 1 
'o daughters Winnifred I . until July 31, 1999. I ~ ' ~  " 
r )burl of Terrace and 'NAME: ! SL, Terrace oria Hei ]nda fl o Sw 3230 Kalum I ' i < • ver, dan toba IP_RONE':_ . ,  - . : i Vh: 635.3666 Vahdai. p;uhop,ihngloeatioi~hfo, al'ni'tedlhne, Sub',equentwoekl/fcesapplfGSTnoiinduded | 
* * - k * *  m .m m . .  ~ ,  m m m, ©1999WeightW,~tcherslntemahon,i Inc. O~neroftheWEIGklrW/~:lCllEl~,Sth-ldem~ark.Aiirightsngservec / 
commemorative 
McCrae Medallion and a 
l .cate 
r f i   f  
at France's 
high honour. 
wonderful that he had this 
ry ro ,  ill c ris  
ave. i  
.for,,Charlie WHlimn How- 
ship at Birchwood Cemetery 
~:in':Swan , 
i Nigei 
d f c ating. 
for the special private fa - 
ily graveside service was 
t r i lifi'ed r  
e
el r 
'Gloria HerfindahI and her 
husband Oliver, and their 
g Lne 
Melvin and two grandsons. 
by
gr - il , 
ste - il   i  
tw  
Co rn 
Gl ia rrmdahl f an 
River, Manitoba. 
I need help! Can anyone 
tell me who named these 
streets, why they chose 
these names in particular 
and who the streets were 
named after? 
Thomhill street names I
would like to learn about: 
Case, Century, Crescent, 
Crescentview, Empire, 
Firecreek, Good, Lavina, 
Simpson Crescent. Other 
street names include: 
Roseland, Highland Drive, 
Grandview Drive, Darci, 
Good, Sunset Drive, 
Solomon Way, Roy Road 
and Royal Road. 
I need a little information 
on each of these to complete 
a project on "How our 
streets were named." If you 
can help me, please call me 
at 638-0423 or Helen at 
635-7378. Any information 
is appreciated. 
' Medical Equipment 
I Loan Service 
We're Here To Help. 
Canadian Red Cross 
I 
- i  
I MATCH THE j 
I MERCHANT CONTEST 
12 Equa l  Payments  
No Interest For 1 Year 
Kitchen Set 
only s599 
Pereira's Countrywide 
SUMMERTIME BLUES SALE 
e 
From ~ Sale 
s249 up s589 
SHARR 
11WS and VCRs 
All On Sale 
Hot Tubs & Spas FREE Tank 
S l N C E ] "9 7 8 FBEE Cover 
Order Before July 15 
and Save $$S 
Webber  and Bro i l  K ing  
Good Selection 
of Appliances 
Pereira's Countrywide ~ A Ak  i 
FURNITURE ANn APPLIA.M, CES ~ . </~[  ~ | 
I! I t r J r~  707 Commercial Avenue, Kittrnat ~ _  "~ ~ 1  ~ I 
II r j l r~ .~ l i ,  Ph. 632-6604 Out of Town call 1-800-828-6604 ~ ~ l t i i ! !ml  ~ I 
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MLS CATALOGUE 
AVAILABLE 
FOR PICK UP 
AT OUR OFFICE 
~ULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE" 
Exec. home, attached shop 
$299,000 MLS# 18908 
,+ ::: .,: ~"i. ! ', 
3 bdrm, 4app), renovated 
$24,500 MLS#15899 
3 bdrm character home 
$107,900 MLS#19022 
Sales Associate of the 
Month 
Congratulations to Raja for 
the month of June 1999. Raja 
welcomes your enquiries on 
any real estate matter. 
iiiii+  + .... 
~ R a j a  Sandhu 
~ ! : l  638.8544 res 
~ i l ]  pager 638.3084 
FAX: 638-1172 
coldwell.banker@osg.net 
1004 sq.ft, plus full hasemcnt 
$109,000 P, ILS#5227 
2 acres Riverfront, ready to build 
$79,90051LS#214~9 
I . ~ : i+  ~ • :" ':~" '~ 
5 Bdrms, 3baths, peotanular view 
$189,900 I~ILS#17110 
2 bdrm, 2bath, immaculate 
$'/9,500 MLS#18875 
6 3 8 " 0 3 7 1  
2 bdrms, 1041 sq.ft 
$132,900 MLS#10857 
B ~ . , . ~ "  ~+ , ;(L ,~ " 
Hobby Farm in Town 
$169,900 MLS#21480 
Worry-free living, 3 bdrm strata 
$99,900 MLS¢20424 
~5~.+~:~ ~ 
Cheaper than rent, includes pellet stove 
$15,500 MLS#18806 
i!ii! 
Toll Free 1-877.770-2565 
4650 Lakelse Ave, Terrace 
Excellent 3 bdrm home with shop 
$89,400 PalLS#22405 
4 bdrms, 3 baths, 2446 sq.R. 
$209,900 MLS#20239 
.~] ~!}i ii!!::i ~ '~:i ~i ;i~.'~i!::: ~:i~ ! i ~:. 
,~ ~ :: ::~ . . . .  . . 
Country setting, 4 bdrm home 
$134,900 MLS#13546 
~, ,,,,~ ..... ,~!i;i~ 
3 bedrooms, 3 baths, 5accesses 
$240,000 ML8#14367 
I ~~:~'*": : '~: i  ~, :i:~:~ • 
3 baths, 5 bdrm, 3,000 + sq.ft 
$209,000 5ILS#14010 
/1/ 
Built-in appl., well maintained 
$49,900 MLS#22551] 
Quiet location, 3 bdrm starter, 2 baths 
$50,9g0 MLS#20423 
In Horseshoe, 8-plex. Good revenue 
$489,900 MLS#17425 
Proper ty  Management  
Are you moving from town and 
your house hasn't sold? Lot me 
find you a renter and manage it 
for you. 
Cal l  Steve Cook at  638- 
0371 or  638-7144 Af ter  
hours .  
We keep our promises, or you don'l keep us. 
3 bdrms, 2 baths 
$142,9001~ILS#23570 
Spectacular view, park-like setting 
$269,500 MLS#23510 
Large addition, ewer furnace 
$69,900 MLS# 16597 
1.1 acres in Jackpine Flats 
$29,900 MLS#13407 
1 ST rp'Ib~.R" R A ~.]~. 1~II~. A I .'Pv 
MATCH THE 
MERCHANT CONTEST 
~i~ii::~!iiii~!~ :.i]ili~!iii! ~:.:::!iiii~ii~!~i~,~,~if~ i~'~:. i! i ! ! :i:: : .
"?72: ' ::~_..~.4.:~:: ': ............ :i:~: :~ : 
Cedars Motel with access on tn~ghway 16. 
Contains 22 units, several units offer kitchen [ ]  
facilities. Same upgrading has been done. I~J 
Good potential for a family operation. Ik~ 
[ ]  
~i  Call Laurie or Shaunce at ~ 1 
" RF/ l o evrace-t- i  .- - 
- -  638-1'400 I ~  
=~]#lhhi:l:i~J,'J:t:ii~]~lE~f:t:iitt#J~,J;t:lN#l~,~!A:lm 
i iii!~+~+~:::" :%11 ~, , , , , , , , , , ,  
~ ROYAL LEPAGE Ter race  Independently owned 
and operated 
Lisa God l imsk i  
635-24Q4 
.~~ ~ ::: :~:~i~i~i~i~i~i emai l  l i sa . ra lph@kermode.net  
. . . .  .,.::::::::.::!:~::.~:.~..~.~!.~:!~ .~:..., .:. "~! i~  :~::::~.,::.: :.:. 
::: " .... ~,:~,~;~ .. $: .. ,..;~:..~.,..:.,*'.::~ . . . . . . . . . . .  
Home on Acreage Why Pay Rent? 
Well maintained 4 bedroom 2 bath Great starter home with 3 bedrooms 
home with upgraded kitchen & rood- on the main & upper level and a 4th 
ern decor throughout. Large fenced bedroom in the partiallyfinlshed 
:-.p9 sLe.u. f-J ~eal -[or-- hor m ~ r, ma barn~..basement. Fu y fenced backyard ~ th 
J sulated chicken coop, 2 bay. ffO~t trees & paho and single gara~le 
garage w/attached carport. A mu;.t with basement enh'y. Lots of potenti'al 
see for $152,900 MLS. at the right price. Don't overlo<~k this 
great home listed br $89,900 MLS. 
SKEENA MALL 
635-6371 
OR 1 -888-549-5552 
*Homeowners ..: ,~,+~+: 
*Boat *Aircraft . .+ . . . . . . . . . .  ~ l~ . . . . .  : ,  ;" ~ :~.~':. :"~.:>~.~;~:~::~:;~ i~ . 
*Travel Medical .,;,: "+M'~ 
. . . . . . .  :':~.:;,;~': ,.: ..~;~:~:'~i:. *Bonding *Tenant +~ +" :~: " .... ,~ ., .~ ,  :. ':.~.,, ::... ~: 
*Commercial *Mobile Homes ";~.:i,'.,.:l' ~ :": "~i:':~'~"~i~:~;i."'~:~i 
*Logging Trucks & Equipment :: ~. '~. ~ :~..+: ~+'~ 
' . "4' :'!~ : i:: i:.!i !:~ 
Monthly Payment Plans Available +~+~,:|~, ., -~tl~b.[]!.,~,, ::. ~:~.. 
"Qua l i ty  Insurance  ...... 
That  Pays[ "  ;:: ::: ; 
A division of Terrace & District Credit Union 
;hCman & Smith l~ealty Ltd. 
Only Century 21 offers 
AirMiles travel miles to 
it's customers 
3227 Kalum Street, Terrace 
635-6361 
email: century2 lw&s~kermode.net 
Independantly Owned & Operated 
Jim [ 
'Dtfffy [ 
Ted ] 
Qarner [ 
IJ~e 
~emmm 
~5.4095 
9eriek Ennedy 
5.3042 
2edna 
[orhart 
~5-5338 
Rusty 
jungh 
5-5754 
Steve [ 
~utler 
5.5338 
Bert ] 
i "~  / 
:<  i" 
....... :~::: ::~ ~i~i'i ...... 
Takes Your Breath Away Bright & Beautiful Mature & Unique Comfortable & Affordable Custom Comfort 
$249,000 M.LS $189,000 MLS $137,000 MLS $134,000 EXC $237,000 MLS 
South Side with Full Basment Close to Downtown ltome & Shop in Town Great Neighb~urhood Copper River Estates 
$124,900 MLS $132,500 MLS $189,500 MLS $199,000 MLS $135,000 MLS 
Great Starter A Rancher in the Ilorseshoe Area Quiet Street on the Bench It's Worth a Look! Spacious Semi-V~ew Hone 
$109,000 MLS $149,900 EXC $140,00~ MLS $99,900 IMI.,S $169,900 MLS 
1983 Mobile, Large Lot Revenue Suite Great Neighbourhood Privacy Plus Home in Jackpine Flats 
$41,000 MLS $159,900 MLS $139,900 MLS $98,500 MLS $80,(H)0 MLS 
Great P0tential on 2 Acres Affordable Three Bedroont Green ThumN Walk to School Awmme Smder~tirernent Mobile 
$92,000 MLS $79,900 MLS $92,000 MLS $129,900 MLS $24,0@0 MLS 
ROYAL LEPAGE 
 1111111111111111111111 
Independently Owned & Operated 
Ter race  635-2404 
#8-4644 Lazelle Avenue 
Erika Langer broker/owner of Royal Lepage Terrace, is 
confident this Canadian franchise will enhance the 
service that our team of professional Realtors can 
provide the residents of Terrace and surrounding Area 
with all their Real Estate needs. 
'THE TEAM 
Erika Langerhas 13 
years of Real Estate service 
and has been actively 
Involved in The Real Estate 
industry being president of 
the Northwest Real Estate 
Board (1995/96) and also as 
Education Director bringing 
continuing professional 
education to Realtors. Erlka 
has also been previously 
active in the new house construction, and can provide a 
specialized Real Estate Service to builders and contractors 
along with the needs of everyone buying and selling a 
home. 
Lynda Boyce, ,ceased 
since 1992, has raised four 
successful daughters, Dana, 
teaching school in Ontario, 
Kelly, Carrie, and Terri in 
Price George and is the proud 
grandmother of Megan. Lynda 
now has the time to devote to 
her career full time. Lynda is 
sensitive to peoples needs 
and ensures everyone is completely satisfied and endeavors 
to take advantage of all education opportunities. 
Lisa Godlinksi has 
joined the Team at Royal 
Lepage Terrace. Lisa brings 
with her 7 years of experience 
as well as the additional duties 
of director of the BC Northern 
Real Estate Board. Lisa has 
always strived to provide the 
best service to her clients and 
friends and has been #1 
salesperson on a regular beds 
with her previous company. Lisa looks forward to working 
again with the Royal Lepage service for her clients. 
Diana Wood alter a 
bdef time away due to health 
reasons, is excited to join the 
New Royal Lopage Terrace 
team of professional Realtors. 
Diana brings with her 7 years 
experience as well as serving 
as Treasurer for the 
Northwest Real Estate Board. 
Experienced with two 
International Franchise 
offices Diana looks forward to working with the marketing 
tools of the well known relocation services of Royal Lepagu. 
Ralph Godlinski 
office administer as well as 
Realtor looks forward to 
helping make Royal Lepap 
Terrace grow and prosper with 
the future of Terrace. Ralph 
brings with him years of 
experience in managing a 
successful real estate 
company as well as being a 
second generation of Realtors 
...... In the Terrace area. Ralph, 
being licensed since 1987, looks forward Io specialidng In 
the commercial area of Real Estate. 
'The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 7, 1999- B5 
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ROYAL L E E 
!111111111111111111111 
www.royallepage.ca 
635-2404 
Terrace 
Independently Owned 
and Operated 
8-4644 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1 $6 IlO~/d. t im 
Shelter Foundation 
Erika Langer owner of 5~ena ~ea[t~j£,t~. has joined Royal Lepage Real Estate Services becoming Royal Lepage Terrace. 
Royal Lepage, a Canadian franchise, has been proudly serving our country since 1913. Royal Lepage is one of Canada's leading full-service 
real estate brokerage companies which includes Canada's largest corporate relocation service, Royal Lepage Relocation Services. Serving 
over 350 major Canadian companies and crown corporations and transferring more than 15,000 families in Canada annually! 
~; .~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~; . . . .  
~ i ~ ! ~ i i ~  / :,,.:.~s~:.~?... %~!~ ." :.'. 
$39,900 MI.S 14597 
~}iiiiil;;i?!!:!:i;?::~i~:::,:~: ~: .......... /.: ' 
$125,000 MLS 18755 
$177,500 MLS 22291 
:. ' . . :::-.:~:~ 
l " ~ ~ ~ i  "~'':' " i.,',..::  ~ ~" ~] 
$89,900 MLS 19493 
$92,000 MLS 16535 
~:!;:i:i~ :!ii~i:ii~iiiii 
97~000 MLS 23570 
$49,900 MLS 17778 $90,000 MLS 17675 
" ~ .::~ 
. ' L (  * 
$149,000 MLS 19370 $29,000 EXC 
I .  .. ,~ ,~:~.; .,~.,~ .... 
$189,900 MLS 18709 $141,900 /vtLS 19490 
$219,900 MLS 21485 $145,000 /vlLS 15842 
[ " 'N,, 
......... IC!!' 
$62,900 MLS 22821 
;205~000 MLS 23007 
¢ 
MLS 14309 
A 
i38tOOO MLS 1787.7: 
$67,500 MLS 13935 
~;. . .% ¢ .:::::::x ''x , ,x" . - .  
$165,000 MLS 22161 
$112,900 MLS 9223 
$257,000 MLS 14212 
• '! ~ .... ~:.:~:. ~ ,,i~ 
.... ~ ... ~. :~t: "~: : :i.~::" ~..~! .... 
• ' .:~:~i~!: i~:iil jii!i~i 
$50,000 MLS 20558 
38 ACRES 
CHOICE OF 
THREE 
~:~:~?~F'~.:. :. , ,: . . . .  :" :.:: ' ::..:::u.~':::~s: ~ ,  
: ' : i : : :~ '~ . . . .  
$172,000 MLS 17676 
! ~ . ' .  . . . .  . . ~ : .  
' i;[-~ : :i: 
$149,500 MLS 14013 
.... .-:.~,~. ~:il. ~.~>~: "~.~ ""  : :i~'~:~u ... ×. ~,., • .:::::~:~i:i;~i.:i! i~!ii::!: ... ,- ~. ::~ : •. 
$152,500 MLS 14258 
~:#.~i~:~ " 
$219,000 MLS 9964 
$57,000 MLS 17868 
Just Listed 
4 bedroom home in prime 
location very well maintained 
and upgraded Ihroughou/. All 
on a large lot wilh beautiful 
landscaping. MLS $169,900. 
$88,000 MLS 17685 
$49,000 ML: 23038 
~,ri~i-:~ii.i!i':!i 
$149,900 MLS 15698 
$158,000 /VtLS 13480 
" . .~  ;? " . . ~".. 
$105,000 MLS 12738 
Erika Langer 
635-4773 
Lynda Boyce 
635-0229 (cell) 
Lisa Godlinski 
635-4950 
J Call Royal Lepage 
Terrace to have your 
home posted here. Ralph Godlinski 
' Administrator 
Diana Wood 
635-1976 
DIg/,A,Ai  6aa.14oo 
J ohn  Evans Dick Evans Sheila Love Shaunce Suzanne Gordon Olson 
638-8882 635.7068 635-3004 Kruisselbrink Gleason 638-1945 
12 yrs. Exp. 20 yrs. Exp. 7 yrs. Exp. 635'5382 638-8198 19 yrs. Exp. 
9 yrs .  Exp .  9 y rs .  Exp .  
Lakelse Lake Private Acreage 
Waterfront Lot h Dream Come True 
Road Access 66 Acres 
$109,900 blLS ~gg,oOg MLS 
~.~,  ." .~, 
..:: ~11~ .~ . . . . .  
~.~"q~F. ' :g"  .~ ::.: !~ 
The Red Estate Le~ders 
Horseshoe Location 
4 Bedrooms 
On The Main Floor 
$125,900 MLS 
l.Ihcre-Ml 
3,650 Sq.Ft. 
3 Bays/Warehouse Keith Ave. 
$235,000 MLS 
Just Listed 
Beautifully Landscaped 
11/'2 Storey Home ÷ Shop 
$179,900 MILS 
R 
Laur ie  Forbes  Hans  S tach  
638-5382 635-5739 
19 yrs .  Exp .  12 y rs .  Exp .  
Gardeners Delight Private Acreage Just Listed Year Ibund Living 
Wood Working Shop 26'x36' Shop 2 Acre Farm 1,480 Sq,Ft. Shop 
Fully Finished Large Open Kitchen Barn, Green Houses 1.4 Acres on Waterfront 
$159,900 MLS $169,900 MLS $144,900 MLS $395,000 MLS 
Quiet Cul De Sac Bench Just Listed Panoramic Mountain Views Executive Style Home Just Listed 3 Bdrm Starter Ilolne 
Newer Subdivision 3 Bedrooms-3 Baths Great Starter Beautifully Finished dacuzzi Soaker Private Setting tleat& Insulated 18'x24' Shop 
Executive llome Family Room Off Kitchen 4 Appliances Included Private 9.88 Acres Security System 2 Storey Cottage 80'xl00' Lot 
$219,904) MLS $182,500 MLS $105,000 MLS $339,500 MLS $269,000 MLS $89,900 MLS $104,500 MLS 
Revenue Suite 
Large 11'x128' Lot 
Ik,~tuced 
$149,~o MLS 
Best Buy 
Suite Potential 
Recent Renovations 
$118,000 l~S 
Horseshoe Rancher 11 Acres With Mountain Views 
3 Bedrooms NG * Ilydro Avail,hie 
Natural Gas Fireplace 5O0'l)rillc~l Well 
$119,900 MLS $77,000 MLS 
Well Maintained Ibdueed 
Quiet Area Fully Finished 
1,340 Square Feet Double Garage 
$189,900 MLS $159,900 blLS 
Small Acreage Trussed ROof 
Set Up For llorses 1,200 Square Foot flame 
In-Law Suite On ,34 Acre 
$179,006 blLS $104,500 MLS 
F I  
: -. ;~1/ 
New Listing View Lot 14'x70' Mobile 
Private Acreage Excellent City And 2 Bedrooms 5 Bedrooms 
8 Bedroom Home Mountain Views European Kitchen Private Rural ~.tliag 
5.78 Acres $124,900__ MI,S $225,01}0 MLS $29,900 MLS $249,500 bll,S 
Large Family flame 4 Bedrooms 
6 Bedrooms Natural Gas Fireplace 
Clo~ to Uplands Shop 
$225,000 MLS $123,000 MLS 
Large Home in l[orseshoo 3 Bedrooms/Full Basement 
Great for lied & Breakfast 22'x30'Shop 
Central Location Secluded 2.2 Acre l~t 
$159,900 ML8 $134,900 ML8 
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S I~EENAANGLER:  
ROB BROWN 
Man of the world 
[ ~  ete Soverel has been around. A young 
officer, Soverei found himself in the 
steaming swamps of Vietnam with the 
lives of fifty men entrusted to him. 
Whenever I take a jet boat ride in sum- 
mer, when the dense foliage is spilling over the 
banks, I think of Soverel's description of what it 
was like to cruise up the muddy canals of the' 
Mekong Delta, poised and tense, expecting a fire' 
fight at the approach to each narrow bend. 
While he was hunting Skeena spring stcelhead 
some ten years ago, Pete told us of another near 
miss. This time he was flying low over a Viet- 
namese swamp when the Viet Cong began firing at 
them. A rifle bullet hit a sensitive part of the Amer- 
ican gun ship. The pilot brought the crippled ma- 
chine down hard some distance away. Pete crawled 
free of the wreckage, scanned the surroundings and 
discovered his problems were far from over. 
A group of men had emerged from the jungle on 
the far side of the field, and were moving toward 
him. Soverd dropped to his belly, pulled out his 
handgun and prepared to fight if detected. 
When the men were dose enough for a good 
look, Pete, who had been expecting the black 
pajamas of Victor charlie, was dated to see the 
black skin of the soldier closest o him. He alerted 
the troop to his presence and they gingerly escorted 
hi,n across the mine filled jungle to safety. 
After surviving that dirty and difficult war un- 
scathed, Soverei finished his career in the navy, 
se~i~lg,as ~e~ti,or Military adviser:to limmy Carte 
5,l& Ronaid ~gaii ' . iHis i~enuliihiatc ~ig iu thesei 
vice was as head of the committee investigating the 
Ollie North lran-scam hnbroglio. As payment for 
that onerous task, Soverel asked for command of a 
battleship. 
This enabled Soverel to see most of the world - -  
and fish it, for as a dedicated angler, he always had 
his fly rod close by. 
Shlce retiring from the navy, Pete has ram-rodded 
an up-scale condo development on a Caribbean 
Atoll, taking time to got out after exotic warm 
water species; he has fished Atlantic Salmon and 
steelhead in Siberia; and he fishes the Thompson, 
the Dean as well as his home streams in Washing- 
ton. 
The last time he was in this neck of the woods, 
Pete chartered Bruce Hill to take him into the Kit- 
lope and Kowesas rivers for chinook salmon. 
A week later, Bruce was relayed a message from 
Camp Soverel at the mouth Kowesas. It was short 
and direct: No fish. Lots of bears. Help. 
When he met Pete's party at the end of Chief 
Mathews' Bay, Bruce had learned that the Environ- 
meat Ministry had relocated a number of grizzled 
habitues of the Kemano dump, flying the furry fel- 
lows to the Kowesas, then dropping them off in the 
swanlpy estuary fiat across from Pete's camp. 
Pete and his buddies woke up one morning to find 
a couple of the bears camped a stones throw away, 
on the other side of the river, Not knowing that 
these brains were intimately acquainted with man 
and his refuse, Pete and his pals tried unsuccessful- 
ly to shoo them off. 
When they returned to camp one day and found a 
grizzly chewing on their inflatable, the men decided 
it was time to radio a mayday. 
They relocated to Cecil Paul's cabin on the Kit- 
lope where they spent a cold month before contact. 
mg over a dozen chinook over a two day period. : 
As you would expect, Pete is a very skilled fisher ~. 
who knows how to dress effective flies. One day, = 
while fishing with him for spring steeihead on the: 
Lakelse, I noticed an odd looking foam fly hanging 
from the sheepskin patch on Pete's vest. When I 
asked him about it he gave it to me. 
I copied the pattern and stuck it in a box with the 
rest of the stcelhead surface fly arsenal. It worked 
so well that I use it exclusively now. The bug, 
"which I now call 'Air Force One' refuses to sink. It 
cuts a magnificent wake across the water, and it's 
easy to cast. 
To make one, insert a Tiemco 200, size 6 hook in 
your vice. "rhis dune, bind a two inch length of 
closed cell foam (the best kind is called Raney's 
:and can be obtained at most fly shops) at the bend 
of the hook. Dub a little red fur over the tie in point, 
then spin deer hair to a point well back of the ring 
eye. 
When the deer hair is trimmed to a thin cigar 
shape, mount a wing of moose hair extending to the 
bend. Then split the wing and bring the foam for- 
ward to divide the hair so that ultimately it will 
stick out on both sides of the fly and support it dur- 
ing its ride over the surface. 
Lash the foam down and trim the excess, but be 
sure to leave a small bit protruding from the tie-off 
point to the end of the hook eye. This last move is 
critical to ensure that he fly wakes well. 
Now fitdsh the head and cement It. Drag. this fly 
over summer steelhead holding in the:tail of your 
favoarite run and hang on. 
READY TO GO: Uniform day at the speedway saw the Terrace and Service do some fancy driving. The rain put an early end to the Sun- 
Thornhill fire departments square off and the Terrace Ambulance day races, but they've been rescheduled for July 3. 
Uniforms, grudges fly at races 
THE RAIN held off Satur- Sponsors races had to be 
day, June 19 until all races, reschedulcd to July 3. 
including three novelty Circuit racers soon dis- 
races, were finished, covered it was another 
Terrace and Thornhill fire rough weekend on cars. 
department members took. Leslie Quast and Darcy, 
each other on in a friendly McKeown were out with' 
uniform challenge. .motor problems Saturday " 
Peter Weeber of the Ter- night, as were ears 117 and 
race Fire Department won 747. 
the first race with Lawrence The 117 team, featuring. 
Ste~la, Dave.Bj£tkman and. drivers: Veronica Paupst,, ..... 
Ch~istide".iiJe~ipre' 'i ~'di~  Kelly ~Iitton""hnd, t,Kevin.' t, 
the~chaSep'aCk. ,',;,,.; "Pougracz, "pui" in a long:: :! 
Then members of the Ter- night Saturday changing 
race Ambulance Service 
clhnbed behind the wheel 
for the second challenge of 
the evening. 
Brian Correia managed to 
out-drive Joane Nielsen, 
Diane McCormack and Vir- 
ginia Hystad and took home 
the trophy. 
"There was a lot of pres- 
sure on me," said Correia 
who tackled three female 
co-workers. "We tried to 
make it dose but in the end 
I just went for it." 
Patty Johnson won the 
speedway grudge match 
against her sister Lynn 
Reynolds. Johnson proved 
she's hung on to lingering 
speedway driving skills. 
And, in true racer fashion, 
Reynolds claimed she 
would have won had the 
race been just five laps 
longer. 
Rain shortened the Sun- 
day, June 20 races and the 
Fearless Father's and ' 
their motor. 
, Each team member 
managed to add to their 
point totals before the race 
day ended Sunday. 
Pongraez won the A 
Bomber heat, Hilton scored 
with the B Bomber heat and 
Paupst managed two wins in 
q the C Bomber heat and maiu 
draw. 
To add to race day chal- 
lenges, driver Toxu Bolton 
lost a tire and went four-by- 
fouring beyond corner one 
into the mud and water. 
Race weekend winners in- 
elude Richard Neyer who 
dominated the B Street races 
. and Michelle Bolton won all 
but one C Street race. 
The stock car associa- 
tion's next races are sched- 
uled July 3-4 with media, 
sponsor and the post-poned 
Father's Day challenges. 
Sunday also features a 50- 
lap Coke Classic challenge, 
Terrace speedway race results June 19.20, 1999 
A Hobby 
B Hobby 
June 19 
Shootout 
Heat 96 Ken Legros 
Main 77 Elizabeth Cloakly 
Shootout 
Heat 96 Jules LaFrance 
Main 55 Debbie Reinhardt 
A Street Shootout . 
i ~ ~,i i2, ::...I-Ieat~;;~. i:,, ~5~ Le~ McAd]ifri' d.' ~iui. 
~i i~:;i):: ' Main 35 !. Len McArthur 
B Street 
C Street 
A Bomber 
B Bomber 
~2 Bomber 
Shootout 
Heat 351 Richard Meyer 
Main 351 Richard Meyer 
Shootout 
Heat 999 Michelle BoRon 
Main 111 Christine Miner 
Shootout 
Heat 117 Kevin Pongracz 
Main 180 Dave Lamke 
Shootout 
Heat 117 Kelly Hilton 
Main 180 Yves Thibodeau 
Shootout 
Heat 117 Veronica Paupst 
Main 117 Veronica Paupst 
June 20 
55 Dave Reinhardt 
77 Elizabeth Cloakly 
rained out 
55 Debbie Reinhardt 
88 John Alger 
77 Duncan Archer 
869 Jason King 
t 11 Lyle IMi/ier ' ......... ! ~ i
351 Len McArthur: 
351 Richard Meyer 
351 Richard Meyer 
351 Richard Meyer 
999 Michelle Bolton 
999 Michelle Bolton 
......................... Bolton 
180 Dave Lamke 
!80  Dave Lamke 
: : 690 Dan Dollemore 
180 Yves Thibodeau 
635 Shane Severeid 
.... 690 Russ Lamke 
635 Jaun. Vandenbroek 
114 Corina Erickson 
114 Coriua Erickson 
Sports Scope 
Ladies night 
DIANE FRANCIS won the Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club's accuracy contest June 24. 
The ladies night "Guess your score competition" 
was won by Lina Dahl (fourth flight), Dawne Parker 
(third flight), Brenda Dedong (second flight). 
The club is looking forward to the Skeena Valley 
Ladies Open July 10-11. Call the club at 635-2542 to 
register. 
Drop-in soccer 
every Thursday 
THE Terrace Men's Soccer League is looking for 
players that want to play soccer in a relaxed social 
format Thursdays at Skeena Junior Secondary soccer 
fields. 
Co-ed games tart at 7 p.m. Play as much as you want 
or as little and everyone iswelcome. 
Community track 
OFF TO THE PROVINCIALS: The Terrace under 12 select team poses for a shot 
before they get ready to tackle tough competition in the provincials July 9-11, 
TERRACE YOUTH SOCCER 
Terrace teams Eac: :le 
pro vincial competitic 
ment in Fruitvale as defending provincial TERRACE SOCCER teams dominated the 
northern interior championships to earn 
their spots in the Nike Provincial Soccer 
Championship July 9-11. 
Four Terrace teams, the under 12"s 
through 15's, beat teams from Quesnel, 
Prince George, Vanderhoof, Kitimat, Wil- 
liams Lake and Smithers to capture their 
titles. 
Rivalries ran hot as the teams faced 
and field 
TIIE Kitimat student and athlete team took home the. 
trophy for the Community Track attd Field Event June 
23. 
neighbouring teams, but beating Prince 
The Kltimat team won the event h~.i dily, finmhmg George teams was a high pohtt for many of 
with 31 points, but a good time was had by all, The 
the players. 
Terrace Coaches finished with 22 points, Seniors team This is the second trip to the provincials 
19 points, and defending champs, the Terrace Teachers for the under 13's and 14's, 
finished with 18 points. The Under 14 team goes to the tourua- 
silver medalists from last year. 
Their experience competing at the provia. 
cial level will be tested, but they're op- 
timistic they'll take home another medal. 
The under 13's also go to Fruitvale, and 
hope to better their performance oflast year 
and take home a medal. 
The under 12's travel to Trail for their 
first birth in the provincials, but after facing 
six teams in the regionals they feel they're 
ready for the challenge. 
The most senior boys team to make the 
provincials was the under 15 team and they 
, will travel to Castlegar in their tnedal 
search. 
i .  
,1 1, 
I ACTION AD RATES 
63E;-7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
DIsplBy, Wai~l Claasified and Classified Display 
ADVER'rlSiNG DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 n.m. for all disolav and classified ads. 
TER RACE STAN DARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. VSG 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
(Standard & Advertiser) ~ .68~( im.  sa'~ 
*Additional words ('over 201 20¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$11.48 percotumn inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY/CARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES / 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $7.42 c.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $13 72 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. I 
'~~ • 1 : • 05 . 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
TERRAC 
. 1451N ~ . i _ . .  
MEMORIAM: B 
~ NIRVAI~A METAPHYSIC 
& HF-AUNG CENTRE 
  ;iit  ; i;!iid  d  !i ili!:i!;;;ili:ii!i:iii!iii!iiiiiiii 
Cryatds, Tapes, Books, Incense, 
Drums, Tarot Cards, l]unes, 
Candles, dewlery, Pendants, 
Wiccm Supplies 
Plaone 
635-7776 
D. Fisher & Dr. R. Taba~'~ 
are proud to introduce 
Dr. Kyoko Ueda 
to Park Avenue Dental Clinic 
,/lli 
Recent graduate oF UBC. 
She will be offering 
emergency, evening & 
weekend appointments 
#201-4619 Park Ave. 
638-0841 635-5256 
~,~ 635-6206 j 
Look Who's 
60 
See what 45 years 
do to you! 
Love ~rother 
. " : !. 135 " '::: :: 
• :ENGAGEMENT/ . .  
WEDDING'S ~ 
ROCKFEST IN Vanderhoofl 
July 3a-Aug 1. Kim Mitchell, 
Loverboy, Nazareth, Powder 
Blues, Georgia Satellites, Stam- 
peders, Chuck Negron (Three 
Dog Night) Toll-Free Informa- 
tion 1-877-762-3378. Ticket 
Into. 250-614-9100. 
We're all singing Dixie 
Cause Our Papa is 
turning Sixty 
Happy Birthday 
Papa 
July 9, 19.99 . . . .  
Love oil your Grandchildren 
. . . . . . . . . .  i 
- Chr ist  Lutheran  
Church  
3229 Sparks St. 
- Sundays -
Sunday  School 10 am 
Worship 11 am 
- Thursdays - . 
Evening Prayer 7 pm 
The little church in the 
heart of the horseshoe 
Pastor Terry Simonson 
635-5520 
Erika Langer 8, Rudy Pelletier 
Proud Parents of 
Nick Pelletier 
are happy to welcome 
Morrigain-Kareen Neal 
into the family. 
Their wedding took place June 
5, 1999 at their home in 
Terrace, B.C. The wedding was 
a medieval marriage ceremony 
with family friends i 
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CTION AD 
Classifications! 
~ N T $  616 COMMERCIAL 
10S ANN(Xg,~crJv~NTS 628 F(~ SALE CR RENT 
t 10 ANNIV[RSARIES 636 HOUSES FOR RENT 
120 BIRTHDAYS 640 MISC, FO~ RENT 
12S CHURCH 644 MOeILE HOMES 
130 C(~vUNG EVENI'S 640 RCOM & BO.~J~D 
13S EHGAGEMENT/ 65~ ,SHARE 
~DOINGS ACCOM~AtlON 
145 IN MEMORIAM 6~0 STORAG~ 
t 50 LEGAL No'aCES 668 TOURI~ 
155 o6mJA.RIES ACCOMMODATIONS 
160 TENDERS 676 WANTED TO RENT 
165 TI~.~KS 680 WAREHOUSES 
REAl E.qAR 
210 BUSINE.~ RERSOf~ 7OSACREAGESItOrs 
230 LOSl & FOUND 715 COMMERCIAL PROPER1' 
240 PERSCHALS 730 F~ SALE BY OWNER 
73S HOUSES 
31S AUCTICNS 745 MO61LES 
330 COMPUTERS 755 OPEN HOUSE 
3S5 FURNITURE 770 WANTED 
360 GARAGE SALES AUtOMOrWE 
365 ME, C. FOR SAL~ a t O C.A.q$ FOR ,~.LE 
380 TI/~ER 815 tRUCKS FOR SA~ 
395 WAN'ffD 
RL"a~At~N~ 
RTS / r/u~ 854 AIRCRAFT 
41a FARM EQUIPMENT 
425 UVESTCCK a58 AI~S 
43S PEI"S 862 BOATS / MARINE 
566 MOTORCYCLES 
INDUST~ 870 RV'S CAM~RS 
460 E~U~PME.NT 874 RV'S 511-1 ~NHEELS 
470 LOC, GING/T1MBER 
,180 MACHINERY 878 RV'S t~TO~HOMES 
682 RV RENTALS 
EMROrMENT 890 SNOWMOBILES 
ale 8US~N[~ 
S20 CAREERS 908 BUSINESS 
530 E D~C.ATiON OPPORTUNfllES 
540 HElP WANTED 910 BUlliNG SERVICES 
S70 IUTORING 912 CARP~NT1~Y 
SSO WORK WN~EU 914 CHIID CARE 
RBV~A/. 920 CONSTR~ 
604 APARTMENTS 932 HANDYMAN 
608 ~ N r  SUffE 936 JAnitORIAL 
612 C.A~NS/COI3AGES 944 MISC, SERVICES 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under appropnafe headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standar¢ reminds advertisers Ihat it is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status end 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit. classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service. and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental, 
Box replies on "Hold" Jnslruclions not ~ieked up within 10 days of expert/of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing Instructions are received 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors tn advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication, 
It is agreed by Ihe advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish en advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amounl paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space ocoupieq by the incorrect or  
omitted item onty, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address. 
Phone Start Date .# of Insertions Ter race  Standard #Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIFICATION. Credit C~,rd No. Expiry Date 
Q V ISA  ~ MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
11 
E] 
11 
16 
1 3 .59  
25 .89  
14 .66  
26 .96  
Clip & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
321 0 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
8 
13  
2 
7 
12  
17  
13 .so  
26 .11  
14.67  
27 .18  
18 
14,02  
26 ,32  
1 5 .09  
27 .39  
 TANDARD 
5 
9 10  
14 
19  
1 4 .23  
26 .54  
15 .30  
2B.14  
16 
13 .38  
25 .65  
1 4 .45  
28 .7 . "  
1 5 .52  
For  longer  ad, ) louse use ~ ooparnto sheet  
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
Annie Palagin 
July 19/38 - Aug 18/93 
When days are dark and 
friends are few 
Dear Annie how I think of 
~ou 
Friends are friends 
they are true 
ost my best friend when 
ostyou 
Love Elsie Kroeker & Family 
Dave Kroeker 
Sept. 20/20- July 10194 
Days of sadness still come 
o'er us 
Tears in silence after flow 
Memory keeps you ever 
near us. 
Though you died five 
years ago, 
; Your Lovin~ Family J 
You're nevertoov0ung.., 
Io Jo!n Ihe battle against 
thedesertl 
Support ~JSC 
~ t ~ n ~  improvement 
I ~ I i  in l~eti! 
progmm~ 
I withyourpledgel0doy! ",.~..) 
In Loving Memory 
of Niel StaBley 
Siemens 
Passed away suddenly 
June 9, 1999. He is 
survived by his mother 
Mrs. Thelma Fitch; his 
loving wi~e Jeanette, 
sons Vincent (Alanna), 
Corwin (Kam) daughter 
Alison (Brett) Grand- 
aaughter Samantha. 
~romer Jerry (Shirley), 
Willis, Duane (Kathy) 
sister Linda. Nieces and 
nephews. 
A memorial service 'wa~ 
held on June 12, 1999 
at McKays Funeral 
Home. Charles Meek 
officiating. Cremation, 
Terrace Crematorium. 
Thanks 
eanette Siemens and family 
would like to send our sincere 
gnttitude toall the family and 
friends for their sympathy and 
support during our loss of Niel 
Stanley Siemens, Thank-you 
for all the beautiful flowers 
and cards, and for the endless 
supply of food. A sr, ed~d thank- 
you to all the staff at Mills 
Mefnorial ttospital, and to 
Ruth Bahr for singing, so 
heautifully "Amazing Grace". 
A special thanks to Dr. Ke,tyo2 i 
and Or. Fourie. 
,,,,,R 
=.,,, ;, mL-nn ,~ ~vMnnt;;l~l IVlI:;II£.II~O 
October 31, 1920. July 1,199g 
After a lengthy illness, Su~ved by his loving wife, June and children, 
Rebecca, David, Liana and their families; brother Harry and family as well 
as many nieces and nephews, brothers and sisters-in-law and grandchil- 
dren MacKenzie MacLeed, Cameron Menzies and David Wright. Ha was 
predeceased by his parents, William and Laura; sister Joy; brother Ray 
and his twin brolher Mords and grandson Dunnigan. 
Merdl was born and raised in Bealty, Saskatchewan. He grew up during 
the pedod of drought and depression and matured in time to become 
involved in World War 2. He was commissioned inthe Canadian Bray. 
Following lhe end of the war he enrolled at the Universiq of 
Saskatchewan where he studied history and Economics, completing an 
M.A. degree in Economics with high honours, He subsequently earned his 
PhD in Economics at the London School of Economics. His thesis - an 
exhaustive work- was written on the international trade in wheat. 
In the early 1950's Dr, Menzias was executive assistant to the then 
Minister of Justice, the Honourabte S.S. Garson. In 1957 he became 
Economic Secretary to the Honourable dohn G~ Diefenbaker, a position he 
held during three years of Mr. Dlefenbakef's Pdme Ministership. In 1960 
he became Special Grain Policy Advisor to successive ministers that were 
responsible for the operations of Ihe Canadian Wheat Board. In 1962 he 
left he public service and was co-founder with Ralph Hedlin of the Hedlin- 
Menzles Associates Ltd. When Ihe company was moved to Toronlo to 
become part of Acres International, Merril chose to stay in Winnipeg and 
established anolher economic onsuiltng firm, The M,W. Menzies Group 
Ltd. 
Throughout his professional career Dr, Menzles aperaled in the policy, 
as distinct from the political, sphere. He delivered papers before many pro- 
fessional associations and meetings and directed studies dealing with 
many aspects of Canadian policy, He was also engaged inlernationally 
with studies for Ihe World Bank and the International Monetary Fund. Dn 
Megzies achieved a national reputation for his innovative r search, his 
clarity of thought and articulation ofideas, That he had a far.reaching and 
beneficial impact on public policy in Canada during the period when gov. 
emmenls were more concerned with people lhan profits, is widely 
recognized. 
A private family service has been held, If desired, memodal donations 
may be made to the Council of Canadians, 502-151 Sister Street, Ottgwa 
Ont., K1P 5H3. 
J THOMSON FUNERAL CHAPELS of Winnipeg, Manitoba 204-783.7211, 
] 
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n2o no;Zl of 
Pamela Anne Biffle 
loving mother, grandmolher, sister 
and friend. Born Feb. 14, tg40 in 
San Francisco, Californla, Pam 
passed peacefully after a coura- 
geous battle with cancer at Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
She is survived by her two chil- 
dren Scott Biffle and Wendy 
Schmidt (husband Darren) both of 
Terrace, her brother Gary 
Schoenbeck of Louisville, Kentucky 
and her three grandehildren 
Meagan, Case and Danlelle. 
She will be remembered for her 
many accomplishments and her sin- 
(:ere fun loving spirit. 
The family would like to express 
their thanks to Dr. Fourie and the 
staff at Mi Is Memorial Hospital for 
their care arid compassion thr~tJgh- 
• out this transition. Many thanks Io 
her dear friends who walked beside 
her each step oftbe way. 
In lieu of flowers, donations to the 
B.C. Cancer Society would be 
~preciated. 
Our Hear elt Than  
to the people of Terrace who 
volunteered to help during 
the flood and also a very 
special thank you to all our 
friends who were there for 
us. They are: 
Sandy Roylance 
Doyle & George Desjardina 
& Family 
Becky Budiaelich & Steve 
Burkett 
Unda & Mike Spak 
Wandy Knott & Andy 
Spangte 
Nancy Almeida & Brad' 
Pollard 
Pat & Helga Smith 
Evan Lyons 
We will never forget your 
kindness & compassion 
Love Daniel & Gins 
_, i. 
, PSYCHIC  
I ANSWERS 
I LIVE & PERSONAL 
I RATED #1 IN CANADA 
p EVAHLY RAYS ta l l (  • 
,I LIVE I ON Y 
! 
I I  IOSEY ~ r  ACCURATI 
,I culze ~ 'SYCHICS 
,] '1-900-451-40~ 
i 
..BR(I"LSH pueuc  VIEWING OF PROPOSED ~, t  
I,..OLUMBIA 1999-2~)3 tar,,= 
FOREST DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
Notice is hereby given that the Smafl Susinoss Forest Entemnca Program will hold a 
public viewing of the proposed Forest eovelopment Plan for the Kalum Foraet Dlslrict, 
This plan will cover operations in the vicinity of Hawksbuq Island. Kitlmat, Terrace, 
Rosewood, the Ness Valley, West Nose and Bonney Lakes. 
This draft Forest Development Plan shews the location and development of proposed 
harvesting and road development for the next rwe (5) years (from 1999 to 2000) and 
idenlifise Iho road danctivaticn for the next three (3) years, The plan also Includes 
information on the maintenance and protection of other roandrca values Jn the area. II 
is avsilabis for review by resource agencies and the public before approval is aeneid. 
erod by the MialstP/of Forests. 
The purpose of presenting the plan is to provide the oppedunity to address any con- 
cerns of the public or other resoumo users. The Forest Development Plan eumend. 
manl will be available for review at the dales, limes and locations listed below: 
June 15, t 999 le August 14, 1999 Ministry of Forests, Kalum Forest Distdct 
(Monday le Friday, 8:00 am to 4:00 pm) #200 • 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC 
June t 5, 1999 to August 14, 199g Terraoe Public Ubrery 
(Regular Operating Hours) 4610 Park Avenue, Terrace, BC 
Anyone wishing to view the Forest Development Plan may contact the Kalum Forest 
DIstdct Olfica to arrange an appointment, and a MinicUy of Forests representative wilt 
be avaiisblo to discuss the proposed plans, 
Please fonNard any comments, questions or ooncame in writing to Barb Lenerdt, 
R,P.E, or David Nisholssn, R,RF., at the Mlnlshy of Forests, 200 - 5220 Keith Avesue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G tL1, not later than August 15, 1999. 
PJ~H * ~OLUMBIA  FOREST INVITATION TO APPLY UCENCE A60585 F '~ ~ __  
North Coast T imber  Supply Area 
The Minister of Forests is Inviting applications for a non.rapleceabte forest Iicanca In 
the North Coast Timber Supply Ares. 
Each I~Brson has the opportunity to submit one or more applications. "the licemce wig 
au(hori'za an aggregate allowable annusi cut which will not exceed 220 000 cubis 
metros of timber and will have a term of 10 years, the licanca holder will be rssponsi- 
ble for operational planning, access construction, timber cruising, block layout and sil- 
viculture to free growing. 
There is written material in respect of this Wopnsed forest Ik:anca of which applicants 
must be aware and consider in Iheir applicallons. These materiels and application 
forms are contained in a tender package which may be obtained from the District 
Manager, 125 Markel Place. Pdnce Rupert, British Columbia, V8J tB9250.624-7460. 
All app/icants must submit a completed application In accordance with instructions 
provided in the tender package. Applications that do not meet these requirements 
may be rejected. 
Applications must include a proposal providing Informalion requested in the tender 
package and mneting the objeclives of Ihe govommant, as determined by the Minister 
of Forests. Those objectives are: 
• Create employment end economic oppottantiiss for the community of Porl Simpson; 
• Advance local First Nations forest manegemont capability; 
• Encourage aboriginal/latest Industw business relationships and beneficial linkages 
between Port Simpson end Pdnee Ruped, and encourage value-added manufac- 
turing, directly or Indireclly, 
Meet standard requirements for environmental quality and management el water, 
fisheries, wildlife and cultural heritage resources, and, 
Conlributs to government revenue. 
APPLICATIONS DEADUNE & VIEWING 
Applications must be submitted in seated containers marked "AppllcaUon end 
Tender for Forest Ucance A60585, North Coast Timber Supply Area" and must 
be resolved by the Minister of Forests, c/o Dlstdnt Manager, 125 Market Place, Prince 
Rupert, British Columbia, VSJ 1B9, on or before 15:30 hours (PST) September 3, 
1999. Applications, including non-oonfldontlal portions of proposals, will be available 
for public viewing at the ebeve office between September 6 - October 6, lee9. 
i 
, BRII"ISH s~ 
COLUMBIA TIMBER SALE UCENCE ABI2S4 ,,~o, 
Pursuant to section 21 of the Forest Act, a Bid Proposal Timber Sate Uconca 
requiring the submission el a proposal, is being offered for sale. 
Closing Date: August 4,1999 District: Nodh Coesl/Mid Coesl Forest District 
Geographic Location: Those portions of TFL 25, elock 5 within Ihe North Coast 
Forest District and Rodedck and Pooley Islands within the 
Mid-Coast Forest District, 
Term: S years Volume: 52 COO m =, more or less 
This Is an undeveloped timber sale licenca, Applicants will be required to identify 
cut blocks within the specified operating area and carry out all operational planning 
and development. Stumpoge rates will be determined using the Market Pricing 
System iMPS). 
Applicants must be roglalnred in the Small Business Forest Enterprise Progr=,m, 
any category. 
Applicants do not have to commit to continue, expand or construct a timber prec. 
easing facility. 
There is written material in respect of this proposed limber sale ticenoe of which 
applicanls must be aware and consider in Ihoir applications, Those materials and 
application forms are contained in a tender package which may be obtained from 
tbe District Manager, 125 Market Place, Prince Rupert, erfush Columbia, VSJ l B9 
250-e24.74ec. All applicants must submit a completed application in accordance 
wUh instructions provided In the tender package, Applications Ihat do not meet 
these requirements may be rejected. 
Applicant must include a proposal providing information requested in Ihe tender 
package and mooting Ihe objectives of the governmanl, as determined by the 
Mlnislor of Forests. These objectivns ere: 
• Create and malnla]n employment and create buelnoca training oppoitunittes for 
the community of Klemtu, and encourage the parUalpetion of local Rrst Nations in 
all phases of harvesting; 
• Advsnse local Rrst Nations foresl management capability; 
• Encourage aboriginal/forest industry business relationships; 
• Meet standard requirements for environmental qoality and management of water, 
fisheries, wildgfe and cullural heritage resources, and, 
• Conldbuto Io gouemmant revenue. 
Applications must be submitted in seated containers marked "Application end 
Tender for Timber Sale Llconoe A61254" and must be received by Ihe Dislrict 
Manager, 125 Markel Place, Prince Rupert, British Columbia, VSJ le9, on or 
before 3:30 hours (PST) August 4, I egg, 
District of Stewart .sto,,lco ox 460, S vart, British ColumbiaVOT 1V¢0 
Tel (250) 636-2251 Fax (250) 636-2417 
The District of Stewart has 17 skids available for lease, Applications will be received up 
to 4:00 p.m. on Friday, July 12, 
1999. - "' " ~o ' / ,-" ~ ~ . . . /  ,,. 
required to provide a band of 1" ' '  x~ , - - . , , . . . , , , ,~ , , ,~/~7 ~'  
$2500.00 per skid, a minimum \'\~ / '~  '~ '~/ ' /~ '~S '  ,,~t' 
rent of $1000.00 per month and a 
projected log througput volume for ' ~"i ="" ~" 
their requested skid area. ~ ~ ~ ¢ /  
Further information is available by ' 
contacting the District of Stewart at 
':,2)\ #,,~ 
Not necessarily a skid will be alla- • ,,c.v, 0 cared for lease and the leaseas will ' ' 
dependent upon the signing of ~ ,v ,~ j  
a lease document. 
i i 
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510 BUSINESS , 
OPPORTUNIT IES  
h 
 stort : 
Ladies And Men 
SAFE CLEAN, DISCRETION ASSURED AND EXPECTED 
Advance Bookings Accepted 
Covering Hwy 16 West From Prince George 
In Terrace area July 14-16 & July 30-Aug. 2 
Call toll free 1-877-469-7158 
~. The 
,~Iealing Rose 
A~omatherapy (Massage) $30.00 
Ret~xology $20.00 
AROMATHERAPY & STRESS 
h4ANAOEIHENT WORKSHOP 
Saturday ,  Ju ly  24  
I p.m. - S p.m. 
250-635-2192 
Women's Counsell ing 
Service 
is available at no cosl to 
women dealing with the 
impact of childh~xl abuse or 
violence sexual assault 
and/or violence in reation' 
ships. The counselling service 
is a port of the Stopping the 
Violence Against Women 
program and is funded by the 
Provincial Government 
through the Ministry of 
Women's Equality. ff you are 
now, or have been in the 
e~nSt, a victim of abuse or vio- 
ce you ore eligible for this 
confidential service. 
For an appointment or more 
information call the Women's 
Counselling Office oF K'San 
House Sociely at 
635-1591 or 635"2373 
CANADA'S LEADING Psy- 
chics, Live & Confidential..99' 
predictions. Daily crisis, rela- 
tionship? 24 hrs/18+/$2.89min. 
Mystical Connections, 1-900- 
677-5872. Also Free Reading. 
1-877-478-441C (Credit Card 
only). 
GOOD LOOKING young man, 
36 blond, blue eyes 5'7" 180 
Ibs. Seeking discrete sexual en- 
counters with generous mature 
married woman only. Total dis. 
cretion assured. Respond to 
The Terrace Standard File #22, 
3210 Clinton Ave., Terrace gc 
V8G 5R2. 
FEB 3, 1999 in the ladies HYPNOSIS/HYPNOTHERAPY, 
change room at the Aquatic Rewarding career help. 
Centre, a bulova "Millionth ing others or self-era. 
Ounce'" watch. Has great senti- powerment, Courses starting 
mental value. Please call 250- Sept. in Duncan and Williams 
771-3149. Reward offered and Lake. Contact the Popular Me- 
no cluestions asked, ridian Institute. Free brochure 
LOST AQUA Marine Diamond #105 225 Canada Ave. Duncan 
Sided ring. Lost at Thornhill Jr, BC V9L 1T6. Phone: 250-748. 
Sec. School Ball field• Very 3588. 
Sentimental Value. Call 635- 
9505. Reward offered if found. 
LOST JUNE 17 at 9:30pro at 
the Bingo Hall in Prince Rupertl 
a black leather wallet, Please 
return, no questions asked. I.D. 
very important. Please call 
(250)624-2002 extension "0". 
Reward offered. 
540HELP i !:: ::::: 
: :WANTED::: : :  
:: i,i:'i 540HELP: 
WANTED:  : .  • ' . . . .  
LOST ONE PEARL bracelet 
last Thurs. 24th. Please call if 
found. 635-8277 
LOST: BLACK cardboard file 
box of maps, Sunday June 20, 
between Kispiox Valley and 
Terrace via Kitwanga back 
road. Please phone collect 635- 
6343. 
AAA #1 The Live Chatline! Gor- 
geous Woment Talk to them 
Live!! 1-900-451-5302 ext 3033 
$2.99 per min. 18+. 
ARE YOU single? Visit the 
newest meeting place 
www.DreamMates.com. 
~ ,,.,BRi:I'ISH NONCE OF "~"  t~ 
L.OLI IMBIA ROAD CLOSURES r.== 
The Ministry Of Forests, Kalum Forest Dislrict wishes to advise users of the 
Wedeene Mainline that there will be periodic closures of this road during the next 
three (3) months. The Wedeene Mainline runs from Highway 37 near Onion Lake to 
the Service Centre in Kitimat. 
These closures are for structure r placements and routine maintenance. They may 
last for several days at a time• Signs indicating the location of the closures will be 
placed at each end el the road. 
For further information regarding these cisoures contact Don Vamer or Ted Wilson at 
the Kalum Forest District, #200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia, 638. 
5100. 
~ BRJ:rlSH NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR =,~.~= (~ 
~.OLI MBIA TIMBER SALE LICENCE A45934 ','-= 
Pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act, a Timber Sale Uceece is being offered for 
sale. 
Closing Date: July 22, 1999 at 8:30 a.m. District: Kalum 
Geogrsphtc LecaUon: Fiddler Creek Term: One (1) Year 
Volume: 6,211 cubic metres, more or less 
Upset Stumpags Rste: $23.02 pet cubic metre 
The upset stumpage rate was determined by the Market Pricing System, and is 
applicable only to coniferous green sawlog grades. 
Tendara wit~ only be accepted from individual• or corporations registered as a Bmall 
Business Forest Enterprise, Category One (1), : i ~ . . . . . . . .  
Logging System: Grapple (7,9 ha) and Ground Based Sysism (9.6 ha) 
Species:  Hemlock 69%. Balsam 30%,Cedar 1%, more or less 
This licence requires the building of approximately 0.8 kilometres of en-bleck roads. 
Applications will be accepted by the District Manager, Kalum Forest District, 200. 
5220 Ksith Avenue, Terrace, Brilish Columbia V8G 1L1 until 8:30 a.m. on July 22, 
1999. 
There is additional material which applicanis must consider in their application, This 
material, application forms, and other information about the Small Business 
Program, can be obtained from the above Forest District Office, Specify Timber 
Sale Uccnco A45934. 
~ ,.,BRf:rlSH NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR f~,~=~ (  
L..OLLIMBIA TIMBER SALE LICENCE A49462 
Pursuant to Section 20 of Ihe ForestAct, a "nmber Sale Licanco ie being offered for 
sale. 
Cloelng Date: July 22. t999 ai 10:30 a.m, District: Halum 
Geographlo Location: Fiddler Creek Term: One (1) year 
Volume: 8,828 cubic metres, more er less 
Upeet Stumpage Rsto: $23.32 per cubic metre 
The upset stumpage rate was delermined by the Market Pricing System, and is 
applicable only to coniferous green cawlog grades. 
Tenders wit only be accepted from individuals or corporations roglntored as a 
Small eusinees Forest Enterprise. Catego~/One (1). 
Logging System: Grapple/Ground Based System 
Speclee: Hemlock47%, Bolsam 53%. moreorless 
Season: Winter for Ges area 
Applications will be accepted by the District Manager, Kalum Forest District, 200- 
5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia VBG 1L1 until t 0:30 am, on July 22. 
1999, 
There is additional material which the applicant must consider in their application. 
This material, application forms, and other information about the Small Business 
Program, can be obtained from tha above Forest District Office. Specify Timber 
Sale Ucence A49462. 
t.~ltn _BRITISH NOTICE TO ROAO CONTRACTORS '~'o~ ~ j 
~OLUM INVITING APPLICATIONS FOR 
(~  . BIA CONTRACT E0O-tg-~S*A (~ J 
Sealed Tenders for the construction of 2,836 lineal metles, more or tess, of subgrade J 
on the Harper, Branch H-105 Forest Service Road wilt be received by the District | 
Manager, Kalum Forest District, #200.5220 Keilh Avenue, Terrace. British Columbia, | 
V8G 1L1, up to 11:00 a,m, on July 30, 1999, and will be opened in public at that | 
time. | 
Tenders are invited from qualified contractors only. A qualified contractor is one who 
has successfully completed work of a similar size and nature within the past five 
years, and is in good standing with the Registrar of Companies and the Worksm' 
Compensation Board, 
Plans may be viewed and/or obtained for a non.refundable fee of $25.00 (including 
PST & GST') after July 19,1999 from; Kalum Forest District Office, #200 • 5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia V8G 1 L1, 
All inquiries should be directed to Brian Bailey, at the above address, Phone (250) 
638.5100 or Fax (250) 638-5176. 
Bidders are required to submit 10% of the tendered price as o bid bond or cash 
deposit, This will be refunded to the unsuccessful bidders. In addition, the successful 
bidder must supply a performance bond of 50% of the tendered price, or a cash 
security of 10% in s form acceplable to the Province, 
Tenders must be submitted on the forms and in the envelope supplied. No tender 
shall be considered having any qualifying clauses whatsoever, sad the lowest or any 
tender will nol necessarily be accepted. 
Contract award is subject to funding being available st the lime. 
B.O. Downle, District Manager, Kalum Forest Dislrict 
NOTICE OF INTENTION 
TO DISPOSE OF LAND 
FOR LESS THAN 
FAIR MARKET VALUE 
The Cily of Terrace hereby give not ce of its intent on to d spose af 
all of its right, lille and interest in and to the lands comprising the 
Terroce-Kitimat Airport legally described as: 
Blocks F, G, and H of Dislrict Lot 1732, Range 5, Coast Dislrict. 
AND 
Block C of Dislrict Lots 4003, 4004, 4005, 1727, 1734, 1734A, 
! 735, 1736, and 174 !, Range S, Coast Dislrid 
to the Terrace-Kitimot Ai.rport Society (Incorppraffan No. $38146), 
a non-profit sociely, far the purchase price of One Dollar ($1.00) 
The estlmoted value of the land is $874,250.00. The above ands 
~.re only a ~rtion of lhe entire lands and were recently acquired 
by the City Irom the Province of British Columb a far the purchase 
~rice of One Dollar ($1.00). 
These lands are subject to a condition that they be used only far 
the purpose of operating and mainfa.nlng a pul~lic airport. 
This notice is not a tender nor a request for expressions of interest. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
MALE ORGAN enhancement 
FDA approved. Medical vacuum 
pumps or surgical enlargement, 
Gain 1-2". Permanent and safe, 
Resolve impotence. FREE 
brochure, Call Dr. Joel Kaplan, 
312-409-5557. Insurance reim- 
bursement, Visit website 
www.drioelkaplan.com. 
SINGLE FATHER seeking tra- 
ditional type woman 20-40. I 
would like to sham an empty 
seat on my porch and together 
count the stars on a moonlit 
night and more. Serious replies 
only to K6-S10 RR#4 in Terrace 
V8G 4V2. 
XXX LIVE 24hr 18+. 1 on 1. 1- 
888-913-8122 from 1.75 min. 
900# available. 
24 hr. Live Chat 1 on 1.1-900- 
870-7647 formerly 870-2740. 
"IS THERE a Mr. Right" Fun 
loving, outgoing, divorced 32 yr 
old woman with 2 kids. Seeking 
a romantic,sexual, outgoing 
male for adventurous days and 
everlasting nights. Respond to 
File #18 Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C., 
V8G 5R2. 
MAC CLASSIC, keyboard, 
mouse, all cables, all manuals, 
style writer printer, style writer 
power adaptor, style writers 
owners guide. $250 abe. HP 
Desk Writer C Color Printer for 
Mac Computers, all manuals in- 
cluded. $300 abe. Call 635- 
2158 anytime. 
1 ELECTRIC POTATO peeler 
washer $300 obo. 1 ice cream 
freezer $200 obo. 1 18 ft. 5th 
wheel utility trailer, first $1,500 
takes it away. 1 McClary fridge 
& stove, 8 months old, selling 
as a set. $1,000 firm. Moving 
must sell all items. Phone 615- 
0120. Yard sale Sat/Sun 5590 
Kalum Lake Drive, 
3 BEAUTIFUL artificial wedding 
cakes. One, porcelain Mickey & 
Minnie Mouse under flowered 
archway. One, beautiful 2 tiered 
butterfly theme. One, absolutely 
stunning 3 tiered heart shaped, 
surrounded and topped with 
hand crafted sugar flowers. Call 
638-0640, 
3 BR. home, Mill Bay Rd, 1- 
acre leased lot. Granisle 37' 
Aluminum Boat. Has every- 
thing, 2 welders, gas, electric. 2 
chev land/marine motors, volvo 
legs, Has everything tools, lot 
29. Mill Bay Rd, Granisle. 1- 
250-697-2474 or 1-250-697- 
2720. 
DIVE GEAR: size 42 mens; 
size 12 ladies compressor; 
spear gun; windows; large living 
room; 4 basement/Call Granis- 
le 1-250-697-2493. 
GE HEAVY duty washer, 7 cy- 
cles. $250. GE heavy duty dry- 
er, 4 cycles. $300. Phone 635- 
3662. 
Summer  Spec ia l s l l~  
I For all of your fencing needs. J 
| In stock right now! | 
1 x6, 1 x8, 4x4 J 
635-5981 J 
WANTED SCRAP batteries. 
Highest prices paid. Free pick- 
up over 5. 1-250-562-2171. 
2 HORSES professionally 
trained. Pony club to C-2 level. 
Good for intermediate rider. Off 
to college. Must sell. 1-250-695- 
6642 or 1-250-695-6568. 
HAY & GRAIN SALES, CA- 
GEN CONT. LTD. Glen 638- 
0254. 
HORSE & TACK auction. Sun- 
day July 25 11:30 am 4071 Mc- 
Lean Rd, Quesnel. Consign- 
ments welcome. Phone BC 
Auctions 250-992-9325. 
REG. THOROGHBRED mare 
12 yrs. 15hh gentle, pony club 
Level C, trailers, clips, tethers, 
goes western gentle. Good for 
intermediae rider. $1,500. 1- 
250-695-6519 ask for Brenda. 
ANATOLIAN SHEPHERD 
Guardian dogs, Turkish breed. 
This is a large breed to protect 
livestock from bears, coyotes & 
other predators. This breed will 
work in you field or in your yard. 
Pups & adult dogs available 
$350-$700. Great White 
Maremma Italian guardian dogs 
for livestock & family protection. 
Great companion dogs, pups & 
adult dogs available $350-$700. 
Australian Cattle dogs 1 male, 1 
female, Red Healers natural 
bobbed tails, good farm & 
companion dogs $250. 
Registered Boarder Collie pups. 
Excellent blood line and 
working parents. Black & White, 
great livestock, farm or 
companion dogs, $350. Milt 
Swanson Grandview Ranch 1- 
250-842-6678. 
BLUE HEELER pups for sale, 
Ready July 28. $300. Call 6:30 
pm 635-5641. 
CKC REG. German Shepherd 
puppies, Top quality pedigree, 
excellent health and 
temperament. Have both par- 
ents. $400 + up. (250) 392- 
BEEF, LAMB, and pork. 6504. 
Naturally raised & processed 
meats. Freezer orders cut & LARGE BIRD cage for sale. 
wrapped to your specifications. Wanting to buy dog kennels. 
Also, custom butchering, cutting 632-2603. 
and sausage making, Delivery PUREBRED REGISTERED 
available. Hamblin Farms, German Shepherds, Year old 
Houston. Phone 1-250-845- male $500. 7 month female 
2133 or 1-800.665-6992 or $350. Housetrained, shots, 
email, farms@hambltn-flrp.com, tattooed, written guarantee, 
635-3626. BICYCLES FOR sale, various 
sizes-cheap. Office style desks, 
chairs, filing boxes, electric 
typewriter, Phone 632-6720. 
GIBSON 17 cub/foot deep 
freeze $225, Viking 15 CF deep 
freeze $225, Takla Pro Hockey 
Pants $20, Hockey Ref Shirt 
$15, 2 voyagers mountain bikes 
(boys-girls ages 10-12) $75 
each, Co-op electric fence $50, 
New 15" radial winter chains 
$25, Karate guy $20, 8' molded 
arborite counter top with folding 
legs suitable for shop $20, 
plywood shelf unit $20, 2 dining 
room-light fixtures $20 each, 
Pine Christmas tree $20, 2 
stacking office chairs $10, 638. 
8901, 
MIDLAND NOBILE radio tele- 
phone. Immaculate condition 
used only In home with mounts 
for pickup. $600, 615-9177. 
We Buy, 
Sell 
& Trade 
I SIC  
INSTRt NTS 
INTERNATIONAL WD4 super 
gas tractor comes with front end 
loader, power steering, PTO, 
winter tire chains. Shop manu- 
als & has been completely re- 
wired, Offers to $5,000. Also 
500 ft of 2", 7,000 ft of 3/4", & 
3,000 ff of 1/2" plastic pipe. 
Never been used asking 50% of 
retail prices. Phone Don 635. 
1346. 
INTERNATIONAL WD4 Super 
gas Tractor. Comes with front 
end loader, power steering, 
P.T.O,, winter tire chains, Shop 
manuals & has been completely ~ 
rewired. Offers to $5,000. Also 
5O0ft. of 2", 7,OO0ft. of 3/4" & 
3,000 ft. of 1/2" plastic pipe nev- 
er been used. Asking 50% of 
retail prices. Ph, Don at 635. 
1346. 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH & 
Farm Equipment. Quality used 
sales & Iocators, Hauling avail, 
Dave Crossan 250-567-2607, 6 
km Mopes Rd, Vanderhoof BC. 
WANTED USED small rubber 
tire back hoe. Call 1-250-698- 
7627. 
$$GOVERNMENT PRO. 
GRAMS Information. Govern- 
ment assistance programs in. 
formation to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-800-505-8666, 
BARKERVILLE, BC Conveni- 
ent Store with living and camp- 
site• Good buildings on four 
lots. Water & hydro. Owner re- 
tiring $75,000. Phone 250-994- 
3201. 
BUSINESS FOR sale by bid. 
Complete inventory of a rec- 
ognized video store in Terrace 
BC. This business to be sold as 
is, where is, and the purchaser 
to make his own arrangements 
for a lease. For into, to view or 
for an inventory list, please call 
(250) 563-2000. Bids will be ac- 
cepted at 12-D- 1839 First 
Ave.Prince George, BC V2L 
2Y8. Closing date on bids June 
30, 1999 or sooner if 
satisfactory bid is accepted. 
Highest or any other bid not 
necessarily accepted. Only 
successful bidder will be 
contacted. North Central Bailiffs 
Ltd. 
CASH BUSINESS for sale. 
Long time established coin op- 
erated amusement route in the 
Merritt, Lillooet area and the 
Williams Lake, 100 Mile House 
area, containing pool tables, 
foosballs, pinballs, video 
games, Juke boxes and stuffed 
animal cranes already in loca- 
tions. This makes a great in- 
vestment giving 30-50% returns 
on your money yearly. Easy 
2nd job only takes 2-3 days a 
month. For more into. call Peter 
at 250-372-2908. 
CHALKY'S BILLIARDS seeks 
new ownership. Contact Rob 
635-6331. 
GONE HOLLYWOOD video 
Canada's leading video fran- 
chise has individual units or 
area development opportunities 
across Canada. Full turnkey, 
training, ongoing support and 
financial assistance, Call today 
for more into. 1-800-567-7710. 
NEW CONCEPT will be 
opening a dealer in your area. 
Make up to $20,000/mo, Work 
from home or combine 
w/existing business. Total 
investment. $25,000. including 
stock 1-888 -526-3388 ext 205. 
TRAIN TO work in the comput- 
er industryl Network Techni- 
cian, Computer Technician, 
Programmer Analyst, Office Ad- 
ministrator. For program or 
student loan into call our CDI 
college- Abbotsford Campus- 
collect, today! 0-604-850-8585. 
DON'T MISS THIS 
OPPORTUNITY. 
• Selling due to health 
reasons. Large cleaning 
service serving Terrace & 
Rupert. Steady clientele & 
contracts. Large volume, 
sales $150,000 year. 
. . . .  Asking $90,000,~ ,i 
638-6377 
Serious enquiries only 
,i 
SEEKING EXECUTIVE director 
for Gitxsan Child & Family Serv- 
ices, Hazelton. Responsible for 
implementation of prevention 
and protection services. Mas- 
ters in social work or equivalent, 
experience in child protection. 
Call 250-842-2248 ext 366. 
Closinq date Julv 21,1999. 
ALPINE CUT & Tanning. Re- 
quires full time Hair Stylist. 
Starting wage $10/hr. Contact 
Sharon at (250) 847-2944. 
ANIMAL HEALTH technologist 
required for new veterinary cli- 
nic in 100 Mile House. Please 
send resume to : Box 1839, 100 
Mile House, BC V0K 2EO. 
EARN $200, $300, $500 or 
more per week assembling pro- 
duct in the comfort of your own 
home, send a SASE to OPH, 6- 
2400 Dundas St. West Suite 
541, Ref L83, Mississauga,, 
Ont. LSK 2R8. 
Northern Hearing 
& Safety Training 
A PRIVATE POSTSECONDARY TRAINING INSTITUTIOR 
WCB OFA LEVEL 1 ¢7~ 
July 17 8 am - 4 pm 
q, ,, ~ 
July 20 - Kitlmat, July 21 - Kit/mat 
July 22, August 7 
WCB OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT $75 
July 23, August 8 8 am - 4 pm 
wce OFA LEVEL 3 ,~85 
No July' course (2 Weeks) 
Aug 16 - 27 8 am - 4 pm 
sept ls-24 
Other  courses con be scheduled 
Employment Opportunity 
at 
Terrace Shell Convenience Store 
3504 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. 
Customer Service Attendant (Cashier) 
required to work rotating shifts, (early morning, after- 
noon or evening) approximately 30 hours/week. 
Expereinee working with the public would be an asset. 
The successful applicant would be expected, after train- 
ing, to serve customers, operate the cash register and lot- 
tery terminal and process credit card transactions. Other 
duties would include completing a daily shift cash recon- 
ciliation report, taking inventory, stocking shelves and 
general store maintenance. 
Starting wate: $7.15/hour. 
Interested applicants, please send or deliver wrilten 
resume, including references, to Sheryl Ruigrok at the 
above address. Closin~l date: Jul~ 14, 1999. 
POLICE-BASED 
VICTIM ASSISTANCE 
PROGRAM WORKER 
Part-time Position 
Refer to competition number 9906-013 
The Nis~.a'a Tribal Council Office in New Aiyansh, B.C. is seek- 
ing ap~!ications from individuals with the skills and qualifications 
to fill mis position. The Victim Assistance Worker will be under 
the joint supervision of the New Aiyansh RCMP Detachment Staff 
and the Programs Team Manager of the Nisga'a Tribal Council. 
Services will be provided to victims of crime in the Nass Valley 
RCMP Detachment policing area. For this reason, the successful 
applicant will be required to reside in the Nass Valley. This pos- 
tion will be parHimei working approximately 14 hours per week. 
_DU11ES: . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The duties wil lbe to provide servlces to victims of crime in an 
emotionally supportive manner: 
• Information, referral, assistance with completing 
farms/applications/statements, liaison with Crown, court 
familiarlzation/accompaniment a daltendance at crisis 
incidents (only in the presence of an RCMP officer) 
• Assist the RCMP in the notification of death and/or accidents. 
Assist with su .l~.ervision of volunteers. 
: Ensure Ihe delivery of justice related services to victims of 
crime. 
• Ensure Nass Valley communities are kept aware of the 
Program and encourage them to utilize Ihe services to the 
fullest extent. 
QUAUFICATIONS: 
• Post-secondary lroining in the social sciences or equivalent. 
• Experience in managing direct service delivery programs in 
the Social Services area. 
• Must have a valid drivers license and access to reliable 
transportation. 
: Must have very good communication and interpersonal skills. 
A knowledge of Ihe traditions, cu[lure and language of the 
Nisga'a people would be an asset. 
Successful applicant will be required to pass (and maintain) a 
RCMP Security Clearance/Criminal Record check at their own 
expense. Salary will be commensurate with qualifications and 
expertence. 
The closing dote for this position will be 5 p.m. Wednesday July 
14, 1999. 
Please forward your resume, work related references and cov- 
ering letter to: 
Nisga'a Tribal Council ~ ;':~.,~:':'"';i~!i/""': 
Human Resources Manager ~ " ~  
P.O. Box 231 ~ ~  
VOl IAO J 
mt:~uumg maxtm]zmg sales, expenotture control, financial statement review, and 
hiring and developing employees. 
To be successfill, you will be a leader with an entrepreneurial spirit and an unwavering 
commitment tocustomer service. Post-secondary education would be a definite asset. 
7-Eleven offers comprehensive training, excellent benefits and a competitive salary (Trainee 
$25,000. $30,000; Store Manager up to $49,000) plus bonus. If you arc interested injoining 
our winning team, please forward your resume by fax or mail to: 
Krisflne Sandberg 
Personnel Consultant 
7-Eleven Canada 
3185 Wiilingdon Green 
Burnaby, B.C. VSG 4P3 
Fax: (604) 293-5660 
t 
.... 540 HELP : i  
. WANTED .~ : :  
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 7, i 999- B9 
CASUAL RELIEF long term 
care aides at The Pines. Qualifi- 
cations: Grade 10, plus gradua- 
lion from a recognized Long 
Term Care Aide program or an 
equivalent combination of 
e. ducation, training and 
experience. Job Summary: 
Under direction of The Director 
of Resident Care performs 
Resident care duties to meet 
the physical emotional and 
social needs of the residents. 
Performs other related duties 
such as cleaning care of 
equipment and transporting 
Residents. Submit applications 
to : Director of Resident Care, 
The Pines, Box 479, Burns 
Lake, BC V0J lEO. 
EXCEPTING APPLICATIONS 
for driller with valid ticket, DSK 
Excavator and grader opera- 
tore, Must be experienced in 
road building, Please reply to 
box 021. 
JOURNEYMEN MACHINIST 
machine operator. Surrey 
based Mfg. facility req's jour- 
neymen machinists for D/'T and 
Aft. shifts. Exp with vertical bor- 
ing mill & CNC is an asset. Ap- 
plicants must have a positive at- 
titude and be willing to work in a 
team oriented environment. Fax 
resume to : Attn. M/C Shop 
Foreman (640) 882-9227. 
636 HOUSES FOR 
•RENT 
MALE QUADRIPLEGIC looking 
for responsible reliable, caring 
caregiver for weekends and 
possibly some weekdays. Must 
be qualified in homecare field. 
Resume required. Please call 
Ken at 635-1278. 
PERMANENT/FULL TIME. Ba- 
bysitting position available to 
care for a very active 2 1/2 yr. 
old boy in our home, Must be 
mature, ambitious and enjoy 
outdoors. Apply in person to 
Costa Lessa Motel between 6- 
8pro. 
REQUIRED EXPERIENCED 
driller for rock drill. Camp work. 
WCB blasting ticket & first aid 
tickets. Reply by resume to box 
#20 c/o The Terrace Standard. 
URGENTLY REQUIRE: 
PERSONABLE 
"MOBILE" 
INDIVIDUAL FOR 
SUBSTANCE OF 
ABUSE SPECIMEN 
COLLECTIONS! 
604 i: i: : 
• APARTMENTS ~ 
" / i 
Self-employment, opportunily 
~,ilh Canada s largest 
Canadian-owned, notional, 
health & life sciences cam- 
pany. Must be flexible, have 
vehch & valid drivers 
' license. Fall training, equip- I 
ment and supplies provided. II 
Please fax resume to: II 
MDS Heollh Services, II 
START IMMED, National col- 
lection agency requires experi- 
enced sales reps to service ex- 
isling and develop new clients 
in you immediate area. Prefer- 
once will be given to mature, 
veteran, commission sales per- 
sons who have sold business 
merchandise previously and 
who can perform in an environ- 
meat where renumeration is dri- 
ven by performance, This could 
also be of great interest to peo. 
pie with a strong legal/account- 
ing background able to work 3 
days per week, If interested fax 
resume immed to Mrs. Cynthia 
Krawec, Pres at (204) 255-5817 
or mail to 160-14th St,, Brandon 
Manitoba, R7A 7K1. 
START YOUR own Avon busi- 
ness on the right foot. No 
charge set-up. Free kit, sam- 
ples, brochures, limited offer 
from July 12 to July 16, Inclu- 
sive. Sharon 636.7699. Toll free 
1-877-638-1300 or Unda 635- 
9138. 
REQUIRED IMMED ma- 
ture/senior coupte to manage 
newer 20 unit motel in Terrace. 
Accom/utilities included, basic 
bookkeeping, ref reqd, contract 
basis, flexible time off. Jack at 
(250) 635-9590. 
REQUIRED PERMANENT live 
in care giver for elderly man. 
Must be fluent in English, non- 
smoker, have first aid ticket, 
bondable. Send resume with 
references to File 016, c/o Ter- 
race Standard, 3210 Clinton St. 
Terrace BC, V8G 5R2. 
the L'ax Ghels Community Law 
Centre Society is looking for an 
experienced, part-time Office 
Manager. Under the direction of 
the Board of Directors, the 
Office Manager supervises the 
day-to-day operations of the 
Centre including administrative 
procedure, facilities 
management, planning, staff 
performance, and financial 
management. The ideal 
candidate will have skills in 
organizational management, be 
an excellent eam player, work 
well under pressure, and have 
patience and flexibility. Submit 
your resume by Men, July 12 to 
L'ax Ghels Community Law 
Centre, 3212 Emerson Street, 
Terrace BC V6G 2RS. Art. 
Board of Directors. 
TOO MUCH body to fit your 
summer shorts? Confidential 
consultation. Affordable. Guar- 
• anteed. Heallhful Herhalife 
weight control. Greyhound any- 
where. 1-250-698-7319. Decker 
Lake BC, 
TRUCK DRIVERS Class-1 
needed immediately, perma- 
nent full-time. Also part-time 
needed for driving, office main- 
tenance duties: ~ B47-3350 days, ;i 
847-2538 eves. Fax: 847-2278. 
VENDERS WAMTEDll Te'rrace ': 
Drag Race Association looking 
for venders for drag races Ter- 
rece/Kitimat airport. Phone 
Dave Warner 635-5710. 
We are looking for a 
Journeyman Commercial Transport Mechanic 
Work is to start immediately in our Stewart Maintenance Facilily. 
This position is temporary, tocover for summer holiday relief, July through to 
the end of September. There is a possibility it could turn into a permanent full 
time position. 
The individual that we are looking for should havu extensive experiunce on 
Cummins N-14 tune up. A good knowledge or background on fleet mainte- 
nance. Welding experience would be an asset. Wage rate is $23.00 per hour. 
Shift work (five on two off, five on three off,) 
Arrow will pay room and board for the first wo weeks. After that, you are on 
your own. 
We will accept no application by telephone. Please fax detailed resume to 
I Jessica @ 250-636-2807. 
I! ACCOUNTANT 
rrace company requires senior accountant. 
onthly financial statements & management 
eports. Computer literate, spreadsheet AccPac & 
ayroll. Extensive experience absolute necessity. 
Reply in confidence wilh resume to: 
File #19 
c/o Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton St., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. 
,..,BRITISH 
• .... L, OLUMBIA  
MINISTRY for CHILDREN and FAMIUES 
Child, Family and Community Services 
Auxiliary opportunities exist for the following pesitiom on short erm and on<oil 
~is'. 
Auxiliary Sodd Workers Resources 
Ptimarily respomibh for retailing, developing, and maintaining o range of 
resources for children i  core of the Ministry. Pesitiom are available in h'inte 
Rupert and Terrace 
Quafifkalions: University degree in serial work (BSW or MSW); BA in I~ild and 
Youth Care; or M.Ed Counseling, MA Psych, h~ng completed prorflcum in family 
end child welfare. Salary level ~ on level of education and experience. 
$18,51-$25.38 per ho~r (CF99:NW23) 
Auxiflary Sodd Program Officer Assistants . 
Primarily responsible for case manogemenl activities insupport af Serial Workers. 
Assignments include assislonce in the following ureas of responsibility: Yauth-in. 
Cure, Child Prolection, Family Supped, and Administration. Positiom are availal~e 
in Prince Rupert, Terrace, Smithen and Kitimat 
Quadiflcotions: Completion f a two-year peel-secondary diphnm in Human 
Services wilh specialization i  C~ild and Youth Care ~ So~J Services plus two 
years experience working with children or youth in a directly relaled field or an 
equivahnl¢ombinalion of education a d experience. 
$17'.96 per hour (CF99:NW24) 
For farther information please (onlart Nice Reitsma in Tenace at (250) 638.2330 
or fonvard your applkation/resume, quoling applicable reference number by 
4:30 p.m. oe July 16, 1999, Io: 
Ministry of GIldren and Fmllies, Personnel Sevkes, 
463-1011 Fourth Avenue, 
Prlnce George, B.C. V2L 3H9. 
Fax number 250-565-4161. 
The province of British Colombia scommilted toemployment equity and encour. 
ages applications from q ualifi~ women and men, Indnding aboriginal people, per. 
sons, wfih disabilities and ~'bh minorities.. 
VANDERHOOF SPECIALTY 
Wood Products is looking for an 
individual with a Coastal All 
Species Lumber Grading Tick- 
et. Supervising experience in 
both quality and production. 
Fax: 250-567-3909. 
WAITRESS WANTED. Please 
bring resume to Shun Yah Res- 
taurant at 4606 Greiq Ave. 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY, 
Hairdresser. Established clien- 
tele, busy salon full or part time. 
Flexible hours, paid ongoing 
traininf:l. Phone 847-3084. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER- 
Richard Thornton Con- 
struction.Available for renova- 
tions, repairs or new construc- 
tion. 25 years experience.Call 
Richard 638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Jurgen Mattheis. 635-7610. 
Housing, rends, office remodel- 
ing. Independant distributor of 
Sun-Free vinyl products. 
HELP FOR hire. Will do odd 
jobs around the yard, Ask for 
James at 638-11 14. Work for 
minimum wa.qe. 
HOM~ IMPROVEMENTS. EX- 
PERIENCED CARPENTER will 
do work in all aspects of con- 
struction; concrete, framing, sid- 
ing, building maintenance, etc.. 
Workmanship guaranteed. 638- 
8210. 
MATURE RESPONSIBLE uni- 
versity student will babysit in 
your home. Mon/T'ues daytime 
& weekday evenings. Have car, 
first aid, & experience. Call 638- 
0109. 
PAINTER 15 years experience. 
interior/exlerior. Low Rates for 
seniors. Free Estimates. We do 
it riqht oncel Call 635-3783. 
PRECISELY RIGHT MOVING. 
TRUCK and 28' trailer en- 
closed, will protect your goods 
across town or across country. 
Will assist, or load for you. Rea- 
sonable rates. Call 635-2126. 
Now in two locations. Terrace at 
635-2126 or 638-6969 (cell) or 
Williams Lake 398-9041. 
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail immed. 
On site management. 635-3594 
or 635-5136 or 635-6428. 
1, 2, 3, bdr apt. Avail immd. On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
635-6428, 635-2424 or 638- 
7737. 
2 BDRM F/S, W/D, blinds, pa- 
tio, close to town, sec. en- 
trance. Phone 638-0046. 
2' BEDROOM apartment,Sum- 
n~it Sq e~re. ~;,Newly,~ updated. ;~ 
$525/mo.- DD,. ref ~ reqd. Call 
635-8220. 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT, 
newly renovated and very 
clean, Basketball, racquetball, 
and volleyball courts. South- 
side. Ref. reqd. $525/mo. Also 
sale or rent to purchase. No 
pets. 635-0662 or 615-6762. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment for 
rent. Near new, quiet, on site 
manager. Five appliances, gas 
fireplace, mini storage. No pets. 
References required. 
$750/month. Call 635.4954. 
-newly renovated - free hot water 
-$550 per month 
Call Collect @ 632-4308 
or cell @ 1-250-639-4069 
CLOSE TO SCHOOL AND HOSPITAL 
i i  
, ii . 
Would you llke a landhed who 
heats you as a valued customer? 
If so, Iry usl 
Available immediately 
Beautiful 3.Bedroom Suite. 
Bright, dean suite. Washer/Dryer 
an~ Dishwasher. Nice yards wilb 
gardens. Very close to ~hoors 
and downtown. 
$650/mo~lh 
Call 635-4261 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
forl &2  
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet runovated suites 
• Ample parking 
• Laundry facilities on each floor 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On b0s route 
• Security entrance 
On site management 
No pets '. 
! • Referunces requiJ~ 
To view call 
638-1748 
1 BDR basement suite. Close 
to downtown, schools & hospi- 
tal. All utilities incl. N/S, N/D. 
Preferred no pets. Ref reqd. 
635-7470. 
1 BDRM Newly renovated 
basement suite. No smoking. 
No pets. Ref. reqd. Horseshoe 
area. Phone 638-0503 or 638- 
8412. Close to town. 
1000 SO ft. 2 bdrm beret, suite, 
bright & clean, new flooring, 
new kitchen, sep. entrance on 
quiet street, $600/nlo, utilities 
incl. Call eveninqs. 638-0369. 
2 BDRM bsmt suite in town. 
Avail r immed;=. Call: 635-3832 
leavename~and #. .m ~-~r~,,~ 
2 BDRM bsmt suite needs quiet 
tenants. Laundry hookups, f/s, 
big windows, non smoking envi- 
ronment, respectable home, no 
pets. $500/mth.635-5081. 
2 BDRM bsmt suite, wash/dryer 
hookup. F/S, non-smoker, 
$525/mo + DD. 635-5960. Avail 
Auq 1, 
2 BEDROOM unit in 4plex. 
Thornhill. $600/mo, utilities incl. 
F/S. Call 635-5992. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. Call 635-7429. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. Sorry, no pets. 
References required. $360 + 
$180 security deposit. Phone 
635-2065. 
ONE BEDROOM unit in Thorn- 
hill. Available immed $325/mo. 
635-7025 eveninqs, 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm, apt 
close to town. Laundry facilities. 
Reasonable rent. Ref reqd. 
615-7665 or 635-5653. 
SPACIOUS 2 bdrm suite In 4- 
plex, Avail immed. Walking dis- 
tance to downtown, Working 
couple reqd. 4 appL incl, NO 
pets, $775/mo. Ref reqd + DD. 
ALSO AVAIL 2 bdrm apt. Avail 
immed, F/S, No pets. $600/mo. 
DD. 635-6824. 
PARK MANOR: 
2 bedroom apartment, 
2nd floor, 
s600 per monlh, 
includes heat. 
Adult oriented, no pets. 
References required, 
Ph. 635-3475. 
CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING 
APFUCATIONS FOR A 
BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 month. 
I Bdr Apt s500/month 
NoPets, references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
2 BED beret, suite utilities in- 
cluded. Thornhill $550 per 
month. 635-9530. 
BASEMENT SUITE for rent to a 
working person. No pets 
please. 635-5893. 
ONE BEDROOM BASEMEMT 
suite. Close to town. No smok- 
ing, All utilities included. Ph 
638-7608. Avail AU.Q 1, 
THREE BEDROOM basement 
suite. Newly renovated. Down- 
town location. Includes fridge 
stove washer dryer. All utilities. 
Avail immed. 635-4642 or 638- 
1500. 
THREE BEDROOM bright 
basement suite near school & 
downtown, f/s, n/p, n/s, w/d 
References + DD required. 
$650/mo. Avail immed. 638- 
1584. 
ACCESSIBLE WORKSHOP for 
rent. Approx 18"x30". Heated 
& bright. Workbenches & stor- 
age areas. Ideal for vehicle 
storage and repair, hobbiest 
etc. $150/mo (utilities incl.) Call 
635-4261. 
FOR LEASE 10,200 sq.ff, of re- 
tail, office, shop & warehouse 
space. Gas heat, fenced com- 
pound. Two loading bays and 
paved parking. Centrally locat- 
ed. For inquiries call 635-7249. 
UNIQUE OFFICE space for rent 
at 3421 River Drive. 3 bedroom 
home with large living room. 
whole or part. Rent negotiable. 
635-6128. 
n 
616 COMMERCIAL  
l 
Attractive 1 
bdrm suite, w/d, hotwa- 
ter & cable provided. 
Gas heat & private 
entrance. Avail. immed. 
Downtown Retai l :  
4200 sq,ft, air conditioned, 
parking, $9.50 p.s.f. 
Excellent location. 
C-3 commercial. 4,000 s.f. 
Good exposure. 2.14'0H 
Doors. 1-10' OH Door. 
ideal for sahs/service 
parts supply. Only $3,250 
plus utilities. 
Single car garage, large 
lot. Near Lakelse Lake. 
$750 per month. Avail 
immed. 
C0LI)WELL B TI R 
1st Terrace Realty 
638-0371 Bus. or 
(638-3006 after hours) 
2 BDR apt. Avail immed. Quiet 
& Clean. Laundry facilities. F/S. 
Ground level. Ref reqd. 635- 
1 126 or 635-6991. 
2 BDRM DUPLEX, fenced yard, 
4 appl, ref reqd, phone 635- 
3546 or 638-0012. 
2 BDRM log house, private en- 
trance, with yard, downtown lo- 
cation, nat. gas heat, no pets. 
$650 ruth. + DD. 638-0790 or 
615-7455. 
2 BEDROOM house for rent. 
w/s, w/d hookup. Close to 
schools. $500. No pels. Avail 
AuQ 1/99. 638-8909. 
3 BDRM modest home, good 
location, F/S, laundry room, pri- 
vate yard, enclosed garage, 
non smoking environment, no 
pets. $750 mth. 635-5081. 
• . 3 BDRM townhouse. N/G heat, 
f/s, new carpels. 4700 block 
Davis. Call 635-5653 or 615- 
7665. 
3 BDRM, spacious modern du- 
plex upper Thornhill. F/S, N/G 
heat, basement, attic, fenced 
yard. N/S only. Pets nee. $750. 
Call 635.4368. 
3 BEDROOM house with ga- 
rage, 2 driveways, large yard, 
quiet street. $700 f/s, wld, ref. 
recld. 635-9530 or 638-7924. 
3 BEDROOM UPSTAIRS 
house 1 1/2 bath. Close to 
town. F/S, W/D $875 utilities 
incl. No pets. Ref req, + DD, 
Avail immed. 638-8874. 
3 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 bath top 
floor suite, Very good cond. 
Freshly painted. In the horse- 
1 BR. suile, 4 app, non smoker, 
$475 + DD. Call 638-0822. 
2 BDRM SUITE in town, laun- 
dry facilities, F&S, no pets, 
$556/mo + DD. Phone 635- 
2921. Avail July 1. 
2 BDRM unit In townhouse 
$600 and 2 plus one bdr unit in 
duplex. $700. Both with F/S, 
W/D, H.U. No pets. 635-5213. 
3 BDRM dplx in Horseshoe 
area f/s, w/d. No smoke. No 
pets. Ref reqd, $695/mth. plus 
utilites.+ DD. Avail immed. 635- 
2484. 
3 BDRM suite, close to 
schools/town. F/S. No pets. 
$600/mo. 1/2 D.D, Available 
July 1. 635-4894: 
4 BEDROOM, upperpert of 
house. 2 bdrm bsmt suite, $900 
per month including utilities. 
Close to schools. 638-7290. 
FOR RENT two bedroom trailer 
f/s, plus wood heat. Large yard, 
good garden. $5O0/mo Security 
deposit. Ref Reqd. On Nelson 
Road, New Remo. Avail July 
15, 
IN THORNHILL, 3 bdrm bunga- 
low on 2/3 acre with storage 
shed, f/s. Avail Aug 1. $600/mo, 
1/2 DD. Phone 635-6905. 
FEMALE ROOMATE wanted 
$375/mo, nice location on bus 
route & close to town 635-1249. 
1 BEDROOM suite $300 
month. 1/2 DD. Joining bath- 
room. 635-7544. 
SHARED ACCOMMODATION 
in basement suite 2 bedroom, 
shower, full kitchen, cable 
utilities, parking. Rural -Hwy 16 
west 5 rain to town. Exc. for 
seasonal workers. $300-350 a 
month per room.638-1413. 
SUMMER FUN at Sunpeaks 
Resort. Top of the mounlain 
accomodations & met.. 45 rain. 
from Kamloops. Golf/tennis/fish- 
ing etc. Book no for the 
millennium. 1-800-585.8834. e- 
mail: sunpeaks@direct.ca. 
SUMMER FUN at Sunpeaks 
Resort. Top of the mountain ac- 
commodation & Mgt. 45 min 
from Kamloops. Golf/Chair. 
Rides/Biking/Hiking/Swim- 
ONE BEDROOM, 1/2 duplex ming/l"ennis/Fishing etc. Book 
bright and clean, across from now for the millenniuml 1-800- 
Remax. Want quiet reliable ten- 
ant. N/S Avail imrned. $450/mo. 
635-2697. 
ONE DUPLEX on Soucie and 
two bedroom town house on 
Haugland & Pear with fridge, 
stove, 1 1/2 bath, washer.dryer 
hookup. No gets. 635-5213. 
VERY NICE in quiet neighbor- 
hood. July 1, one bed. ground 
floor suite comes with w/d, f/s, 
dishwasher ng/fp $600 me. DD. 
All utilities included. 635-5237. 
14 WIDE 3 bedroom trailer avail 
Aug 1. $650/mo. 2 bedroom du- 
plex, newly reaDy. $475 per 
month 1 bedroom house $395 
per month + DD. 635-9530. 
2 BEDROOM trailer on private 
lot in Thomhill comes with addi- 
tion. Includes t/s, w/d and cable. 
N gas heat, no pets. $600/mo. 
Ph 635-9171. After 5 p.m. Avail 
imnrad. 
3 BDR trailers. $6(]0. 2 bdr trail- 
ers $450-$550. Small trailer. 
$400. 635-4315. 
CLEAN 2 bdrm mobile home in 
Pine Park, 4 appl. New wind- 
ows, fenced yard, $600/mo. 
Call 635-2126. 
CLEAN 2 bdrm trailer. Wash- 
er/Dryer, F/S, nat gas, as, 
$575/mo. Plus DD. 635-7180. 
shoe. Avail immed. Utilities incl, 
$B501~¢,~p,h,u~633~63~l:~: .~ RENT TO own optional. 2 bdr, 4 
4:,..:BEDR'O~LM h0uSe, ~ fenced ~ppl, mobile home in Sunny 
Hill. Renovated $600/mo. 635- 
yard. Pets welcome. Shop. 2128. 
Close to schools. Ref & DD 
reqd. Avail Aug 1. $750/m0 
635-4246. 
BRAND NEW 2 bed house lo- 
cated in horseshoe area. July 
15. $70O/mo 638-1880. 
BRIGHTCLEAN 3 bdrm house 
downtown, completely renovat- 
ed. $750/mo, incl heat, avail 
immed. Call 635-6350. 
BRIGHT, CLEAN, 3 bdrm 
house in downtown, completely 
renovated, new kitchen, hard- 
wood floors etc, A must see. 
Avail July 1,635-6350. 
CHARMING CEDAR house in 
Hazelton for SALE OR RENT 
1,100 sq. ft. Two bedrooms, 
RSF wood stove, 4 appliances, 
hardwood floors. Carport with 
woodshed. 66' by 132' lot with 
secure privacy fence. Backyard 
has covered deck and large 
shed, Asking $87,000. Quick 
possession. For appointment o 
view phone Diane 842-5293. 
FIVE BDR. house in horseshoe 
near highschool. $650/mo. n/s, 
nip, ref. reqd, DD, f/s, + DW. 
NE; heat. 635-2159. Avail Aug 
1. 
FOUR BDR. home on 1/2 acre 
lot near golf course, n/g, fp, n/g 
heal, f/s, n/p, n/s. Ref reqd + 
DD. $550/mo 635-2159. 
HOUSE DN 1 acre, 5 min from 
town, 3 Ige bedrooms, 2.5 
baths, attached shop c/w, 3 
appl, Hot tub $90O/mo or 
$149,000. 638-8813. 
NEW LARGE 2 bdr town 
house. F/S, D.W., W/D. H.U. 
fenced yard, Ceramic tile, oak~ 
cabinets. Loads of storage., 
$750 m. Close to hospital. 638-, 
0661. 
NEWLY RENOVATED 3 bed- 
room house in horseshoe 
comes with all appliances, large 
yard, no pels, ref reqd., 635- 
4329 or 635-3546, $850/mo. 
ONE LEVEL 2 bedroom town- 
house wilh fridge and stove, 
located at the corner of Hau- 
gland & Malitor, $550/mo. PH 
635-7191. 
585-8834. email: sunpeaks@di- 
rect.ca. 
SUMMER VACATION homes. 
Ideal for families and/or groups. 
Waterfront at Gun Lake, 4hrs 
north of Vancouver or Ocean 
front at Nanoose Bay, t5 rain. 
north of Nanaimo. Book now for 
your summer getaway or the 
entire summer season. Nightly 
starting at $79/nite. Contact 
Dawn @ 1-604-938-4502. 
www.vip-homes.com., Email: 
roehliq@direct.ca. 
LOOKING FOR three bedroom 
house witll basement to rent or 
rental purchase. For family with 
good references. Prefer rural 
seltinq. 638-8776. 
PROFESSIONAL WORKING 
Couple requires 2 or 3 bedroom 
home in rural area. Excellenl 
tenants. Strong references. 
Room for horse big plus. W/D, 
F/S. Will consider rent to own or 
extended house sitting. Call 
eveninqs 638-7670. 
FOR RENT or lease Quonset 
Hut Warehouse in Queensway 
area, approx 600sq.ft. w/bay 
door and two finished offices. 
For inquiries call 635-7249. 
f I LCOME i" 
W ,9,o0N 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C. are" 
Linda 
635-9768 
& Tanya 
615-0330 
If you have moved 
to Terrace or have 
iust had a new" 
baby, are getting 
married, or start- 
ing a new busi- 
ness, just give us a 
call. 
COML~ 
40 ACRE package. 20 mine 
from Smithers. 2,700 sq. ft. 
home w/lots of windows, hard- 
wood floors, family-room, living- 
room, w/natural stone fireplace, 
custom Oak Kitchen, 3 baths, 
detached garage, barn, set-up 
for horses. Bordering crown 
land. $270,000. Call 847-2662. 
CEDARVALE FARM for sale, 
37 acres, house, barns, all 
equipment and view. Reduced 
to $200,000. 849-8400. 
http://www.hpmarket- 
Inq.com/coxenclan/ 
LOT #10, view of Sleeping 
Beauty Mountain, 290L x73 W. 
Phone 638-8736 and leave 
messa.qe. 
BABINE LAKE- Immaculate 3 
br, well built cottage on .38 
acre. Post and beam construc- 
tion with open floor plan and 
loft. Offers maintenance free vi- 
nyl siding, veranda, and storage 
she/workshop/greenhouse. Can 
be lived in year round. Furniture 
and equipment negotiable 
separately. $139,500, (250) 
847-8358. 
 1,0AcRELo, i 1 ONLY - 35 ACRE LOT 1 ONLY - 41 ACRE LOT 
10 km north o[ town and serviced with natural ga 
635-5868 
I1=,..= 
Three bedroom mobile in a 
quiet park in town. Top 
condition. 
QUIET AND clean 1 bedroom [] ~ $24,900 MLS 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom 
Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
Ask for Monlca Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
j RETAIL OR OFFICE LEASE SP/~I;I: |i 
Almarlin Bu~din 9 Ii 
3219 Eby St. [ 
2,500 sq.fL Retail or Office, GroundFtoor |~ 
• 1,000 ~.lt. 101,500 ~.h. Office2r.IFt~. [:
.ek 635-119.1 ..... - ]  
Also 2 bedroom trailer $500 in- :: ....... i 050-4625 Graham Avenue 
cludes ufililies, Plus extras. Call 
635-3492. 14 wide mobile home inl~l 
, • • "4  SUNNYHILL TRAILER Court: tmmaculate condmon. 5Bm-~ ~11~_~' ~..~. 12x68, 2 bedroom trailer, avail appliances are included. ~ . ~  * 
immed. Rent $550/m0. Phone 
635-7025 (evenings) 638-0438 $39,500 MLS 
rdavs). #102-3616 Larch Avenue ~ ~  
IIIli Phone: 635-7459 
FOR LEASE 
~ above ground. 
$229,900  MLS 
3807 Deiong Crescent 4818 fllgkway 16 West 
warehouse pace 880 sq.h, 
warehouse w/offke 7,450 sq. ft. 
2709 Kelum Street 
5,200 sq. fL commercial boilding 
r/w storefront, warehouse & compound 
Cqei 9 Aveeue.(entral Location 
2 retail/offke space 
1o700 end 900 sq. ft. 
5002 Pehle Avenue 
2 adjoining spoces 
office/worehnr-.e/elt door 
951,5 sq. ft. each 
CALL US ABOUT OTHER LOCATIONS 
Great investment at this 
price. 4,000 square feet 
Call Laurie Forbes or 
Shaunce Kruisselbrink at 
Pd://H lea(of Ter race  
638 .1400 
B1 O-The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 7, 1999 
7:30 FOR SALEBY 
OWNER 
730 FOR SALE BY 
OWNER 
745 MOBILES 
1070 SO ft home located on 
town bench. 4 bedrooms, full 
basement, vaulted ceiling has 
sauna, hot tub, solarium, natu- 
ral gas stove, double carport, 
detached garage, fenced and 
landscaped backyard with large 
sundeck. Asking $156,000 635- 
1454. 
CHBYSLER 
2152 CYPRESS St. 4 bedroom, 
3 bathrooms, c/w, f/s, dish- 
washer. Asking $144,000. Call 
638-8298, 
2300 SQ. ft., 4 bedroom house, 
open design, large rec, room, 
oak cabinets, NG fireplace, 
fenced yard backs onto green 
space in Thornhelghts, fruit 
trees, greenhouse, garden 
space, small workshop, axtra 
large driveway for lots of park- 
inq. Must be seen. 638-1280. 
810 CARS FOR 
SALE 
4 BDR, 1 1/2 bath house on full 
basement. Near Uplands 
School. Drive by 4024 Munroe. 
$149,000. To view call 638- 
8639. 
4 BDRM. home near Elks Park. 
2-4 piece bathrooms. Rec. 
room, bar, n/g fireplace, fruit 
trees, shed, 638-8631. 
4819 SCOTT Ave, 1232 sq.ft. 3 
÷ 1 bedrooms, finished base- 
ment, 2 1/2 bathrooms, N/G 
heat, 2 fireplaces, carport with 
double paved driveway, sun- 
deck, big storageshed, fruit 
trees + garden area. Close to 
all schools. Asking $159,900. 
615-0304. 
..:..~ 
: . '~Z '~,  "' .:~ , ,  
REDUCED TO SELL! 
$158,900 
=,"4 Bdr., 2 1/2 bath. 
VCIose to schools and 
downtown. 
VNicely landscaped, 
fenced yard, 
VOn bus route 
5323 MOUNTAIN Vista Drive. 
Immaculate 1755 Sq. ft. storey 
t/2 home. Open floor plan, 4 
bedrooms, 2 bath, loft & study. 
Large bright living room, fire- 
place, and panoramic view, 
Close to town and schools. 
Transit out front. Paved drive, 
RV parking, much more. Priced 
to sell at $187,500. 635-2973. 
BDRM HOUSE with legal suite, 
horseshoe area, 2 blks from 
downtown, Large lot, attached 
garage, gas/elect, 7 appl, fire- 
place, 2 sun decks, fenced, 2 
fruit trees. $180,000 638.1726 
or 253-627-4149, Suite rented 
$550/mo, 
EXCEPTIONAL VALUEI 3 bed- 
rooms, 2 storey, walk-out deck, 
oak kitchen cabinets, sconce 
lighting, tile entrance, custom 
railings in yellow & re¢ cedar. 
Priced to sell $139,000 incl 
GST. No real estate fees. 
Phone 635-0080. 
GREAT HORSESHOE location, 
4731 Tuck Avenue, 3 to 5 
bdrm., 2 baths full bsmt. New 
LR carpet & kitchen flooring. 
New interior paint, Very clean 
& bright. Large landscaped lot 
with paved driveway, $129,900, 
635-5402. Open house June 
13,/99 from 1-4 o.m. 
LARGE OLDER home in North 
Usk. New foundations, upstairs, 
roof, drilled well, septic and ma- 
sonary chimneys, wood heat. 
Large tot with fruit trees, be,- 
ties,and workshop. Needs fin- 
ishing. Suit carpenter. $65,O00. 
638-8526. 
REDUCED 3 bedroom house 
for sale at 4632 Weber Ave. 
N/G heat and hot water. Close 
to school, hospital, and down- 
town. Serious enquiries only. 
Asking $109,000 obo. Ph 638- 
0050. 
JUSlr IN .  = 
REDUCEDI IMMACULATE 5 
bedroom, 2 1/2 bath, 5 appL 
4902 Labelle. 16x20 ft. attached 
shop, duradeck deck, new roof, 
siding, fence. Large yard with 
garden & fruit trees. $154,O00. 
Call 635-4754, 
WHAT A deall Priced below as- 
sessed value 4 bdrrn home with 
lots of features, fenced lot, large 
shop & the Jacuzzi tub are just a 
few. Located in quiet 
•FORD 
2410 Kolum Street neighborhood close to school. 
A':IR 1OOR Quick possession. $99,500. 
• vv~" ,  , , ,a  ~ Phone 635-4246. 
" '  ~Sherry Anderson ~' 
Notary Public 
Real Eslule, 
Conveyanclng 
Wills, 
Mobile Home 
Transfers, 
Declarations, 
Immaculate ,~,,~og. 
Documentation, 
14x70 Mobile Notarizaliom :/~mber • 
with addition and deck. 4921 Galr Avenue 
Was $96,500. Terrace, B.C., V8G 2K1 
v,,,. ,  ,, ,, ¢:nA,nnn. Tel: (250) 635-5988 Now 
3 bdr, 2 bathrooms, ~ Fax: (2,50) 635-5926 
5 appliances included. New REDUCE D siding, windows, gutters, 
wired shed. 156'x66' 
fenced yard with play area. 
3925 Simpson Crescent 
, 638-1011 
Excellent Family Home 
Offering Privacy Plus Cily 
& Mountain Views. 
bedlevels totallin.q 3840 sq. ft., 6 
rooms, 4 ~ll baths, wood 
stove in basement, gas fireplace 
on main floor, sor~rium with 
southern.exposure & spa. 3 car 
garage which accommodates 26' 
RV and also has an office 
w;th/balhroom. Lot size is 
165'x540'. View frontage is175' 
For an appoinlment to view 
call after 5:00 p.m., 
635-3736 or 638-2819 
4914 GRAHAN AVE. 
$105,000 
635-5854 
; ;%~r' ,~:~: 
4305 
Thomas 
IN TOWN ACREAGE, 
close to Uplands School 
4 Bedroom, 
3 bathroom 
5 years old - 
I IMPORTS 
i 
FOR SALE 
1 1/2 storey seasonal 
cabin on a well-treed and 
private waterfront lot. 
Property is siluated on 
Lakelse River near the 
entrance to Lakelse Lake. 
Boat access only. 
Call evenings only: 
250-638-7258 
[or appointment to view. 
(4016 BEST STREEI  
$194,S00 MLS 
Mira buih 2 yr old four I~hoom home on a 
quiel ca] dn sot d0~ Io Uplands S~h00J. Qu0inl 
~overed perch opens 1o a large liled foyer. 
Spad0us lnmily room with patio doom la 
fenced yard. Main floor offm beoufifd kilchen 
wflh blond, hreakla~ nook, and r0~ne~ sink. 
Co.zy natural go~ firnpfnre indining/livingroom 
nnd polio doors tu o covnfed de~k which allows 
o view of Ihe muniaim, hi,as include mnhol 
vat, olarm,oJslom blinds, ~ouble paved 
d,ivewoy, and o new vinyl fence. 2080 sen. 
Call Sheilu Love at 
RE~H~ of TerraCe 
638-1400 
1981 14X70 3 bdr. Pine Park. 5 
appl. 10x2.0 addition. 8x24 
covered patio, shed. Must Sell 
Reduced to sell. $39,000. 638- 
7766. 
2 SINGLE wide pads in Boul- 
de,wood MHP ready now for 
your mobile home, large yards 
and parking for 2 vehicles. Call 
Gordon for details 638-1182. 
3 BEDROOM double wide, 
fridge, stove, oil tank in good 
condition. Asking $20,000. 250- 
378-5768. 
DRIVE BY #6 Marsh Crescent. 
Then call for appointment to 
view. 3 bdrm. plus the 2 addi- 
tions make this a very attractive 
modular home, front kitchen, all 
appliances consider short term 
financing on purchase price of 
$79,900. Ph 635-7425. 
MOVING, MUST sell, 12x48 
mobile with 12x48 addition. 
Totally renovated, sheds, play- 
house. Asking $30,000. No rea- 
sonable offer refused. 635- 
1740. 
TWO 12X58 two bdrm mobile 
homes in Merritt. Just complete- 
ly reno'd cupboards. Lind/carpel 
etc. One on pad, one to move. 
378-7626. 
~Nc~v ,4x70 Mobi~ 
$39,900 
YES! O 
Includes: freight to 
Prince George, block & 
level, ,ridge, stove & 
drapes,,2x6 exterior 
.... ;~b.ll~"~l"hi~e tub' &~ 
shower, andcathedral 
ceilings. 
1956 l lart Highway 
PRINCE GEORGE, BC 
563-5412 
em;,il valridge@l,gonline.com 
web puge 
wwv,'.val]eyridgdlon]es.bc.¢a 
1-888-301-2288j 
FACTORY DIRECT Chaparral 
rnodu ors - a the features of a 
conventional home except the 
pricel Display homes 3075 
Sexsmith, Kelowna.SHELDON 
CUSTOM HOMES, Toll free 1- 
888-765-8902. DL10146, 
LARGE LOT or acreage in Ter- 
race area with or without house. 
Water and sewer preferable. No 
agents. Jack evenings 635- 
9590. 
19~5 MUSTANG Coupe. 4 
speed, blade. $8,000 or trade 
for 4x4 truck. Phone 638-7907, 
Serious en0uiries only. 
1979 CHEV Van, runs propane, 
3 way fridge, stove, bed, good 
condition asking $3,495. Call 
I~larc or Stephen @ Wayside 
Service 847-3784. 
1984 OLDSMOBILE omega in 
good running condition. New 
winter tires. Reduced to $1,000. 
635-9420 
19B6 VOLKSWAGON Jetta, 5 
speed, sunroof, new filters, 
tires, alternator, exhaust. Just 
spent $2,600. Asking $5,200. 
Toyota long box fiberglass ca- 
nopy. (early 80's) good shape. 
$125. 250-847-190¢ 
1987 FORD Taurus- recent 
overhual motor, transmission. 
power steering, air conditioning, 
alternator & starter, New tires. 
$2,500. Good mechanical con- 
dition. (250) 798-2210. 
1990 HONDA civic LX. 4 door, 
power windows, power locks. 
cruise control. $6,500, 635- 
4848. 
1990 MAZDA MX6 special edi- 
tion, 5 speed, 2 door, blue, 
VGRC. New tires, 121,000 km. 
$6,600 obo. 638-0268. 
1993 MAZDA Precidia MX3. 
V6, 5 speed, E/C. CD player, 
sun roof, new tires. $13,500 
obo. 635-7455. 
1997 JEEP 4x4, one owner, 
58,000 km; No off highway; two 
sets of tires; $24, 000 obo.Call 
1-250-842-5263. 
96 MUSTANG, V6, dk green, 
30,000 km, cruise, pw, plocks, 
a/c, 5 spd, very clean, like new, 
$18,000. Ph 250.627-1241. 
(Ruloert). 
CARS FROM $500. Gover- 
nernnt seized & surplus. Sold 
locally. Call for listings. 1-888- 
342-3500. Ext. 8860, 
FOR LOTS of summer fun, 
1978 Convertible Superbeetle. 
Excellent running condition. 
Body in great shape too. Leave 
, messaqe 635-1223. 
..;-.FOR SALE,,1.990.Chev Lu~ina. 
Great family vehicle,'Lots of'op- 
position. $3,300. Phone 638- 
0940. 
12993 CHEV w/t, 1500 pickup 
low mileage. 4 speed, P/S, P/B. 
Good tires, Red with black ca- 
nopy. Cassette/radio. 638-1452. 
815 TRUCKS FOR / 
1993 DODGE diesel, 3/4 ton 
extended cab 4x4. 5 speed ca- 
nopy, buckets, running boards. 
9 wheels 80k. $18,500 628- 
9240 Leave messa.qe, 
'88 CHEV Eeauville Van, Full 
size 8 passenger van, loaded, 
removable bench seats, trailer 
package, well maintained a/c, 
pw pl, tilt ,vgc. $6,900 638- 
0109. 
16' MISTY River, 70 Hp Yama- 
ha, jet and prop legs, power tilt 
and trim, trailer, extras. Very 
good condition. $9,000. 1-250- 
692-3457. 
19' ALUMINUM Jet Boat with 
cabin. 350 Chew inboard with 
Berkeley Jet. Call (250)624- 
4713. Ask for Gino. 
1993 Honda Accord EX 
4 cyl Auto, loaded. Remaining 
extended warranty. 
Was $13,995 
Now $12,...995 
1995 Volkswagen Cabrio 
Converllble 
4 cyl Auto, absolutely oaded 
Including CD stacker, alarm 
Was $20,995 
N ovL~Lg.,995 
1994 Ford Taurus 
6 cyl Auto, full 10ad 
$;11,99_..___5 
1 % ~ L T  
t 
1987 Honda Civic Wagon 
4 cyl, 5 spd $3,49  
  mrz'JED 
m 
1989 Toyota Camry 
4 cyl, 5 SAd, lots of extras 
Was $6,495 
Now $5,._.__995 
1985 Toyota 4x4 
Picl~-up 
4 cyl, 5 sad 
Wee $4,995 
Now $2,995 
1993 Chevy Lumina 
Eurosport 
6 cyl Auto, low kms, fully loaded 
Wee $13,995 
Now $11 ,._._._995 
1988 Ford F150 4x4 
5 SAd, 8 cyl, canopy 
1995 Fo_r.dFJ.5(~4 
1995 Long Box GMC 3/4 
Ton 4x4 
low krns, sharp truck 
$21,9_.__995 
1989 Che~L4X4 ~rado  
S t U d .  
1995 Honda Civic LX 
One owner, dealerserviced 
$10,995 
1992 Dodge Spirit 
4dr sedan, air, 4 cyl, auto. 
1996 Subaru Legacy 
Brighton 
AWD, 5 sAd, 4 cyI,Am/Fm/Cass., 
super clean, low km's, remaining 
ractory warranty 
$15,99._.5 
1998 Jeep Cherokee 
Sport 
5SAd, 6 cy], NC, 4x4, factory warranty 
1991 Dodge Shadow 
Conve~ble, 4 cyl, auto, 
$6,995 
$6,995 1996 ~.a~~£ 
4 cyl, Air, ~ r a n t y  
1995 GMC Yukon SLE 
4dr, Auto 350,loaded, towing package, 1997 Chew Blazer 
running boards, roof rack V6, Auto, NC, 4x4 
$27,995 $25,995 
1997~~~ 4doo~et te  1992 HO .rLd~C~ z:J top of th~~e~10aded , 
$10,995 
. . . . .  FEATURING. . .  4.,_ 
Auto  
Detai l ing 
*Get it clean for summer 
*Detail adds to resale 
*Free Estimates 
*Located at Terrace Honda 
*Call 24 Hours 
b 15-6844 
" '  J ' BEDR'M #3 • MASTER 
9 ~o x ~ I BEDROOM 
t. 
) 
WIDTH - 35'- 4" (1t,7 M) 
DEPTH - e0'- 0" (16,2 M) 
5- 1 
~TAL t253 SQ, FT. (116.4 M2)|  , /  
House Plans Available Through 
T ace ] ldets 
@ terrace.builders@osg.net ~111 
1-800-470 DO IT l'lMrj~z~ "
3207 Munroe, Terrace 635-6273 
ResldenUeI, Commerclal, lndustriel, I "~'f'~"'x"l~f'J~'~'x';'~J"'~"X"~'J'~ "%; 
Marine & RV'e ] • 
On time and on budget 
=~L~.F1..~.~joqw~_..~_.~_j I I~  Home renovations e New home construction' 
Services Ltd. 
Furnace, Duct and Chimney 
Cleaning 
Septic and Drain Cleaning 
& Much More... 
Free Erlimate, 24 Hour Serv;ce 
Ph: 635"1132 r~,t:63s.1193 
Tdl free: 1.877-635.1132 
qlt Commercial construction 
jr" 
g 
Cerlitied Blue Max~ rigid bam/concrele installation "1... ' 
BC.cerfified builder 1~"  
BAJ : r roN CONSTRUCTION LTD.  
GENERAL CONTRACTOR 
Building a Reputation tar Quality 
~rj Tel/fax 635.6244 jr- 
@aa=zm 
'98 Jeep TJ Sport 
5 cyl, hard top, only 6OOOkm 
$23,995 
'98 Dodge Stratus 
Auto, Air, windows, locks, 
Cruise, Tilt 
$17,588 
'K Jeep Grand Cherokee 
V8, Auto, loaded 
$31,995 
'97 VOY3g~T&~, 
V6, A~,~~ing  
'=$'15,995 
'95 Chrysler Concorde 
V6, Auto, A/C, tilt, cruise, 
cassette & more 
$16,995 
c97 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
$15,588 
'96 Jeep CR Cherokee 4x4 
Lared0 
6wh, Auto, Air, windows, locks 
& more 
$25,995 
'91 Jeep YJ 
6 cyl, Auto, hardtop 
$10,995 
'92 Chrysler Dynasty 
V6 Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks 
$10,995 Now $8,995 
'92 Ch~,~na 
~,995 
'96 Dodge Ram Sport 1500 
4x4 
Canopy, A/C 
$18,995 
'95 Ford 4WHDR XCab 
V8, Auto, air, Cruise/Tilt 
$12,995 
'95 Ford Aerostar 
Ext, AWD, Fully Loaded 
$17,995 Now $15,995 
'93 Ford Explorer 4Dr, 
4x4, V6, Auto, Air, Cruise/Tilt, 
Windows Locks 
$t7,99s Now $15,995 
'92 Ford F150 
4x4, 5 speed 
$11,995 " ......... 
'89 Ford 4WHDR XCab 
V8, 5speed, Air, Cruise/Tilt 
$7,995 Now $6,995 
'88 Ford Ranger XCab 
4x4, V6, 5SAd, XLT, Lariat, 
Canopy 
$5,995 
'87 Ford Thunderbird 
$5,555 
'98 Chev Cavalier 
4 cyl, Auto, 0nly 11,339 kms 
Was $15,995 Now $13,995 
'96 Pontiac Firebird 
V8, 6 speed,T Roof, Loaded 
$22,495 
'96 GMC 2500 
Extra Cab 4x4 
V8, Auto, a/c, cruise, tilt power 
windows & locks & more 
Was $29,995 Now $27,995 
'96 Geo Metro 
5 speed, cassette, 
only 29,000 kms 
Was $10,995 Now $9,995 
'94 Chevrolet Cavalier 
Auto, Air & more 
$9,995 
'95 Chevrolet Monte Carlo 
V-8, Auto, Fully loaded 
$16,995 
'93 Chev 4x4 Extra Cab 
$17,995 
'92 Chev Xtra Cab 4x4 
V8,Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise & More 
$16,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, running boards 
$26,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6,Auto, Power windows 
& locks, Cruise, Tilt 
$25,995 
'93 Toyota Camry 
~/6, Aut0,Atr, Tflt, Cruise, Power 
Locks & Windows & More '. 
Was $17,995 Now $15,995; 
'91 Honda Civic 
4 door, 5 speed 
S9,998 Now $7,995 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 DLIL 5958 
vwvw.terraceeutomall.©om' 
~i~i:  :~:;i~::::i:~'~:~ PLYMOUTH BREEZE 
" ' 944. !: 'd 
MISCELLANEOUS_ 
:--'"'"-^ ~,-HVfU,-:~ 
' : : ::::•• 944 ~.:: ~: :• 
M iSC ELLANEOUS 
SERVICES ~:i . . ,~ ' 4 Door with air conditioning 
was $20,765 
.o. $17,773 oo 
II 
DLR. 5958 #a#~ ~ 
TERRACE 
Onummn  
www.terraceautomall.com 
4916 Hwy 16, Terrace • 635-7187 • 1-800-313-7187 
18' LUND with 55 HP Johnson 
motor & trailer. Asking $3,200. 
638-8188. 
24' WELDED Aluminum. Jet 
Boat comes wilh 460 Ford with 
Hamiltion free stage jet. Exc. 
performance plus many extras, 
$20,500 obo. 635-6203. Day 
635-3303 eve. 
40 FT houseboat 1990, 70 HP 
Mere Trailer, full kitchen, bath- 
room, sleeps 8. $12,000 firm, 
Call Tony 250-721-2123, 
FOR SALE 14' Princecraft boat 
and trailer. Two motors, 35 
marc w/jet. 30 marc prop. 
$3,800 obo. 635-2673. 
• WE HAVE over 10 ex-fish boats 
for sale. See our listings at 
<www.pacificboat.bc.ca> or call 
"1-888-330-7878, 
1981 HONDA Custom 750 low 
rider. Very low miles, excellent 
.condition. $2,250. 635-4246. 
~1982 VANAGON VW camper- 
ized van. Excellent condition, 
fridge, stove, sink. Sleeps four. 
'Pop teD. $6,500 obo. 635-4398. 
FULL SIZE 8' camper, f/s, 4 
burner oven, toilet, sleeps 5, ex- 
.~ellent condition, $3,950. 638- 
,1812. 
~IKE ROSMAN RV "Help" we 
,'need campers, trailers, 5th, mo- 
torhomeG, Buy/consign, fenced 
compound seperate use sales a ' 
staff, Interiors largest dealer 
call. Peter 1-800-811-8733 or 1 - 
~50-558-8635, 
,WANTED 17' to 22' travel trail- 
er bathroom required. Older 
~model in very good condition 
.Oraferred, 635-4690. 
::: ,87:4 Rv'S 5TH 
• WHEELS : 
.'SNOWBIRDS SPECIAL 1994 
~27 1/2 5th wheel w/12 foot slide 
.out in mint condition. Double 
"windows, heated tanks and 
.many extras. Call 250-567-9909 
• in Vanderhoof. 
i11g81 MOTORHOME Estallishi- 
ment, 25' Dodge 44 Motor grc, 
4 kw generator, sleeps 6, lots of 
extras. Asking $12,900 obo. 
Phone 635-7232. 
1990 BONAIR Motorhome 28' 
Cummins diesel engine mileage 
31,000 km, air Dead, hydraulic 
leveling jack, propane genera- 
tor, fully loaded, sleeps 4, 635- 
2340. 
120' HOLIDAY trailer, deluxe 
package, new tires, exc condi- 
tion, phone 635-3546. 
Bi ]iLE'ff! 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave. 
Ph: 635-2909 
Mariner M0ters 
Prked to Clear 
30ML Marathon 
$2999.00  
9.9 ML 
$1999.00  
! i  4 M 
$1ow.oo 
6M 
(Demo) 
$1399.00  
,," 
40 ML M=rathu J 
,.L [ 
$1430.00 
15ML 
4 Shake 
$ sT0.0o 
25 ML 
4 Stroke 
Sssso.0o 
I OVER 200 ne~ & Used R.V.'s 17 1 
I new brands. 0 down financing, I 
I trades, or we pay cash, For best I
| price in B,C. Call us free 1.800- I
1668-] 447 or www.voyager.rv.com I 
J B.C. Interiors Jargest deaJer | 
J Vayager R.V, Centre Hwy. 97 J 
I Winfield, B.C. DI#9452. [ 
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ACME PEST Control. For ants, CONSOLIDATE YOUR pay- 
other insects, rodents. Govern- ments. One easy payment. No 
ment licensed, bonded. Guar- more stress• No equity-security. 
anteed work. Free estimates. 1- Good or bad credit, immediate 
800-9B1-2831. approval. Immediate relief. Na- 
DO YOU need a licenced Bar ttonal Credit Counselors of Ca- 
Tender for 50 to 350 people? nods. For nearest office. 1-888- 
We do Weddings, and parties of 777-0747. Licensed and bond- 
all kinds. Reasonable rates, full ed. 
table service available upon re- SUNMAR COMPOSTING 
quest, black tie or casual events toilets, Perfect for the cottage, 
Call us for pricing and reserva- 25 year warranty. Canadian 
tion information, 638-7830. made. Best pricing in BC, Ira- 
mediate deliveryl Nova Inde- 
MOTHER WILLING TO babysit 
full or part time. Lunch and 
snacks provided. Flexible hours 
with lots of TLC. Christine 635- 
4307. .,. DEBT PROBLEMS? We can 
help. Free consultation. Low pendent Resources. 1-800-661- f Look ing  fo r  ~ cost Consolidation Plans ac- 8484, 
cepted by Creditors. Stop URBAN ACRES Feed Store. 
Child Care? Stress & Collection Calls. Credit Hay, grain, dog & cat food. 
Skeena Child Care Resource and Counseling Society of B.C. A 3382 Old Lakelse Lake Rd. 10 
Referral has informati0n 0 n c h i l d  cre optons a don 8999.Non Profit Service. 1-888-527-a.m.-5:30in & see us.P'm' 635-3055, Drop 1.8on.64,  .1606 
c=s,,,ch,,d0are 250" - --"563 1144 1 grop by The Family Place 
r " , " . . at 4553 Park Ave .  ~ l ~ / ~  If you ve got EMAIL.; you carl reach us ! 
orcal 638-1113. &11,1']:.11~q"l]l electronically. We welcome letters : II : : :: Prince George 
¢ . . . . . . . .  II , L i cenced.Bonded ~:  Skeena CCRR is a program of t~e' ~B, i.lhlM'l~h,;d,r,g  [ l{ ;| ~t ~1| news tips, Sportsand commuRity 
~i ~heck Us Out with the Better Business Bu~a~!i~:i!iii TelraceW0man's Re ource Centre ~ contributions, and feedback 0fall types. II . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
=and Is funded by the MintsW f0r Childre and Families. . ~ standard@kerrr lode,net ~i ' 
i":;;';"i~'~"!i~" ~!~!' i "~i;::;i;;; i~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~ ::~;~:~/:.~::~.~,~.~:,::.,~ , 
::T.~i~i~i:~:::~!~:i~;~:i~i! I:.:~!  ........................................ ~:~~:~'~:~::::~:~~'~i:%%  ~ i~ 
C0MMuNrn'N~sP/~=U N e t w o r k C I a s s i f i e d s ,=-WEEKOF ~;::; ..... . , ~ ~ 
A..Btl/ij.~ | $ C'-~f~ll[i;O C I AL|.~T ~|S"~l~l 0 N These ads appear In approximately f00 I(~ #'}(~it'~ for25 wo~da ITo place an ad call ~11~11~ . ~ .~2~! 
oommunitv newspapers In B.C.and Yukon N,~ ~-. O U $8.oo each ,hi= paper or Ine BCY. ;;~..~ • a end ,oaoh .o,s t.eng m,,on rsedo,e ~,,an.,.~ C.A., 100,, . . .  !lli!iii~ 
ANNOUNCEMENTS CAREER TRAINING FOR SALE MISC, REAL ESTATE TRUCKS 
DC ORDER OF DEMO- EXCITING WELL PAiD DSS SATELLITE sub. WANTED: Waterfront "0 DOWN O.A.C," 
LAY. A young men's or- CAREERS in computer scriptlon or card prob. properly, prefer larger Guaranteed credit ap. :::: if! 
ganlzallon for boy's be. programming. We wil~ pro- lame? EurocaMs over 300 lake. v~th or without build, provals. Trucks, 4x4's, ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;!~:;5:i:. 
tween the ages of 13-21, pare suitable applicants, channels..., PPV, one low Ing, no leased land. ira. ecew cabs, diesels, sport 
are looking for potential Ministry of Education price, guaranteed satellite mediala possession not utilities, Rape's, broken . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
memberSbettorWhO wish to be. Registered Home Study systems/Ecr~ostar vail• necessary, Tom at 780. leases, heavy duty equip, . . . . .  .::;~"i~:~:":":'~i i~! :~:~`~!p:~i:~:~:%~i~]~>~:~!;~:;~!!~:~`~<:`~:`+~``~:~`4~`~`~:~ i 
come young men Diploma Program. able. eeofe inquides wel. 926.2591, home 780.926. men,. Take over pay- ~ i i~!S : ;~ i i : :  [~]~l'l'l'l'l'l'l'lt, ~ ~ y  
and valued members of Financial assistance, coma. 1-780-888-1120, 1- 3307• ments. Pree dalivany. Call . ~ i i ~ ~ ~ t ~ ! ! ~ :  , ~ ~  ! -:,;~:~. .:~ ..: :.,..: : . . . .  ,.: .~-.~!~? .... ':~ ,. . Ooug Porter, Provincial and Job placement ools Des SATELLITE CARDS, PROPERTY 800-993-,3673. Vancouver Chapter Dad for the B.C. av~dlable. No experience SOO channels with ~-RK-"- MODEL§ L ~7.T~S2. Specializing In-- .............................................................. ~r~ 
& Yukon at necessary. CMS 1-500- European V2 card. Also Manufactured Homes SAVE ON TRUCKS & 
dougpot@home.com. 477.9578. 
. Echosta~ cards. Complete s/w's, d/w's, 12 wides, 8 CARS. New 8, Used. Facials, Waxing, Manicures, Pedicures, Lash Tinting, Flber..Rlass 
BOATS & MARINE COMING EVENTS svslems ev~.itable. We'll widos with slides, New 8 Guaranteed instant credit 
beat any competitor pric. Used. Ideal for Rec, approval• Free home de- and Silk Wrap Nails 
CENTRAL BC'S BEST Improve Quality of Your Ing by 5%, Call 780.914. Property, Private Prop., livery with 0 down. Call 
va lues l  Coanelly, UfethroughPASTUVES, 5772. Parka. Resorts. Homes'. today 24hrs 1-677-212. IN  A RELAXED AND PERSONAL SE]T ING Mustang, Quicksilver, DREAMS, SOUL TRAV. 1-B00-339.5133. nV's 1. 3232. Ford. Dodge, GM. 
Honda, Evlnrude, EL Begin Ihe adventure MANUFACTURED 800.667.1533. 
Mercury, Volvo, today. For FREE BOOK,  , HOMES EMPLOYMENT 4546 Park Ave. Suite 208, Terrace, B.C. 
MerCruiser, Princocrafl, ECKANKAR, 1-800- OWN YOUR OWN menu. SALES OPPORTUNrRES 
Harbercraft. Bayliner, LOVE-GOO. Askforbook faclured home lot in PLEASE MUM. The MEAT CUTTER RE- 6:38-8664 
Baja. Boston Whaler, #F18.www.eakankaxotg Sunitre, Alberla. 25 lots leader in providing quality. QUIRED in High Level, 
still available. 6,900 sq.fl, yal affordable ch[Idran's Alberta for Ihe Grocery RJSSy welcomes you to call for an Appointment SeaRay. New and used, EDUCATION ($18,700) 10 lg,400 sq,ft, clothing and ladies cloth. People Lid, We are a 
250.765-3995 or A NEw CAREER? Train ($25.000). Please call the log through ome presen- growing wholasalolrstail 
www.docksidamadne.com Gift Certificates and Pampedng Packages Available • to be an Sundm Town Office 403- latlons has opportunities organization, in western 
BUSINESS Apar tment /Condo E38-3651, or fax 403.638. available for FALL. Earn Canada, which provides 
OPPORTUNmES Manager. Many Job0.All 2100. 40% commission selling goods and services Ioa 
CASH IN/CASH OUT. arsasl Free jot) placement kids wear, ladies wear or large independent grocery 
cok.. Paps,.osl.a as.,o,ance ,By.sot .,SCE~...EOUS ~..oal, fo=y,ora., andI.dse~co,ndusfry Furn i ture "" ,uUov:n" 
M&M. Re-stock astab- successl For STEEL BUILDINGS,, catalogue and business TGP manages it's corpo. 
lished unique vendors in into/brochure 681-5456/1. Norsteel Buildings package. 1-800-665.  rate food stores In rural 
your alas. NO selgng. Full. 8CO-665-833g. RMTL  basedSystemScompamyLtd' off.ra a B.C.all 9644.SALES HELP WANTED otCentres' under the bannersuper  A Foods. As a ~rORTHWEST E--xpress 
lime, pert4ime, Minimum COUNSELLOR TRAIN. types el Pro-Engineered LOOKING FOR A NEW meat cutter; you will re- 
investment $13,980 1- ING Institute of Canada Sleal Structures. Custom CAREER or just need porl directly to the Meat 
Manager, and assist in all 888-503.8884 24 hours, o f f ,  on-campus=door, mada to moet all of your extra money? Sell C&M aspects ofcurtingend 03r~. ]L~ ~_ .~.~,~. ] (~y~L]~.~- j~ ~j@~,~.~SU)  
FREE INCOME tax free. respondenca courses to- building neoda, at afford- GIFTS' unique lind of sausage making• You 
cffise tanifodes. Selected ward a Diploma in able prices. Call 1.800- Home Decor, Kitchen musthaveatleast2 years 
areas lhroughout Canada. Counselling Praclice fo ~-gt31. 
Acoessorios. and of retail meat cutgng ex- Lowstartup costs. Umitsd begin July 31/99. Free :: 
time offer. Exciting Ioca- catalogue, call 24hrs 1- PER~OfiALS Christmas Treasures. pedence and the ability to V '  Local Or Out Of Town 
tfons also available, Call 800-665-7044. ASHGROvE CHRISTIAN Call: 51-258-7905, Fax: wod~ quickly and efficlont- 
S I N G L E S . 519-258.0707 for ftee cat. ly. Excellent cuslomor V '  Full Service 
1-8~O-605.5144ffor more WORK FOR THE largest va~w.huntsashgrove,com, aiogues end information service, interpersonal nd 
information or vlsil our employer in the worldl Companionship/marriage. about this wonderful op- sanlfation skills are as- I~  Inquire about U-Load Discount 
w e b s I t e The travel, tourism & Ages 18-85, Single, wJd- "~--~-~'-.-- . . .  ~--- sent/el. If you have Ihe 
wwwJibartytax.com.... Hospitality Industryl owed, divorced, All across STEEL BUILDINGS skUls and abilities to moot 
GREAT CANADIAN Diploma programs avail. Canada. P,O. Box 205, F-UTU-R-E-STE'EL-B'U~L-6 our oxpectagons and want  PHONE 635 7504 C II 615 9 3 7 7  
Dollar Store franchise op- abTe', Adventure Tourism, Chase, B,C,, V0E 1M0. I N G S • D u r a b I e . to progress with a dynam- " e : - 
portunity. $65,000.. Travel & Tourism, Pro- Ft..inform,t/on, 1-250- Dopoodeble. Pre-engi- ic organization, forwerd 
$75,000. investment (In- Employment Flight 679-3540, neered, All.steel your resume to: Human 
., eluding clock). Member of Attendant, Hospilallfy &OIVORCE RIP 0FFiMm Structures, Cue om made Resources Olffcer. The 
Canadian Franchise Resorl/distance looming. j~el~lnn-3ne¢finht-;..:~'~'~ o suit your needs and re- Grocery P0ople'~ Ltd., 
~'N '~ ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Chipper Asseo,a,,cn Sex ,AN,TDOR,SM ,os, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .0,"--n,a Poo,ory-f.50. Y.ow.d rag.' a in  Coast  ~5o, Vlclerta, S.C.VBW COLLEOE V=~Sur~ f.  -~rafo'~;~-/o~'dd;j';o; O~re= effardab~e p,lces. Edmanfen, ABTEL gC~. 2N3, Fax 250-388-9763. 800-668-9301 k " ~ rnl~. r CaJl 1-800 668.511f ext Fax: 780..452-7759, ' - . . . .  Ida & $$. Free __,.: .-  132 f " or free brochure Website: www.dollar- FOR SALE MISC 87-~_ BREAKUP, Ext. 98. '-. AUTOMOTIVE TECHN,- '~ "~ v ices  
. . . . . .  NEW STEEL BUILD- ClAN licensed or 3rd ~ r stores.corn. . . . . .  SAWMILL $48S5 SAW REAL ESTATE INGS,..,Go Direct and year, Top. wages. 
EARN RIG $ia imports LOGS INTO BOARDS, CUAlL RIDGE RESORT Save. 4:12 roof pitch. Exceflantbanerdpackego. 
exports, It's easy. planks, beams. Large ca. Hotel Cond0mlnfums on 25x30 $3,000.00. 25x40 Rob Marks O,M. 
Woddwidecontscts, prod- pactty. Best oawmitl value thefstfalrwayof36holes $4,000.00, 30x40 Dealership, Hanna, ~TU~PREI Iv~OV'2~ 
ucts, manufacturers, anywhere. Free Informs- olchamplonship golf. 1/4 SB,SOO.OO. 35x50 
agents, bmkem, ova/labia, lion 1-800.BB6-6899, Interesl $56,~O0, Beautiful $7,600,00. 40x60 
Cost of manual and NotwoodSawmJlls. R R,2, Okenagan Valley. $10,800,00, 45x80 
course only $59.95, Toll Klfworthy. Ontario POE Kolowna. B.C, 1.877.513- $18.400.00. Others. 
Free 1 -gT/-695-45TL 1G0. 93gO Alpine 1-800-565-9800. 
Alberto. Fax 1.403-854- 
2952, Attention: Ken. 
Phone 1.4B3-854.4427. 
Email: marksc@tsluspfan. 
~,n~t. 
Injuries Stop Here. 
Adjust Your 
Head Rest and 
Buckle Up. 
WESTERN STAR TRUCKS 
I PARTS & SERVICE DEALER I [  , , , .  .,- . , .  _ ,  ., 1 
NADINA W 
TRUCK 
SERVICE • LTD. '~ , 
I 
8,~5-2212 • 2235 Nadina Ave., Houston B.C ] 
I, 
PRODUCTIOHS 
immercial Extractor Renh DISC JOCKEY 
RENTALS 
• SPECIAL EFFECTS 
LIGHTING 
PHONIE 
635-5333 
Stuart's Lakeside 
Comfort 
Bed & Breakfast 
Lo¢aled on lakelse lake 
We provide a great ewnlng o[ 
Free Estimates 
Lar ry  Smi th  
4715 Olson Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2A4 638-1786 
P IONEER UPHOLSTERY 
ram©riD0 inour exquisite 
honeymoon room wh0re you con 
enjoy the in room spa lab and have 
breakfast awdooking thebeautiful 
~kelm Lake, 
:r 3 , b=M  as rs, I  a tle E:leaning 
I ~ BarService i~ ! 
/ ,~il ~ • Full Bar Service for : .... Beceuse Your Home is Your Castle... 
I ,~  ~o-~oo~oplo ~ ~ . . ,~  
/ I  ~*; '.~.: "Certified Bartenders Ji~i' ~ ~ Home and Office 
, ~ Exceptional Service 
: / i  . i  eVeryReosonaloleRates ~ ] I Competitive Rates 
~|. j ~a,,U,~or 
Lisa Santucci / t i l l  N-eels Free Beheading I T Terrace. 63B-6152 
i k~l l~ 250-635-9505~ l Kitlmat:632.6764 
Doub le  C lean  
Carpet  Care  
HARDCORE FALLING 
Specializing in Danger Tree Removal ~ Trees in your yard mak- ing you nervous? 
Call Hardcore Falling 
• 20 years experience 
aFree estimates anywhere in 
t~e Northwest. 
Call (250)849-5289 
STEVE & DEUN 
SAWA~ 
Pt~tFa~ {~.~o) 
635-2282 
Evening calls 
*Carpet Cleaning 
*Upholstery Cleaning 
*Flood Restoration 
. . . . . . . .  ' ,0o ,  . . . . . . .  i 
:: i PRECISELY Tired, busy, stuck at home. J 
Let me bring the pampering to you! ~ Trek& New28 ff T~llef ai}bur~i I
• Man/cures .Pea/cures .Sculptured Nails .Waxing ~ • Across town or the country I 
- -  MY HOMI: OR Y(,UI{S'" . J~ ~ ~ W#l essist orloadfor you | 
• Reasonable Rates I: 
Appo intments  not  a lways  necessary  • Bondable i 
........ ,~w~ 638-2092 ~ i ~ ,, 635-2126 ~l: 638-696~[ 
II Terra¢e o[f ee [Pimming i i 
l mNa  I I I 
FOR ALL YOUR INSULATION EEDS I I ~ Danger Tree Removal / I  
AND BOBCAT SERVICES 
. . . . . .  I;hi~., ~y Houses, And Power Lines I I  
• Backhoe =,Sweeper -DumpTruck .Augers @L [..~3k~_ • .S, pe~_ -ix I1 :17 '~ EAN.UPSERVICESAVAILABLIE I /  
leWas~Removal •5nowRem~,al • I~ndscaping I I~ : /~  From -ou-. . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . .  I~1 
• . i, ~4Vll l~  r in l~ ng~!  • i. ~rdi~ • Blown ~nsuLa~on. Wall,- ~ ,  Flea. I I !/"~L~ mE ' I:i:il 
: If:. 
Call to book howl 
798-2544 
s ince  1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
: . ' i  if.: s! 3901 Dobbie St., Terrace, B.C. 
C laudet te  Sandeck i  635-9434 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD.1 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 1 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to l 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- j 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and | 
cour-ier service, j 
i 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
• 4 Terrace Depot:. 635-7676 
The key to Planning awedding is to work ahead. The guide- 
lines below have ample leeway built in or you can plan fur- 
ther ahead. 
ONE YEAR PRIOR TO THE WEDDING: 
• Work with a jeweler to Belect an engagement ring that 
suits your taste6 and budget. 
• Select a date, 
• Reserve a ceremony and reception site. 
• Re6erve a caterer, 
• Have engagement portraits taken. 
• Announce your engagement i  your local paper. 
NINE MONTHS PRIOR TO THE WEDDINGt 
• Choose eolours and style (formal& informal) for your 
wedding. 
• Shop for a wedding dress, Order your dress at least 6 
months ahead of time, if possible, to allow for both deliv~ 
ery and alterations, 'TIP: Give your shop a wedding date 
that is three weeks before your real date; this will give 
you a margin for error in the event eta problem, 
• Meet with your efficient to discuss your ceremony. 
SEVEN MONTHS PRIOR TO THE WEDDING: 
• Select bridesmaid dresses and order them. Again allow six 
months for delivery and alterations, 
• Arrange for music at the ceremony, 
• Select he honeymoon site and make reBervations. 
Great Gift Ideas 
Attention all 1999 
Br ides  
Don't forget to register your 
special day with usl 
Canad ian  T i re  
5100 I lwy la  Weet 
636.7178 •ToBFree l.e88.3tT.0473 
Or Fat tm at ,-gM.635-6964 
'~ Cde6rat ion  " 
~ememder 
We will custom design your 
reception to suit yuur special needs 
and budget, from decorations to 
cakes to t, nturtalnmenl, 
Let us take care of the details. 
A recepIlan to remember and 
beaultful memories to last • Ilfttlmel 
4620 [ake lse  Avenue~ Terrace,  B.C.  
638-8141 
l||t~ttt. 
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TERRACE MINOR BASEBALL 
Upsets mark end or.junior season 
By GREG COWMAN 
On Julle 22, the league suf- 
fercd it's first rainout of the 
season so first place Kins- 
men had to wait until June 
24 to face third place All 
Seasons.  
The delay was to the 
liking of All Seasons as they 
started early with some 
good hitting and sharp 
defense and continued to 
keep Kinsmen off balance 
all night 
It didn't matter which 
pitcher Kinsmen had throw- 
ing, all were hit consistently 
and when the smoke had 
cleared, All Seasons had the 
upset 18-9. 
On June 23, second place 
Pizza Hut entertained home 
field advantage against 
SpeeDee Printers in the 
other first round playoff 
game. 
It was a seesaw game with 
SpecDce taking an earl~ 
lead, then the Hut coming 
back to lead 3-2 after 3 
complete innings. 
SpeeDee got three more in 
the fourth to lead 5-4 after 
four. Pizza Hut then took 
advantage of some pitching 
miscues to score five in the 
fifth while the printers got 
shut down. 
But in the sixth the 
printers returued the favour 
and scored five in the sixth 
to lead by one run going 
into the last inning. 
The heart of the order did 
the damage, as Mark 
Veysey knocked in Bobby 
Lamas to tie the game and 
Jolm Marcellin brought in 
Mark to avoid the upset and 
move Pizza Hut into the 
finals for first place. 
Saturday June 26 saw 
Kinsmen back in form to 
hold off SpeeDee, as the 
printers scattered six hits 
and scored only four times 
while leaving 12 runners on 
base. 
Kinsmen scored eight 
runs on seven hits and only 
left three men on base. 
Bright spots for SpeeDee 
LEAGUE CHAMPS: All Seasons Sports weren't the favourites going into the play 
offs, but upset wins over Kinsmen and Pizza Hut brought them the trophy. 
were Garret Kerr and Lee 
Johnson who were on base 
every time at bat, and Corcy 
Paulson who scored two 
runs, 
Highlights for Kinsmen 
were Mike Diana and Ryan 
Casey who scored twice 
each, and Tyson Tugwell, 
who bad the longball with a 
triple to the center field 
fence. 
The aftenmon game of the 
playoff twin bill saw All 
Seasons complete the upset 
string in dramatic fashion. 
Pizza Hut got five in the 
first and followed with five 
in the second to lead 10-0 
after two. All Seasons got 
five back, gave five more 
away and then scored anoth- 
er five to make the score 15- 
10 for the Hut after four in- 
nings. 
But that was as much as 
the Hut would get as All 
Seasons got three in the fifth 
and three more in the sixth, 
and closing pitcher Jared 
Connatty shut the door to 
give All Seasons the Leagne 
Championship. 
The presentation of 
trophies included a warm 
! in 5 CAHADIAHS 
CAH'T BREMHE PROPERLY 
Buf you can begt the odds on lung disease. 
• Support advanced research and province-wide communily 
education programs sponsored by your Lung Association. 
:~  BRITISH COLUMBIA  LUNG ASSOCIATI()N 
L Box 34009, Station D,Vancouvcr, B.C. VEI 4M2 
(Advertlsing smo~ do=red by rhi$__pubHc~ti~n),._ 
Terrace Supportive Housing Society's 
Terrace Mountain Manor 
4011 Sparks St., betwe0n Terrace View Lodge and Heritage Park 
for seniors (55 & up) 
suites are now Ior sale, caSll or Ii l lallCe UI! tO 75% 
Call Selty J. BaRon at 635-0036 for a .  
information package or personal,presentation, 
~ CANADIAN TIRE 
www.canadiantire.com 
Or Emall us at 
www.eantlre.terrace@osg.net 
(~)  SAFEWAY 
www.safeway.com 
www.terraceautomall.com 
DLN CONTRACTING LTD. 
duradek - railings- patio covers 
v~vw.dlncon.corn 
~,~R~(~Ee.automall@os~.~neRt CE I [ t  llii'&.'t I | I 
~ARD TheTerraCe Standard 
standdrd@kermode.not 
Your webs i te /emai l  address  
could be hereI 
Contact  us  a t  638-7283 
i i i i  i |  
thank yon to all the dedi- playing form and the 
Sponsors who don't mind if 
MISTY RIVER 
TACKLE & HUNTING.~~ 
....................................... A. . . . . . . . . .  ~ '1  - -  - -  ~i,'." ." : Illn I .~:~<~;l 
River Rat Hip 
Neoprene with PYC 
Boot & Felt Soles 
• 3mm hip wader 
, Adiuslabb el~ loop 
,Hil0wader 9oes ~nm Ihe be0t 
Reg $189.00 
149"  
SEA KING ICrob & Prawn 
Rainwear J Traps, Rope, eSuperlor strength thermel 
welded seems I Ba i t  Cages • 100°/o Rustproof zipper & 
snopdosures J You Need • Attach~ roll up hood 
•Elastic waist pan~ I It, We Get 
lso~le $29 ." [ It! 
cated people that helped to I ~ ~laW.= Sunday.Wednesdayram.lOpm 
make the season a success, their team finishes last. =~ ,~  
The coaches who devote Supportive parents who Keah g Thu~dq-Sa~rday7am. 11pm 
li 5#08AgarAve, T rrace638.1369 
so much time to developing watch stoically as Agar • i 
a tcamfromagroupof indi -  " Johnny" strikes our., or u~r~,  t 
viduals, the umpires for roar approval as he makes 
keeping the teams within the the game winning catch 
bounds of the rule book, were given a hearty thank 
Jack Kelly and Tom Carey you as well. Congratulations 
for keeping the field in top on a great season. 
dULY SPECIAL 
For the month of July enjoy a 
Mediterranean Pepper Steak Stir Fry' 
served on a bed of rice pilaf with garlic pita 
For only ,11.95 / 
, ,  , , 
t4702LakelseAve. "-- f ,~ .~.gp~ / t Te,~a=e /It /~ ~ . ~ ~  ~ /~ ! Ph: 635-63O9. 
d 11 ] 
Please don't place posters 
on Power Poles 
BC Hydro is asking you not to attach 
posters and advertisements to power 
poles. These posters and 
advertisements can create a hazard 
for our lineworkers. 
payments on all Polaris ATl/ 
including the Sportsman 55g "The Yd'ng Of the 4~r4s" Offer eeds July 31,. 
pC)LRRI  ° ! 
,, 149B City Centre, Kitimat, B.C. • 632-2224 • - -  P., 
i MO,U.dy pay menl boo,.on 10% down on Insta!ln~. nl Io~n el r? r~nfhs Example: Trail O I a:,~ USRP $2999/$299 dowpimonth~ paymenls el $56. Offer unfld ~ i  
pr  
,nuclei m nreoLi applovai !lorn i lansame,ca Rela*l F L~fal  Selwce~ on censurer purcha~ hnaced txdwem June t and July. 31.1999. on an approved Polalis • 
insta.menz Loan account. Annul p~fc~lage sate is 1.1~b% uses e01include lax. lille. ,re,hi and s~-up 0fief subject 1o ova Llbllily a~ parlicil~lh ng dealers 0ely 
other condilions may Ol~[y. See ~ealel Io, delails. Watnin~ A~VO c.~ be hazard0u~ o opera e Nc'vel car y p~.~n ~'s. Be e,~lally corer01 On difficult terrain. 
N~enr ~i~e ~n ~ub)ic I~ads~ a~ays ~v~d paved surfa~zs~ A~s we9~ a ~ and p~ec1r~thi~ P~at sAWs may n~( ba ~ dden by any~z undeI age16 i 
o a floe s snourcl al~e a salely c~,se. For salelr and Ira=n=no mrounat~ofl, see your dealer or Call POI,I,IS at 1-800~342-3764. © 1999 Polafls Sales Inc. • 
. . . . . . . . .  0 ~ ~ ~ ' 9 9  P'°laris Sale~ rn-c f "  I i 
BC Worker's Compensation Board 
regulations prohibit poster and other 
such attachments o utility poles 
because of possible injury to workers 
slipping on nails, staples and cards. 
BC Hydro will remove any signs, 
posters or advertisements found on 
power poles. 
For additional information, please 
contact your local BC Hydro office. 
THE POWER I S  YOUR• 
BChgdro .-- 
- Class i f ied  Adver t i s ing  Serv ice  - 
i ~: ::I ~ i '< ~ "~ ,,- r ]Be s BeST BUY 
(:I]IMI-." 
! ; i l ) i ) l ) l ' l l ! ;  
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for your assis- 
tance in solving a a break, enter and theft that occurred 
to one of the Terrace Copperside stores in Thornhill, 
B.C. 
At approximately 3:45 a.m. on the 25th of June, 
1999, unknown culprit(s) forced their way into the 
Copperside I store, located at 2891 Clark St., in 
Thornhill, B.C. 
Having made a substantially loud entrance, the cul. 
prit(s), once inside the store went directly to the ciga- 
rette storage area and proceeded to steal an undis- 
closed number of cigarette cartons and packages, 
along with a small amount of cash. 
Anyone with any information about this or any other 
similar incidents, or if you know the identity of the per- 
son or persons responsible for this, (or any other), 
break, enter and theft, Crime Stoppers would like to 
hear from you, 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to 
$1.000.00 for Information leading to an arrest 
and charges being laid against an Individual i.  
this or other unsolved crime. If you have any 
Information call Crime Stoppers at 635-Tips 
that's 635-8477. Callers will not be required to 
reveal their Identity nor testify in court. Crime 
Stoppers does not subscribe to call display, 
Cal l  635-T IPS  
!ii~!! 'i~' 
: "::~iii( 
Best Buy Options... 
Per Insertion 
BC's Interior $85, $1,80 
Vancouver Island $85, $1.80 
The Lower Mainland $80. $1.80 
An of~he AlCove $21~ - -$5.40 
48 Newspapers with a combined 
circulation of 814,466tl 
BC's 
Interior 
newspapers Vancouver ~/ r  Island The "' 19 newspapers withe Lows combined circulation 
16 withe combined Main land  o, 144.,~. 
circulation of 223,350, 
13 newspapers with a combine i ~ ~ca~B~'''Lmu 
circulation of 446,805. 
TERRACE STANDARD 638-7283 or Fax 638-8432 1 
t 
f 
